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ABSTRACT 
Water management in irrigation projects is one potential method 
for reducing downstream salinity in the Colorado River. An important 
contribution can be made to developing more effective irrigation water 
management practices for water conservation and salinity control 
through identification and better understanding of the soil and water 
interactions that result in soils behaving as salt sources or as salt 
s inks. The interactions identified in this study were examined to 
determine the effects of various management alternatives on the 
quality and quantity of salt in subsurface return flow from irrigation 
projects. 
A soil solution chemistry model was developed to descr ibe the 
soil-irrigation water interactions. The model includes the effect of 
cation exchange capacity. The model was calibrated and checked with 
data obtained from lysimeters. A water management model that con-
tained a soil solution chemistry component was calibrated for the 
Ashley Valley of Utah and was used to determine the sens itivi ty of 
stream flows and salinity to irrigation water management alternatives. 
The source-s ink behavior of soils was found to depend on water 
quality, residual soil salinity, and water management practices. The 
key relationships are described. In applying these relationships, 
site specific conditions must be examined to determine the effective-
ness of proposed irrigation management changes that are expected to 
affect downstream salinity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The conventional approach to salinity 
control in irrigated agriculture is to apply 
additional water beyond that needed for plant 
growth for the purpose of leaching or washing 
salt below the root zone. The salt to 
be leached is calculated to be that brought 
to the soil in the irrigation water. The 
t expression (USDA Handbook 60, 1954) 
concept is the salt balance equation: 
(1) 
where ECiw and ECdw are the electr ical con-
ductivities, i.e., the salt concentrations, 
of the irrigation water and subsurface 
drainage water respectively and Diw and 
Ddw are the depths, i.e., the total volumes, 
of the irrigatIon water infiltrated into the 
soil and the subsurface drain e water 
removed, respectively. A salt ba ance is 
ach ieved when the volume of salt removed 
equals the volume of salt added. 
When the soils to be irrigated initially 
contain excess salts, extra water is added 
for leach ing to reduce the salt content of 
the soil to a normal level. The excess salt 
is carried away in the subsurface dra 
water. 
In a river system, such as the Colorado, 
the river is both the primary source of water 
and the sink for the drainage or salt removal 
system. In the Upper Colorado River Basin 
where the irrigation water is obtained from 
mountain streams, relatively low salinity 
water is diverted and the subsurface return 
flows may pass through soils containing 
considerable salts. Where this occurs, the 
subsurface drainage water may carry more salt 
into the river than would be expected from a 
simple salt balance computation. In these 
circumstances, the soil acts as a salt 
source. 
Unexpectedly, field studies of Nater 
management to control quality and quantity of 
return flow have shown circumstances under 
which the soil can also act as a sink for 
BaIt (Willardson and Hanks, 1976). In 
these circumstances, less salt is removed 
from the soil than is added; but the soluble 
salt concentration in the soil does not 
appear to increase proportionally. 
After the source-s ink behavior of soil 
and water was documented by field research 
(Willardson and Hanks, 1976), the present 
project was prepared to investigate the 
problem in detail. The objectives of the 
study were: 
1. To determine the areal extent of 
soils that exh ibit source-s ink potent ial in 
the Upper Colorado River Basin and perfect 
procedures for evaluat the source-sink 
potential of these soils. 
2. To identify the phys ical and chemi-
cal properties of soil important in the 
source-sink phenomenon. 
3. To deve lop a me thod to pred i c t the 
effects of long term irrigation management 
options on the quality of irrigation return 
flow for soils with various source-sink 
potentials. 
4. To develop water management guide-
lines for these soils that will be effective 
in controlling return flow quality. 
The previous field stud ies (Wi llardson 
and Hanks, 1976) showed that certain soils in 
the Upper Colorado River Basin do not require 
high levels of leach ing to ma intain a rela-
tively low salt concentration in the water in 
the root zone. In effect, these soils behave 
a s salt sinks. I ncreas ing the leach ing 
amount does not appreciably reduce the sa~t 
concentration in the soil solution; and in 
this situation, the soil behaves as a salt 
source. Thus the same soil acts as a salt 
source or a salt sink depending on the 
management practices followed. 
This research was therefore directed 
toward identif icat ion of the soil and water 
interact ions that result in salt source or 
sink behavior of soils and the effect of 
various management alternatives on the 
quality and quantity of return flow from 
irrigation projects. 
II. 
Both laboratory studies and computer 
modeling were used to pursue better under-
standing of soil behavior as a salt source or 
sink required to establish irrigation manage-
ment pract ices effect ive for salinity con-
trol. Four specific studies used were: 
1. A laboratory study of chemical 
precipitation during cycles of evaporation 
and, water additions in a prepared solution 
salinized to represent irrigation water. 
2. Greenhouse studies to determine how 
interactions between soil salts and nutrients 
affect fertility as evidenced in the growth 
of barley. 
3. Application of the theory of soj] 
solution chemistry reactions through computer 
modeling of salt movement downward through 
th e root zone. 
4. Hydrologic modeling of water and 
salinity movement in a large irrigated area 
in order to apply the results of the other 
three studies to determine how various water 
management practices affect soil and drainage 
water salinity. This modeling was based on 
the Ash Valley in the Uintah Basin of 
northeastern Utah. 
Th is sect ion presents the methods used 
in each of these studies in the above order. 
The next section follows the same order in 
presenting and discussing the results. 
PreCipitation in Solution 
A laboratory study was made to evaluate 
salt sink behavior in a simple solution. 
Salts were mixed to give an irr ion water 
of a relatively high salt con ent. The 
artificially salinized water had the follow-
ing ion proportions: 
Ca 2+ 
Mg2+ 
Na+ 
S04 2 
Cl-
12 meq/l 
12 meq/l 
12 meq/l 
34 meq/l 
2 meq/l 
The electrical conductivity of this irriga-
t ion water was 2.90 mmhos/cm. The sodium 
adsorption ratio (SAR) was 3.46. The sodium 
percentage was 33.3. 
METHODS 
3 
This solution was placed in a beaker and 
was subjected to wetting (water additions) 
and drying (evaporation) cycles simulating 
those which occur in an irrigated soil 
prof ile. The electr ical conductivi ty of the 
solution was the only parameter monitored in 
the experiment. 
An initial volume of 1000 ml was put in 
a beaker. The solution was evaporated to a 
volume of 800 ml by boiling gently. Tl1e 
solution was cooled to a temperature of 25 C 
and a 50 ml sample of the solution was re-
moved for determination of electr ical con-
ductivity. The remaining 750 ml of solution 
were evaporated to a volume of 500 ml, again 
by gentle boiling; then 500 ml of the origi-
nal irrigation solution were added to the 
beaker to bring the total volume of the 
solution back to the original 1000 ml. The 
procedure was repeated for 16 cycles. Addi-
tion of 500 ml of water simulates an irriga-
tion, and the removal of the 50 ml sample for 
testing in each cycle is equivalent to a 10 
percent leaching fraction. Removal of the 50 
ml sample when the total v0lume was reduced 
to 800 ml in each cycle simulates extraction 
of a sample of the soil solution when the 
soil is near field capacity. 
Salinity-Nutrient Interactions 
Salinity management by control of water 
application may reduce root zone salinity. 
Even if it does not, some experimental work 
suggests that an interaction between soil 
fertility and salinity may reduce the 
effects of increased salt concentration in 
the root zone. 
To determine whether fert i1 ity manage-
ment could be a possible adjunct to salinity 
control, a greenhouse experiment was con-
ducted using a nongypsiferous soil in small 
pots to determine the interaction effects 
of water quality, irrigation management, and 
fertilization upon the nutrition of barley. 
Four levels of nitrogen fertilizer (0, 100, 
200, and 400 Ib-N/ac), three levels of phOS-
phorus fertilizer (0, 40, and 80 lb-P73c), 
four levels of salty irrigation water (EC.= 
0.5, 1.5, 4.5, and 13.5 mmho/cm) and three 
frequencies of irrigation (2, 4, and 8-day 
intervals) were used.' The number of treat-
ments was (4 nitrogen) x (3 phosphorus) x (4 
salinity water) x (3 irrigation management) x 
(4 replications) = 576. Barley (Hordeum 
vulgaris !:.) was used as an indicator crop. 
To assure a good stand of plants, six to 
eight seeds were planted in each container 
(descr ibed below), irrigated with tap water 
until the seedlings were established,and 
then thinned at the two-leaf stage to two 
plants per pot. Salinity and water manage-
ment treatments commenced after thinning. 
Two types of pots were used in the 
e xper iment. Two of the repl lcat ions and 
one-third of the other two replications were 
grown in plastic tubes 10 cm in diameter and 
35 cm in length. These were closed at the 
bottom with a perforated plastic plate so 
that leachate passing the 30 cm soil depth 
could be collected. Two thirds of the other 
two replications were grown in hard paper 
pots containing the same weight of soil as 
was used in the leaching tubes. These pots, 
when filled, had a soil surface diameter of 
21 cm. The combined total of both pot types 
provided four replications for the yield 
data and two replications of leachate and 
soil salinity data for the experiment. 
The pots and plastic tubes were all 
filled with soil at a bulk density of 1.5 
g/cm 3 oJ;>tained by packing the pots with 
3.5325 kg of soil that had passed a 4-mm 
sieve. 
The fertilizer treatments were all mixed 
into the upper 3 cm of the soil. The treat-
ments form a complete 4 x 3 factorial for 
nitrogen and phosphorus. The nitrogen was 
applied as urea «NH2)2CO = 46%N) and the 
phosphorus as calcium superphosphate 
«Ca(H2P04)2·H20 = 2S.2%P). 
The four irrigation waters were artifi-
cially mixed using a base of distilled 
water for the first 8 weeks and tap water for 
the rest of the growing period. The tap water 
electrical conductivity was 0.3 mmho/cm @ 
250C and contained less than 0.5 me/l 
sodium. Calcium and sodium chlorides were 
added in predetermined proportions to estab-
~ish the four levels of water salinity (EC 
0.5, 1.5, 4.5, and 13.5 mmho/cm) while 
maintaining in all cases a .I_odium adsorption 
ratio (SAR) of 3.5 (mM/L)1/2. The relation 
1 mmho/cm 10 me/L (1) was used for calcu-
lating the quantity of added salts. 
Irrigation intervals of 2, 4, and 8 days 
were used between irrigation water applica-
tions. Field capacity for the soil was 
assumed to correspond to 25 percent water by 
volume. Therefore. prior to planting, 600 ml 
of tap water were added to each container. 
Por the first 8 weeks, the volume of irriga-
tion water applied was 300 ml per pot at each 
treatment irrigation. After 8 weeks the 
volume of applied water was doubled to 600 ml 
per irrigation. This increased irrigation 
quantity was required to meet the increased 
evapotranspiration demand resulting from 
plant growth and greenhouse temperature 
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changes. During the course of thf" experi-
ment, a relative difference was maintained 
between water application treatments of 
approximately 4:2:1 on a volume basis since a 
uniform amount of water was applied at 2, 
4, and 8 day intervals to the different 
irrigation treatments. 
Six weeks after sowing, the total number 
of tillers and the average heigh t of the 
plants in the leaching cylinders were re-
corded. The average height was determined as 
the mean of the heights of the longest leaf 
of each plant. Selected treatmentS were 
photographed 3,7, and 14 weeks after 
planting to record visual comparisons. 
On June 4, 1978, one week after the last 
irrigation water application, the crop was 
harvested from all pots. The total growing 
season was 138 days. Main heads and tiller 
heads were harvested separately. The re-
mainder of the plant upper parts were re-
tained in paper bags for dry matter deter-
minations. Gravimetric measurements of yield 
were made 4 weeks later in order to give the 
harvested material sufficient time to be air 
dried inside paper bags. Measurements made 
were of dry weigh t of the straw, number of 
main and tiller heads, and number of seeds 
and dry florets from ma in and t iller heads 
per each container. The weight of seeds from 
ma in and t iller heads was also determined. 
The volume and electrical conductivity 
(EC) of the leachate samples were measured 
after every second irrigation. For water 
application frequencies (4 and 8 days), 
samples were taken after each irr igat ion in 
the last month of the growing season. Volume 
measurement was accomplished in the green-
house immediately after collection. 
Two composite soil samples were taken 
from each of the leach ing cylinders at the 
end of the experiment. These samples repre 
sented the 0-15 em and 15-30 cm depths, and 
were analyzed to determine the average ECe 
at the 7.5 cm and 22.5 cm depths. 
Electrical conductivities of the leach-
a te samples and of the I: 1. soil extracts were 
measured in the laboratory. The electrical 
conductivity of the soil saturation extract 
was obtained by converting the ECl:l to 
ECe • knowing the saturation rercentage of 
the soil. The pH of the 1: extract was 
determined. 
Eight yield parameters were obtained. 
These included 1) dry weight of straw, 2) 
grain weight from main heads, 3) number of 
main heads, 4) number of tiller heads, 5) 
number of seeds from main heads, 6) number 
of infertile florets from main heads. 7) 
number of seeds from tiller heads, and 8) 
number of infertile florets from tiller 
heads. Only two of these parameters, dry 
weight straw and grain weight from main 
heads, are discussed herein. A complete 
presentation of the data may be found in 
Bamatraf (1979). 
Soil Chemistry Model 
Movement of salt in the soil profile is 
a complex process. The salt moves pr imar I ly 
with the water; but while movement is taking 
place, the salt is reacting with the soil and 
other salts present in solution. In an 
agricultural situation, plants are extracting 
water from the soil solution by absorbtion 
through their roots. The nature of the 
root membranes is such that the plants can 
absorb the water without absorbing propor-
tional amounts of salt. As the volume of 
water in the soil is decreased, the salt 
concentration increases and chemical precipi-
tation may occur. If there is residual salt 
already in the soil, application of relative-
ly high quality irrigation water may dissolve 
the salts, thereby increasing the salt 
concentration of the soil solution. These 
same salts may reprecipitate lower in the 
root zone as the plants remove water from the 
soil. 
To portray the complex dynamic system 
described above, a computer model was devel-
oped that incorporated procedures developed 
earlier by others for examining parts of the 
system. A new model designed for calcareous 
soils was developed to better desc.ribe soil 
solution chemistry reactions. 
Theory 
The transport model of Childs and Hanks 
(1975), which has proven effective for 
s Imulat ing wa ter flow and nonreact I ve salt 
transport, was modified to transport Ca 2+, 
Mg2+, Na+, K+, Cl-, and 5042- ions. The 
original model moved all salts as a group 
represented as me/l. After the transport 
model has executed a predetermined number of 
salt and water movement calculations, th~ 
user can specify through the Input data 
whether to 1) print out the salt profile 
without considering chemical reactions, 2) 
call a chemical equilibrium suproutine to 
bring the solution salts into equilibrium 
with the lime and gypsum content of the soil, 
or 3) call in addition a cation exchange 
subroutine to include cation exchange 
equilibrium in the calculations. 
Chemical equilibrium subroutine (CHEM). 
The cneiillstry model assumes that 1) theSOTl 
contains lime (CaC03), 2) that the soil is 
sufficiently buffered that the pH of each 
depth increment i~ constant, and 3) each soil 
depth increment is an open system with re-
spect to carbon dioxide (C02) exchange with 
the soil atmosphere. Henrys law constant for 
C02 was al~o assumed to be independent of 
temperature and salt concentration. 
The soil solution electrical conduc-
t ivi ty (EC, mmhos/cm) was calculated from 
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individual ion concentrations using the 
exponential method of McNeal et a1. (1970). 
Solution ionic strength (1, moles/I) was 
calculated (Griffin and Jurinak, 1973) 
from: 
r = 0.0127 EC (2) 
The mono- and divalent ion activity coef-
f ic ient (y 1 and Y2) were calcula ted from 
the Davies relationship (Stumm and Morgan, 
1970) : 
log Yi 0.509 2 ( r>'; 1 - 0 _ 3 r) 1.0 + r'2 
where Zi is the Ionic charge. 
(3) 
The partial pres.sure of C02(PCO?) 
was calculated from pH and (Ca2+) data usi~g 
the equation developed as follows: 
CO2 + H2O H2C03 
.H2C03 
KH P CO 2 
rewritten in terms of 
then: 
P CO 
H2C03 
2 KH 
H2C03 = H+ + HCO; 
(H+) (HC03) 
(H2C0 3) Kal 
P C02 as: 
(4) 
is rewritten in terms of H2C03 and substituted 
into Equation 4, giving: 
(H+) (HCO;) 
KH Kal 
(5) 
where Kal is the first dissociation constant 
for H2C03- Next: 
HC03 = 
(H+) (CO~-) 
(HC03) 
is rewritten in terms of HCO; and substituted 
into Equation 5 gives 
(H +) 2 (CO~-) 
KH Kal K~2 (6) 
where Ka2 is the second dissociation constant 
for RC0 3 , Then: 
is rewritten in terms of(C032-)and substituted 
into Equation 6 gives 
0) 
Values for C032-) were calculated from 
Equation 6, rewritten in terms of ( C032-), 
and (HC03-) was calculated using Equation 5, 
rewritten in terms of HCO-). Using 
ictivity coefficients and the appropri~te 
equations and stability constants, the Ion 
~ctivities were corrected for ion pairing for 
(Ca), (Mg) , (Na), and (S04). The ion pairs 
cons idered significant in the soil systems 
studied were CaCO~, CaHCO!, CaOH+, CaSor! 
MgCO~, MgHCO!, MgOH , MgSO~, NaS04 and NaC03 . 
The equation to calculate calcium 
activity, corrected for ionic strength 
a.nd ion pairing is developed from the initial 
eq ua t ions: 
Ca 
(8) 
wJnere Ca is the total calcium concentration 
in solutions (moles/I), (Ca 2+") is the 
a~tivity of free calcium ion in solution, and 
the other terms in parentheses are the 
respective ion pair activities. Since 
C.aCO~ and CaSO~ are uncharged, their 
activity coefficients are assumed to eq~al 1. 
The activity coefficients of CaHC03 and 
GaOH+ are assumed to be equal and were 
d'esignated as '11. The activity coefficient 
for calcium is designated as '12. The 
activity of each ion pair can be written in 
terms of its stability constant and component 
ions as follows: 
(CaCO~) 
(CaSO~) 
(Ca 2+) (HCO;) 
Kd2 
(Ca2+) (OH-) 
Kd3 
(Ca2+) (CO~-) 
Kdl 
(Ca 2+) (sot-) 
Kd4 
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where Kdl, Kd2, .•• etc., are the respective 
stability constants. These expressions are 
then substituted into (8) and (Ca2+) is 
factored from the right side to give 
( 9) 
Values for (HC03-), (OH-) and (C032-) can be 
obtained in terms of the H2C03 dissociation 
constants, (H+), KH and Peo.? Equation 5 
is rewr itten in terms of (CCT32-) and these 
are substituted into Equation 9, The dis-_ 
sociation of water 
expressed as 
is written in terms of (OH-) and substituted 
into Equation 9. The value for (S04 2-) is 
obtained from a previ,ous calculat ion similar 
to Equation 10. With these substitutions 
Equation 9 can be rewritten as 
, (to) 
The same approach is used to develop the 
equations for (Mg2+), (Na+) , (K+), (S04 2-) 
and (HC03-) calculation. 
Using the corrected (Ca 2+) and (C032-) 
or (S042-), values and the appropriate solu-
bility product (KSp) the amount of slightly 
soluble salt that must be added or removed 
from solution to bring the system into 
equilibrium can then be calculated by solving 
(CAT~X) (AN-X) , (ll) 
for X where CAT is the solution cation 
activity and AN is the solution anion ac-
tivity for the precipitation or dissolution 
reaction being considered. 
The above cation activity calCUlations 
also provide corrected cation activity values 
for the cation exchange calculations. 
Cation exchan~ subroutine (XCHANG). 
The catlon-exCliange subrout ine assumes that 
CEC is a constant for a given soil, inde-
pendent of pH, ion type and concentration, 
that the soil solution is a true solution and 
that cation exchange is a reversible process. 
The subroutine did not consider anion ex-
change and further assumed that the sum of 
exchangeable Ca, Mg, Na, and K equals the 
CEC. That is: 
eEC = XCa + XMg + XNa + ~ (12) 
where CEC is in me/IOO g of soil and XCa. 
XMg, XNa. and XK are the exchangeable 
ca~ions (me/lOO g). 
The selectivity coefficients Kl through 
~6 for the equilibrium between the cations 
In solution and the exchangeable cations are 
defined as: 
(Ca2+) XMg 
(Mg 2+) XCa 
Kl (l3) 
(Na+) XCa 
(C 2+)'zX- K2 
a Na 
(14) 
(K+) Xca 
K3 (ca2+)'z XK 
(15) 
(K+) XMg 
(Mg 2+):lz XK 
K4 (16) 
+ (Na ) XMg 
K5 (M 2+):lz X g Na 
(17) 
+ (Na ) XK 
K6 (;+) XNa 
(18) 
and the cation activities used in the above 
equations were corrected for ionic strength 
effect and ion pairing in the CHEM 
subroutine. 
The equation for calculating XCa was 
developed by first rewriting Equations 13, 
14, and 15 as follows: 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
These were then substituted into Equation 12 
and XCa was factored from each right hand 
term to give: 
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CEC 
(22) 
of Equation 22 by the form 
gives: 
XCa CEC 
(23) 
Following this same procedure for Mg2+, Na +, 
and K+ gives Equations 24 through 26: 
(24) 
(25 ) 
uations 23 through 26 are the basis 
for XCHANG subroutine which equilibrates 
solution and exchangeable cation concentra-
t ions during water and salt movement. The 
i n put r eq u ire d t 0 de fin e the i nit i ale x -
changeable cation concentration are the soil 
CEC, the solution cation activities, and 
the selectivity coefficients for the ap-
propr iate exchange react ions. In subsequent 
exchangeable cation-solution cation adjust-
ments, the solution cation concentrations and 
the parameters 8 (water content) and Bd 
(bulk density) are also needed for each 
soil depth increment. 
The above described approach can be 
expanded to any number of cations, provided 
the selectivity coefficients can be approxi-
mated for all possible cation ,exchange 
reactions. 
Modeling Procedure 
The water movement-salt transport model 
of Childs and Hanks (1975) was modified so 
that it could be interfaced with the new 
subroutines (CHEM 3P-d XCHANG) presented above 
to describe the precipitation and dissolution 
of gypsum and lime in soils. Because the 
objectives of this study were primarily 
the development and testing of the chemical 
subroutine, the options to run more than one 
set of data at a time and to print out extra 
testing data that were part of the original 
model were omitted. The yield prediction 
calculations were also removed since the 
validation data were obtained from small 
lysimeters under artificial cropping condi-
t ions and the yields did not cones pond to 
field conditions. 
Only that part of the transport model 
that has been changed to allow interfacing 
with the CHEM subroutine is described (Ap-
pendix A). For a detailed transport model 
description see Wolf (1977). 
In the described model format, the input 
data can be read from card, disk, or tape 
files (Appendix B). The first file contains 
the irrigation, rain, and evapotranspiration 
rates and durations, and the transported ion 
concentrations (Ca 2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Cl-, 
and S042-) for each irrigation water appli-
ication. The second file contains the 
plant growth data, CEC, soil depth incre-
ments, root distribution with depth, initial 
water content, initial lime and gypsum 
profiles, pH, bulk density (Bd) and the 
initial soil solution concentrations of the 
transported ions. The third file contains 
the moisture release curve data and the 
corresponding hydraulic conductivity data. 
Several options are available. If 
KILl=O, the input data are printed out, if 1, 
the data are not printed out. When KILKEM=l, 
the CHEM subroutine is not called and the 
transported salts are moved in the profile 
without chemical or physical interaction with 
the soil. If KILEXC=l the XCHANG subrout ine 
is not called by the CHEM subroutine and 
cation exchange is not Considered. The input 
values given to NWATER, INSOIL and MATRIX 
are the calling numbers for the data files 
described above which will be called, and are 
read in at program execution time. KALKEM is 
the number of moisture and salt movement 
calculations between each soil chemistry 
calculation andlor printout and is also read 
in at program execution time. 
The SF array in the transport model, 
which originally contained the mell of total 
salts in each irrigation water application 
has been changed to a two dimens ional array 
containing the concentration of each trans-
ported ion (me/I) in each irrigation water 
application. For rain water application the 
concentration values cannot be zero since 
they are used in the denominator of some 
calculat ions. The value of 0.01 me/l is 
suggested. 
The SE array in the transport model, 
that originally contained the me/l total 
dissolved salts in each soil depth increment, 
was changed to a 25x21 array that gives a 
Complete phys ical and chemical soil profile 
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description that is a function of time. A 
detailed description of the array is given in 
the CHEM subroutine development. 
When the CHEM subroutine is used, the 
initial soil. solution is equilibrated with 
lime and gypsum, if present, and if the 
XCHANG subroutine is called, initial XCa, 
XMg, XNa, and XK values are calculated from 
SOlI solution cation activities before any 
water or salt movement is calculated. 
These data are then printed. 
The salt component term of the root sink 
function is calculated as the sum of Ca, Mg, 
Na, and K, expressed as the me/l total 
salts. 
The salt transport loop was altered to 
move Ca 2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Cl-, and S04 2 -
independently as individual ion concentra-
tions, whereas the original model (Childs and 
Hanks, 1975) moved salts as me/l total 
salts. 
After each salt and water movement 
calculation the water balance is printed out. 
After KALKEM number of water calculat ions, 
ei ther the soi I profile data are pr inted or 
the CHEM subroutine is called with or 
without the XCHANG subroutine for each depth 
increment and the resulting soil profile 
description is printed. If CHEM is not 
called, HC03- is calculated as the cations 
minus the anions with C03- assumed to be 
zero. Soil solution EC and the SAR are 
calculated and both values are included in 
the pr int out. 
The soil profile data calculated accord-
ing to the option chosen is also printed 
after the final salt and water movement 
calculation (at TIME=CUMT). 
Chemical equilibrium subroutine (CHEM). 
The required inputs for the CHEM subroutine 
are gypsum, lime (decimal fraction of soil on 
weight basis), pH, bulk density (g/cm3 ), 
Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Cl-. and S042- concen-
trations (me/I) and the volumetric water 
content (8, cm3 /cm3). If cation exchange 
is calculated, the soil CEC (mellOO g) is 
required and XCa. XMg, XNa, and XK (me{IQO.g) 
values are required tor all but the lnltlal 
calculation of exchange equilibrium. The 
CHEM subroutine returns new values for 
gypsum, lime, the transported ions, and 
exchangeable cations if exchange was calcu-
lated. Values are also calculated for 
HC03- and C032- (me/l) concentration, EC 
(mmhos/cm) and SAR. Values of pH, Bd, 8, 
and CEC are assumed constant during execution 
of the subroutine. Flow charts for CHEN 
and the subroutines it calls are given in 
Appendix C. 
The cons tants, Kal and Ka2 KH, gyesum 
and lime solubility products, and the varIOUS 
ion pair stability constants needed are 
listed in a DATA statement at the beginning 
of the subroutine. All constants were 
taken from Adams (1971) except, the solu-
bility product of lime (Suarez, 1977). 
The CHEM subroutine first converts the 
solution ion concentrations to moles/I ~nd 
approximates values for HC03- and C03 -. 
If the Ca concentration is less than 0.0005 
molar (1.0 me/I) the pH of that soil incre-
ment is changed to 8.4, the pH of a lime 
solution in contact with atmospheric C02. 
This is necessary when more than 10 to 15 cm 
of rain water is appl ied in one appl ication 
wi thout being interrupted by evaporation of 
water from the soil surface. Otherwise the 
leaching of lime from the surface soil depth 
increments is too rapid. The (H+) value is 
next calculated from the pH value read in and 
the gypsum and lime contents are converted to 
moles/l units for later calculations. 
The ECII subroutine is next called to 
calculate EC from ion concentrations and then 
the ACT function calculates the mono- and 
divalent ion activity coefficients (Y 1 and 
Y 2) using Equa tions 2 and 3. 
Partial correction for ion pairing and 
ioni~ strength corrections are calculated for 
(5°4 -), (K+), (Na+). (Ca 2+), and (Mg2+) 
before entering the chemical equilibrium 
loop. An example of how these equations were 
developed is shown for (Ca 2+) in the theory 
section (Equations 8 through 10). 
The chemical' equilibrium loop equi-
librates the soil solution with lime and 
gypsum, if present at the predetermined pH. 
Wi th in the i terat ion loop, Yl and Y2 
are recalculated from the current EC value. 
Next PCO? is calculated from (H+) and (Ca2+) 
using EqOation 5. 
New corrected values are next c~culated 
for (Ca2+), (Mg2+), (Na+) , and (S04 -) from 
updated values of these calculat~ons from 
previous iterat ions. A new (C03 -) value 
is next calculatid using Equation 6 rewritten 
in terms of (C03 -). 
An "apparent" activity coefficient for 
Ca is calculated by dividing (Ca2+) by Ca. 
This value was used to convert the lime and 
gypsum to units equivalent to those of 
(Ca 2+). Using the values calculated for 
(Ca 2 +), (C032-), (S04 2 -), lime, gypsum 
and the appropriate solubility products, the 
PRECIP subroutine is called to bring the 
solution into equilibrium with lime and 
then wi th gypsum. The lime and gypsum are 
then converted back to moles/l and a new 
PCO? value is calculated using the new (Ca 2+) 
vaHle. New (HCOr) and (C032-) values are 
calculated from the new PCO value. New 
solution concentrat ions are n~xt calculated 
for Ca 2+, C032-, HC03~' and S04 2-. 
The original EC value is then compared 
with the EC calculated from the new ion 
concentration values and if the EC change 
exceeds 1 percent of the new EC value the 
equilibrium loop is repeated, otherwise the 
loop is exited. 
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If the net char e balance between 
cations and anions is than 1 percent of 
the total cation charge, the ionic charge 
balance loop is stepped over. Otherwise a 
correct ion factor, F, is calculated for use 
in the charge balance loop. If the net 
charge is pOSitive, Ca+ 2 is divided by F 
and HC03-, C032-, and 5042- (if gypsum 
is present) are multiplied by F. Lime is 
increased by adding the product C03(F-l.0) 
to it and if gypsum is present it is de-
creased by subtracting the product S04(F-l.0) 
from it. This series of calculations assumes 
the system is open to C02. As C02 is added 
to the solution at constant pH, HC03- and 
C032- are formed. This requires that lime 
precipitate to maintain equilibrium condi-
tions. The precipitation of lime decreases 
Ca2+ concentration which in turn increases 
gypsum solubility, if gypsum is present and 
maintains the solution saturated with respect 
to gypsum. I t is assumed that the HC03: C03 
ratio remains constant. The net effec.t 
is that the anion concentration increases and 
the cat ion concentrat ion decreases. At 
this point the char e balance is again 
compared with the n cation charge and 
if the net difference still exceeds 1 percent 
of the total cation charge, the above calcu 
lations are repeated unt il electr ical neu-
trality is approached, at which time the loop 
is exited. 
If the initial net solution charge is 
negative, the procedure is reversed with 
C02 going out of solution, with Ca 2 - in-
creasing and HC03-, C032-, and S04 2 - (if 
gy psum is present) dec reas i ng. Under these 
conditions lime is dissolved and gypsum is 
precipitated. 
If cation exchange is to be simulated, 
the XCHANG subroutine is called at this point 
in the calculations, and the soil solution is 
equilibrated with the exchange phase. The 
ion concentrations are converted back to me/l 
and lime and gypsum are converted to decimal 
fract ions. 5AR is also calculated at th is 
point and the subroutine returns to the main 
program (transport model) with the new values 
calculated. 
The values passed back from the CHEM 
subroutine go into the two dimensional SE 
array. This array, when !=Hinted, gives 
a 21 column table. The rows represent soil 
depth increments (Appendix D). The columns 
are valuei for gypsum, lime (percent of soil 
by weight) pH, Bd (g! cm3), Ca 2+, Mg2+, 
Na+, K+, C ,S04 2 , HC03-, C032- (me/I), 
e (cm3!cm3), EC (mmhos/cm), SAR, exchangeable 
Ca, Mg, Na, and K (me/lOO g) and soil depth 
increment boundaries (Robbins, 1979). 
The ACT function called by CHEM calc~­
lates ionic strength (1) from EC using 
Equation 2 and then calculates mono- and 
divalent ion activity coefficients (Yl and 
YZ) from I and Zj, the ion ic charge, us ing 
Equation 3. 
The subroutine PRECIP uses a cation and 
an< anion activity and the appropriate solu-
bility product to determine whether solid 
pl!ecipitate should be dissolved or whether 
so,1ut ion ions need to be precipitated to 
bDing the solution into equilibrium with the 
precipitate. The SINK subroutine is then 
~~lled to calculate the quantity of material 
tl]iat needs to change phase. When dissolving 
the chemical precipitate, the amount dis-
solved is not allowed to exceed the amount 
present. The cation and anion activities 
and the precipitate content are then cor 
rected by this value and these corrected 
values are returned to the CHEM subroutine. 
Using the cation and anion concentra-
tion, the solubility product and a starting 
value pass from the PRECIP subroutine, the 
SINK subroutine calculates the amount of 
SG1id phase material that must be dissolved 
or the moles/l of cation and anion that must 
be precipitated to bring the solution 
concentration into equilibrium with the solid 
phase material. This was accomplished by 
rewritting Equation 11 as: 
X,2 - X * CAT - X ;, AN + CAT ;, AN SP 0 
(27) 
and then finding the appropriate root by the 
Newton method (Carnahan et al., I~69). A 
starting value near the solubility product 
value is used. The new value of X is then 
p,ssed back to the PRECIP subroutine as the 
value to which the cation and anion concen-
Table 1. Analytical data used to calculate 
subroutine. 
Solution Ion Concentrations 
Sample 
Ca Mg Na K Cl 
Penoyer loam me/l 
1 33.40 9.70 1. 47 2 63 1. 70 
2 24.50 17 .33 35.05 3.33 42.40 
3 25.35 17.67 37.33 3.67 53.80 
4 17.10 11.10 14.33 4.00 14.90 
5 30.01 28.33 5.67 3.67 34.30 
6 11. 20 4.67 7.72 1. 67 1. 60 
7 16.30 10.00 5.67 4.33 3.90 
8 15.00 11.67 22.84 3.53 4.20 
HUr:l.t=!ng sil t;l clay loam 
9 18.00 8.96 6.04 1. 67 8.21 
10 56.25 25.62 15.21 2.08 17.47 
11 38.25 19.37 17.92 2.71 39.70 
i2 52.31 26.46 25.21 2.92 69.08 
:1,3 34.31 18.75 8.33 3.33 16.88 
14 42.75 20.41 26.87 1.84 40.85 
28.13 12.06 11.87 1. 87 10.92 
38.25 15.21 5.00 2.08 2.25 
trations must be increased or decreased 
and corres pond ingly, the amount of sol id 
phase material that must be decreased o~ 
increased. 
Electrical conductivity is calculated 
from solu tion ion concentrat ion by the ECI I 
subroutine. Th~ concentrations may be in 
moles/lor mell as long as the proper value 
is iven for M, a flag to indicate which 
uni are used. If mole/l units were read 
in, they are first converted to me/I. Next 
the maximum amount of calcium and magnesium 
sulfate is separated out arid designated as 
gypsu,m, which has different coefficients than 
calcium, magnesium, or sulfate ions. The EC 
is then calculated using the exponential 
method and coefficients of McNeal et al. 
(1970). The calculated EC (mmhos/cm) value 
is then returned to the calling subroutine. 
s:.~!.!.on_~~~g~!!.~ subroutine (XCHANG). 
Satul!ation extract concentrations of Ca, Mg, 
Na, K, Cl, S04, and HC03, and EC for six 
samples of each of the two soils were deter-
< min.ed (Table 1), as were the ammonium acetate 
extractableMg, Na, and, K; The CEC was also 
determined ~6t these sal11pIes. The exchange-
able Mg, Na, and K were,calculated as the 
difference between the extractable and 
ammonium acetate extractable values. Because 
these soils contain lil11e and gypsum, ex-
changeable Ca was cilculated as the CEC minus 
the sum of the other three cations. The soil 
samples were selected <to give' as wide a 
variety of exchangeable cat ion rat ios as 
possible under the study conditions. 
the s<electivity coefficients for the XCHANG 
EC Exchangeable Ions 
mmho 
mmho/cm me/lOO g 
39.50 5.80 3.0 4.46 1. 87 0.01 0.56 
36.05 1. 90 5.6 3.78 2.37 0.31 0.44 
27.50 1. 90 6.2 3.89 2.23 0.26 0.52 
3D.SO 1.60 3.4 4.17 2.01 0.12 0.60 
30.60 2.50 5.7 3.46 2.93 0.04 0.47 
21.00 2.00 1.8 4.55 1. 81 0.11 0.43 
31.20 1. 70 2.7 4.00 2.12 0.05 0.73 
45.10 2.70 3.8 3.53 2.41 0.16 0.80 
17.30 8.90 2.7 10.16 4.02 0.13 0.59 
70.50 8.10 7.5 9.89 4.24 0.23 0.54 
31.10 7.70 7.0 9.4i 4.41 0.32 0.76 
27.60 8.10 9.5 9.67 4.25 0.30 0.68 
38.60 7.40 6.0 9.44 4.44 0.20 0.80 
41.40 8.10 7.5 10.03 3.94 0.35 0.58 
35.50 7.90 4.4 10.05 3.87 0.28 0.70 
49.40 8.00 4.5 10.63 3.56 0.14 0.57 
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Using the above data in a short version 
of the CHEM subroutine, activities were 
calculated for the four cat ions, correct ing 
each for ionic strength and ion pairing. 
Equations 13 through 18 were then used to 
calculate the selectivity coefficients for 
each soil sample (Table 2). Only the K5 
value was significantly different for the two 
soils. 
X-ray diffraction analysis showed that 
the two soils contained illite and kaolinite 
type clay minerals in about equal quantities. 
These were the only clay minerals detected. 
The values obtained for Kl, K2, and 
K3 were compared with values found in the 
literature for other soils and clays (Table 
3). The values reported for KI were 
generally between 0.5 and 1.1 for soils and 
clays with the exception of two tropical 
soils and a peat. All K2 values listed 
were between 5.6 and 7.1. The K3 va lues 
obtained by Udo (1978) for a kao10nite were 
considerably higher than the values found for 
the soils used in this study. 
The XCHANG subroutine is divided into 
two segments (Appendices A and C). If NN in 
the subroutine calling statement equals 1, 
the first segment calculates XCa, XMg, XNa, 
and XK from the cation activities calculated 
by the CHEM subroutine, for initial soil 
profile conditions using Equations 23 through 
26. The sum of exchangeable cations is then 
adjusted by a common factor to equal the GEC 
in mellOO g of soil. This is necessary to 
eliminate mach ine round off error in a few 
cases. Values for the exchangeable ions are 
then returned to the calling program. 
Table 3. Selectivity coefficient values used 
for this study compared with values 
found in the literature. 
This study 
Penoyer loam 0.84 6.6 0.38 
Hunting silty clay loam 0.83 5.8 0.37 
Clark (1966) 
Wyoming bentonite 1.06 
Hunsaker and Pratt (1971) 
Brazilian loam 6.52 
Aiken soils 5.46 
Krishnamoorthy and 
Overstreet (1950) 
Utah bentonite 0.92 
Yolo clay 0.70 
Paul, Tanji, and Anderson 
(1966) 
Oakley soil 
Hanford soil 
Arbuckle soil 
Yolo soil 
Sacramento soil 
Salmon (1964) 
Wyoming bentonite 
B1isworth illite 
Peat 
0.64 
0.54 
0.59 
0.67 
0.66 
0.82 
0.82 
0.20 
5.5 
7.0 
5.6 
7.1 
6.8 
Udo (1978) 
Kaolinite 100C 
300 G 
XR=O .1 
0.52 54.5 
0.64 43.2 
aXR is the ratio of potassium to GEG at 
which these values are measured. 
Table 2. Cation activities and se1ectivi ty coefficients calculated from data in Table 1. 
Sample Cation Activities Sample Treatment Depth Ca2+ K 
fenoyer loam cm 
1 5.0 1.6 1.1 3.1 0.90 7.7 0.45 0.23 3.9 17.0 
2 5 0-12 3.5 2.6 27.5 2.7 0.84 5.7 0.39 0.28 4.1 15.0 
3 5 12- 25 3.9 2.8 29.2 2.9 0.79 6.3 0.33 0.24 4.0 17.9 
4 5 25-50 2.7 1.9 11. 7 3.3 0.70 7.7 0.44 0.26 4.5 17 .6 
5 13 0-25 4.6 4.6 4.5 2.9 0.86 5.7 0.32 0.27 4.8 17.9 
6 14 25-37 2.0 0.9 6.5 1.4 0.98 6.0 0.37 0.21 3.7 17.7 
7 14 37-62 2.6 1.7 4.7 3.7 0.82 7.3 0.39 0.26 4.8 18.7 
8 14 62-87 1.8 1.5 18.0 2.9 
Hunting silty Selectivity coefficient means 0.84 6.6 0.38 0.25 4.3 17.5 
clay loam and standard deviations ±0.08 :to.8 0.05 ±0.02 ±0.4 ± 1.1 
9 3.4 1.8 5.0 1.4 0.76 6.7 0.41 0.23 3.7 17.1 
10 7 10-25 6.5 3.2 11.5 1.6 0.88 6.2 0.37 0.23 3.8 16.6 
11 9 0-10 5.7 3.0 13.9 2.1 0.89 5.4 0.35 0.23 3.5 15.5 
12 9 10-25 7.6 4.0 19.2 2.3 0.84 5.6 0.37 0.22 3.5 15.7 
13 9 25-50 4.8 2.8 6.5 2.7 0.82 4.9 0.39 0.24 3.1 13.0 
14 11 0-25 5.8 2.9 20.7 1.4 0.78 6.5 0.33 0.18 3.6 19 8 
15 11 37-62 4.2 1.9 9.6 1.5 0.85 5.2 0.34 0.19 3.0 15.6 
16 13 0-15 5.2 2.2 4.0 1.7 0.79 5.8 0.41 0.23 3.0 13.4 
Selectivity coefficient means 0.83 5.8 0.37 0.22 3.4 15.8 
and standard deviations ±0.05 ±0.6 :to.03 ±0.02 ±0.3 ±2.1 
----.--------- ----.--~ 
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When NN does not equal 1, the second 
program segment converts previously calcu-
lated exchangeable cations to moles/I units 
for calculation purposes. Apparent activity 
coefficients are calculated by dividing each 
cation activity by solution cation concentra-
t ion. Each cat ion sum is then calculated as 
the exchangeable cation plus the soluble 
cation. 
The subroutine then enters a loop which 
calculates new exchangeable cation values 
from the cation activities and these are then 
converted to moles/I in solution values. New 
soluble cation values are then calculated 
as a function of the old soluble cation 
values, the old exchangeable cation values 
a>nd the new exchangeable cation values. Each 
exchangeable value is then recalculated as 
the difference between the cation sum and the 
soluble cation value. The exchangeable 
cations are then adjusted by a constant 
such that their sum is equal to the CEC. New 
cation activities are calculated for the next 
time through the loop by dividing each 
soluble cation value by its apparent activity 
c'oef fic ient. 
After exiting the loop, new exchangeable 
cation values are converted back to me/lOO g 
soil and the subroutine returns new soluble 
and exchangeable cation values to the calling 
subroutine. 
Computer Model Validation 
The chemical and water movement data to 
be used for model validation were obtained by 
irrigating two soils with waters containing 
three different CaS04 concentrat ions and 
using 10 and 25 percent leaching fractions. 
These 12 treatments (defined on Table 5) were 
randomly replicated three times in continuous 
weighing hydraulic lysimeters. 
The lysimeter tanks were 0.30 m in 
diameter and 1.18 m deep. Each contained a 
1.0 m depth of soil. Porous ceramic cups 
(1.0 bar) attached to sampl ing tubes in the 
sides of the lysimeters were inserted 0.25, 
0.50, and 0.75 m below the soil surface 
(Robbins and Willardson, 1979). Drains were 
also provided in the bottom of the tanks. 
Tbis system allowed for periodic nondestruc-
t ive sampling of the soil solution and for 
continuous monitoring of water movement into 
and out of the soil. 
The two soils used in the lysimeters 
came from Emery County, Utah. Penoyer loam is 
a coarse-silty, mixed, calcareous, mesic, 
Typic Tarrifluvent. Hunting silty clay loam 
is a fine-silty, mixed, calcareous, mesic, 
Aquic Ustifluvent. The Penoyer loam soil was 
c'hosen because it contained gypsum, and the 
Hunting silty clay loam soil was chosen 
because it contained no gypsum. Sample 1 in 
Table 1 is the chemical data for afield 
s~mple of the Penoyer soil. Sample 9 is the 
initial Hunting soil data. The sample of 
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Penoyer loam had a CEC of 6.9 me/l00 g, and 
the Hunting silty clay loam had a CEC of 14.9 
me/lOO g. The soils were passed through a 
0.63 mm sieve and added dry to the lysimeter. 
The lysimeter tanks were gently pounded until 
1.0 m height of each soil was reached. The 
final bulk densities were 1.42 g/cm3 for 
the Penoyer soil and 1.20 g/cm3 for the 
Hunting soil. 
The lysimeters were planted to alfalfa 
(Medicago sativa L. 'Ranger'). On July 29, 
1977, they were irrigated with 4.1 em of 
distilled water. The lysimeters were moved 
outside on July 31, when the plants were 20 
to 30 mm tall. Since some of the plants 
started to damp off due to Rhizoatonia 
solani 'Kuhn,' barley (Hardeum-vulgare I: 
TSteptoe ') was planted in each lysimeter on 
August 6, 1977, to insure a growing crop. 
Each lysimeter received 1.4 em of distilled 
water on August 2, 4, 7, and 10. Distilled 
water was used initially to establish the 
plants to prevent salt injury to the young 
plants during the hot August weather. On 
August 16 each lysimeter was irr igated with 
3.4 cm of the prepared saline water to be 
used throughout the study. The lysimeters 
received 9.0 cm of rain on August 18 and 2.6 
em on August 25. They were irrigated with 
5.5 cm of their respective salt water treat-
ments on September 2, 7, and 12. Before the 
September 12 irrigation the lysimeters were 
moved into a greenhouse. After this date, 
all lysimeters were irrigated according to 
their respective water use and leaching 
fract ion req u irements. 
The lysimeters were irrigated on 
September 16, 21, 26, 30; October 4, 8, 12, 
17,21,25,28,31; November 4,9,14,21, 
28; December 9; January 4, 13, 23; February 
1, 10, 20; March 1, 11, 21; and April 2. 
The lysimeters were moved from the 
greenhouse into a large room on December 20 
where artificial lighting was installed. 
The barley was harvested on December 15 
and the alfalfa was cut on February 1, March 
11, and April 12. 
No attempt was made to predict crop 
yield because of the unnatural growing 
conditions. The crops were grown primarily 
to extract soil moisture thus concentrating 
the soil solution and promoting chemical 
precipitation. 
The irrigation water chemical composi-
tions are shown in Table 4. The high, 
medium, and low designation refers to the 
relative CaS04 concentration in the water. 
Table 5 gives the treatments and the lysime-
ter numbers containing each treatment. 
Soil solution samples were taken on 
September 8, December 15, February 2, March 
12, and April 2. On the day following 
irrigation, sample bottles were attached to 
the sampling tubes and the bottles were 
evacuated with a small hand vacuum. pump (see 
..." 
Table 4. Irrigation water compositions. 
Gypsum Ca Mg Na K Cl S04 HC03 Total EC 
Content mmhos/cm 
mell 
High 12.0 1.0 US 0.5 1.5 12.0 1.5 15.0 1. 10 
Medium 7.0 2.0 5.5 0.5 6.5 7.0 1.5 15.0 1. 33 
Low 5.0 3.5 6.0 0.5 13.0 0.5 1.5 15.0 1. 46 
Table 5. Treatments and lysimeter numbers containing each treatment. 
Treatment number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Irrigation water High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low 
Leaching factor 25 Eercent 10 2ercent 
Soil Penoyer loam 
Lysimeter numbers 9 18 8 6 
20 33 11 13 
21 35 16 15 
Robbins and Willardson, 1979). For most 
depths it was necessary to re-evacuate the 
bottles a second time 4 to 6 hours later 
to obtain a 50 to 100 ml sample. 
The samples were taken to the laboratory 
and pH, EC and Cl, and HC03 were measured 
immediately (Richards et a1., 1954). The 
samples were diluted with an equal volume of 
0.1 N HCI. Th is prevented the lime from 
precipitating from solution due to the 
reduced PC02' The acid also served to 
retard biological growth in the samples 
during storage. Na and K were later deter-
mined by flame emiss ion, and Ca and Mg were 
determined by atomic absorption spectropho-
tometry. The S04 was determined turbidi-
metrically on a spectrophotometer. 
To verify the model, the irrigation 
water chemical composition, the soil physical 
and chemical properties, and the irrigation 
frequency and durations were then read into 
the computer program. The potential evapo-
transpiration rate data were adjusted so that 
the computed evapotranspiration, water 
storage, and drainage agreed with the values 
measured with the 1ysimeters for a particular 
treatment. The soil profile pH values used 
in the model were also adjusted so that the 
predicted HC03 concentrations a~reed with 
the measured data since neither In situ pH 
nor PCO? data were taken. The computed 
ion valt.res were compared with the measured 
values for Ca, Mg, Na, K, Cl, S04, EC, and 
SAR. Calculations were made using 1) salt 
0 
14 
29 
13 
Hunting silty clay loam 
24 2 1 12 7 4 23 
27 3 26 17 19 25 31 
30 5 28 36 22 34 32 
movement only, 2) salt movement plus chemical 
precipitation, and 3) salt movement together 
with chemical precipitation plus cation 
exchange all combined. 
Hydrologic Modeling 
Since the movement of water and the 
salts it carries through the soil profile is 
only one of numerous processes that occur 
concurrently in the hydrologic cycle in an 
agricultural watershed, evaluation of the 
effectiveness of on-farm water management 
options requires that this process be ex-
amined as part of the total hydrologic cycle. 
This can best be done by selecting a suitable 
hydrologic model and calibrating it for a 
watershed having considerable area in irri-
gated agriculture and a known salinity 
problem. For this study, a model previously 
developed by Shaffer (1977) was mod if ied to 
do a better job of identifying the effects of 
changes in water management on salinity and 
applied to the Ashley Valley of northeastern 
Utah. 
Model Structure 
Thomas (1971). Hyatt (1970), Hill 
(1973), and Shaffer (1977) have developed 
models that can be used to descr ibe the 
effect of irrigation water management prac-
tices on soil solution salinity. The model 
by Shaffer (1977) is the most comprehens Ive 
of these and was used as the basis for 
this work. The model is a relatively simple 
deterministic model that performs a suf-
ficiently rigorous analysis to enable it to 
be applied, with only minor modifications, to 
any defined and bounded area. The model uses 
time increments of one month and thus cannot 
predict short term phenomena such as flood 
hydrographs. The model will determine the 
effects of irrigation water management 
changes, evapotranspiration rate changes, and 
surface and subsurface inflows on the monthly 
volume and salinity of basin outflows. 
The model is best adapted to analyzing 
problems over time periods of several 
years length. A flow chart for the water 
management model is shown in Figure 1. A 
flow chart for the companion hydrology model 
is shown in Figure 2. 
Precipitation (rainfall) and tempera-
tures used in the input data supplied the 
model were taken as the arithmetic mean of 
all data in the Ashley Valley. Most in i-
gated lands within the valley are relatively 
flat, and neither the temperature nor the 
precipitation varies greatly over the area. 
Potential evapotranspiration measure-
ments were available for the years of record 
included in this study. It was found, how-
ever, that the difference between potential 
evapotranspiration calculated by the modified 
B laney-Cr idd Ie me thod (B laney-Cr idd le, 19 SO) 
did not vary greatly from measured pan 
evaporation multiplied by a constant recom-
mended by Hargreaves (1977). The modified 
Blaney-Criddle method was therefore incor-
porated into the model to facilitate applica-
tion at other locations. 
It was assumed in development of the 
model that a fixed proportion of potent ial 
evapotranspiration was potential evaporation. 
When the ground lay fallow, potential evapo-
ration was assumed to equal potential 
evapotranspiration. Evaporation was assumed 
to vary with respect to potential evaporation 
as the square root of the number of days 
since the last irrigation. Both evaporation 
and transpiration from the soil were taken on 
a daily basis by the model. 
The model accepts data on both surface 
and subsurface basin inflow. The flows can be 
further subdivided into groundwater inflow, 
stream inflow, tributary inflow, reservoir 
inflow, and ungaged inflow such as local 
spr ings. Records·· of sur face flows from the 
four major streams and tributaries in 
Ashley Valley were obtained from the U.S. 
Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. Groundwater flow records are 
practically nonexistent, and flows were 
estimated by an option within the model. 
The basin is divided into several nodes or 
component parts, the groundwater outflow from 
one part becomes the groundwater inflow to 
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the next part. Reservoir releases were 
obtained from local water commissioner 
reports. 
Canal diversions are required input 
data. The volume of the monthly diversions 
does not normally exceed the water available 
for diversion. The water available is the 
sum of surface and subsurface inflows plus 
recycled irrigation water. Recycled irriga-
t ion water is that which was accounted for 
as canal seepage or as irrigation tailwater 
from irrigation that reappears for re-use 
within the basin. 
Canal flows can be augmented by subsur-
face and overland flows from outside the 
basin, however, these were not measured in-
puts. Canal diversion records were obtained 
from the Utah State Water Commissioner and 
the Ashley Valley Water Users Association. 
Canal water losses considered by the 
model included seepage losses, evaporative 
losses, and spillage losses that become 
overland flow. Both seepage and spillage 
were cons idered to be recycleable. Losses 
were taken being proportional to total canal 
flow. The constants of proportionality 
were established during calibration. Salt 
was routed with the lost water. Seepage from 
the canals was placed in a computational 
linear reservoir that released part of the 
water into the main groundwater reservoir. 
Deep percolation from agriculture was 
also handled by a computational linear 
reservoir. Water from this reservoir was 
also discharged into the main groundwater 
reservoir. During the calibration process it 
was found that in the Ashley Valley the 
agriculture linear reservoir and the canal 
seepage linear reservoir could be combined 
with the main groundwater reservoir. This 
combination was achieved by manipulating the 
routing constants for both reservoirs. 
Overland flow was derived from canal 
spills, runoff water from irrigation, 
and runoff from undeveloped lands. Runoff 
from undeveloped lands was ignored because of 
the low rainfall in the area. 
Irrigation water movement is also shown 
in Figure 2 which is a flow diagram for the 
routing of water and salt in the model. Salt 
is carried with the water except when the 
water is moved as evaporation, rain, or 
snowmelt. Irrigation water quantity and 
quality can be either increased or decreased 
before it arrives at the point of use. The 
changes are caused by canal losses, surface 
runoff, return flow, phreatophyte losses 
and mineral weathering. Not all of these 
factors are significant in every system. 
Soil profile water movement was repre-
sented by adaptation of a simple plate model 
reported by Hanks (1974). The model was 
\J1 
Yes 
Actual = 
Potential Rate 
Evapotranspiration 
Figure 1. Water management model flow chart. 
.I 
~ ___ .. ",I Groundwater 
Outflow 
Figure 2. Hydrology model flow chart. 
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adapted to handle both water and salt. The 
method used for salt transport was developed 
by Terkeltoub and Babcock (1971) and,divided 
the soil profile into 10 plates. Salt in each 
layer is brought into chemical equilibrium 
before the water carrying salt moveS into the 
next layer. Figure 3 is a flow chart for 
the water flow model. The salt was handled 
by separate a subroutine named CHEM. The 
transport of salt is calculated separately 
from the extraction of water from the soil 
profile. Water was not taken from the 
profile layers in definite proportions but 
was taken from the layer having the most 
available water. All the transpiration for a 
single day was taken from a single layer. 
If there was insufficient water, it was 
extracte~ from two layers. 
In the model, the soils of the basin 
being studied can be classified accordinll to 
need. For the Ashley Valley, soils were 
classified according to the amount of solid 
phase gypsum in the soil profile. The 
proportion of the valley composed of each 
soil type was input data to the model. 
Details of the data collect ion process 
used in the Ashley Valley model study are 
reported by Miller (1979). 
Model Calibration 
The model was calibrated to match runoff 
and salt movement in the Ashley Valley, a 
valley of about 30 square miles located in 
the Uintah Basin in northeastern Utah. The 
valley includes the city of Vernal and has a 
mean elevation of 5,700 feet. Irrigation 
water for the valley is supplied by the 
Vernal Unit of the Central Utah Project 
wherein Steinaker Reservoir was constructed 
by the Bureau of Reclamation. The principal 
CLOPS are related to the livestock industry 
and include alfalfa, pasture, barley, corn 
silage, wheat, and oats. 
The calibration was a three-stage 
process. First, the model was run using 
initially estimated parameter values and 
varying these to test sensitivity. These 
tr ial runs showed the concentration of deep 
percolation from agricultural lands to remain 
fairly constant over a wide range of many 
variables. It was therefore possible to use 
the initial concentrations of deep percola-
tion throughout the remainder of the pre-
liminary calibration process. By initially 
bypassing the chemistry subroutine, costs of 
calibration are reduced considerably. 
The second stage of calibration applied 
the optimization routine to refine model 
parameter values to obtain least error 
predictions for either salt or streamflow. 
To further reduce costs, a simple soil model 
can be substituted that predicts deep perco-
lation and actual transpiration with'less 
Figure 3. Flow chart for soil profile water 
movement. 
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cost than the plate soil model. By shunting 
both the chemistry subrout ine and the soil 
subroutine, the costs of calibration were 
reduced by more than one order of magnitude. 
A single run of the model with one pass 
through a HYDSM routine, two years per pass, 
costs about 20 cents with the simplifica-
tions. A single run without the simplifica-
tions costs about two dollars. The dif-
ference becomes more dramatic with more 
passes through the subroutine HYDSM, which, 
with the simplifications, becomes the least 
expensive portion of the entire model. The 
third stage of calibration consisted of 
replacing the simplifications with the 
detailed models in order to finalize the 
parameter optimization. 
In summary, the calibration process is 
the estimation of reasonable parameter values 
to fit the measured responses of the basin. 
A pattern search routine facilities the 
fitting process but is of little help without 
accurate data. If data are lacking, knowl-
edgeable estimates can still -be made of 
reasonable parameter values. Some under-
standing of the hydrologic processes is 
important since more than one solution for 
the parameter vector may produce an equally 
good fit, and a calibration which disregards 
real world processes may be misleading. 
The model contains 40 parameters that 
provide a great deal of power to represent 
variations in waterflow processes in a basin. 
Obviously, if all these parameters are used 
in a two-year calibration with monthly data, 
more degrees of freedom would be used in 
calibrating the program than the data 
justify. Since many of these variables are 
highly interdependent, the calibration of two 
variables does not necissarily reduce two 
degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, signifi-
cance is lost if all variables are used for 
calibration. The least significant variables 
should be ignored and some parameters must 
be set to values other than zero to be 
insignificant. For instance, the routing 
constants are all significant when their 
values are zero. They become insignificant 
when their value is 100 or greater because of 
the exponential nature of the functions in 
which they are used. An easy solution 
to calibration may be possible, but some idea 
of the significance and meaning of the 
results must be maintained. 
A flow chart showing the logic of the 
calibration routine is shown in Figure 4. 
The program and the procedures followed in 
its calibration are detailed by Miller 
(1979). Appendix E is an outline of the 
input data preparation required for the 
model. 
No 
? 
All Phases 
Yes 
Yes Reset Variable 
To Original Value 
Yes 
All Variable Set 
>41---,----------1 To Local Minimum 
Or Least Error 
Stop 
Figure 4. Flow diagram of main program calibration. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Precipitation in Solution 
In the solution precipitation experi-
ment, calcium sulfate crystals began to 
precipitate in the beaker after the second 
drying cycle. This indicated that the 
concentration had exceeded the solubility of 
calcium sulfate and salts were being removed 
from solution. The precipitated crystals 
were inert with respect to the salts re-
maining in solution. As the number of drying 
cyc les increased, an increas ing amount of 
gypsum precipitated. The measured electrical 
conductivity of the solution was less than 
would be expected from adding the same 
amounts of salt to a solution in which 
precipitation was not occurring. 
The measured electrical conductivity of 
the 50 ml sample extracted was plotted 
35 
30 
25 
20 
Q 
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against the number of the drying cycle. The 
theoretical electrical conductivity of 
simi lar solutions but without precipitation 
were also plotted. The curves are shown in 
Figure 5 for the experimental data and for a 
zero, a 10 percent, a 15 percent, and a 20 
percent leaching fraction in a solution where 
zero precipitation was assumed. Without 
precipitation, a 22 percent leaching fraction 
would be required to obtain a solution 
salinity equal to that measured. The straight 
line in Figure 5 shows the expected salinity 
of the solution with no precipitation and a 
zero leaching fraction. The lowest curve is 
the measured electrical conductivity of the 
artificial water. On the right hand side of 
Figure 5 are the ultimate equilibrium salini-
ties of solutions without precipitation and 
having the indicated leaching fractions. 
LF=O 
~~~~~------ ... 
__ a-__ a LF=IO % 
0---0---0--0 LF = 20% 
~LF=IO% 
ARTIFICIAL WATER COMPOSITION 
12 meg / I Co 
12meg/ I Mg 
12meg/ I No 
34 meg/ I S04 
2meg/1 CI 
5 
o~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~~~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~ ex> 
o 
CYCLES 
Figure 5. Electrical conductivity curves for precipitating and nonprecipitating solutions 
subjected to drying cycles. 
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The results of this simple experiment 
show that the leaching fraction required to 
obtain a given soil solution salinity can be 
lower than that theoretically required if 
precipitation is occurring and if the soil 
is, acting as a salt sink. 
Salinity-Nutrient Interactions 
The yield comparisons of principal 
interest in a salinity-nutrient interaction 
study are the forage dry matter and the grain 
yields. The treatment using 0.5 mmho/cm 
irrigation water at a 4-day irrigation 
interval was selected as the reference 
"control" treatment. This treatment maxi-
mized yield for most of the study combina-
tions. Yields expressed as percentages of 
th is control yield at each fertility level 
are presented in Table 6 for straw dry 
Table 6. Percent dry matter yield deviation 
from the control treatment.a (Ab-
solute values of greatest yields 
given in parentheses.) (mtons/ha) 
Fertility Salinity 
Combination Level 
Water Application 
Interval (da y s~) "------
NOPO 
(16.01) 
NlPO 
(16.1) 
N2PO 
(16.99) 
N3PO 
(24.21) 
NOPI 
(11.43) 
NlPl 
(21. 23) 
N2Pl 
(22.55) 
N3Pl 
(29.78) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 4 8 
60.0 
58.8 
56.2 
41.4 
73.3 
78.0 
75.2 
34.2 
81.4 
96.3 
62.2 
53.9 
72.1 
67.4 
117.8 
57.3 
64.7 
77.2 
72.4 
54.9 
58.7 
50.0 
50.4 
39.6 
55.4 
61. 6 
66.7 
32.8 
75.6 
89.8 
72.1 
58.7 
100.00 
85.1 
74.4 
65.7 
100.0 
145.0 
84.4 
85.8 
100.00 
114.66 
112.2 
62.1 
100.00 
113.22 
88.9 
65.1 
100.00 
127.4 
105.2 
106.5 
100.00 
84.10 
88.60 
64.3 
100.00 
76.1 
102.9 
72.63 
100.00 
89.9 
86.6 
52.2 
84.6 
92.3 
88.9 
67.1 
74.9 
90.7 
98.7 
88.1 
67.1 
88.1 
95.9 
82.7 
46.4 
59.2 
73.9 
64.5 
91. 2 
111. 7 
J.09.8 
103.9 
59.7 
70.2 
56.3 
62.8 
57.0 
61. a 
67.0 
59.3 
58.2 
51.0 
51.1 
37.1 
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Table 6. Continued. 
NOP2 1 
2 
(12.70) 3 
NlP2 
(20.66) 
N2P2 
(27.03) 
N3P2 
(25.65) 
aNI 
N2 
N3 
N4 
o lb-N/ac 
100 
200 
400 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
76.2 
79.8 
70.5 
52.1 
53.1 
48.9 
58.6 
38.7 
49.8 
45.9 
48.2 
32.0 
85.2 
61. 7 
81.1 
49. 
PI 
P2 
P3 
Salinity 1: EC 
2:EC 
3:EC 
4:EC 
0.5 mmho/cm 
1.5 
4.5 
13.5 
100.00 
115.5, 
87.9 
62.4 
100.00 
83.7 
89.9 
60.8 
100.00 
79.7 
58.0 
66.1 
100.00 
113.02 
89.8 
62.0 
o lb-P/ac 
40 
80 
107.9 
106.4 
119.8 
112.4 
72.0 
78.1 
71. 3 
56.5 
54.2 
57.0 
69.5 
20.8 
54.6 
54.2 
69.1 
49.1 
weight. Direct comparisons are possible 
within any fertility block by using the 
percentage values in Table 6, and comparisons 
may be made between blocks by using the 
measured absolute yield values given in 
parentheses. 
Generally at any constant level of 
phosphorus fertilization, salt tolerance, as 
indicated by high dry weight straw yield, is 
increased by fertilizing with more nitrogen. 
These trends were less evident as the 
interval between irrigations was increased. 
As salinity of the irrigation water was 
increased at any frequency of irrigation, 
yield decreased. 
The analysis of variance results (Table 
7) show that phosphorus and most of the two 
and three way interactions are not signifi-
cant with respect to most of the yield 
parameters. 
ET vs Dry Matter Yield 
Figures 6 and 7 show dry matter yield in 
metric tons per hectare extrapolated from the 
data pots (3.5 kg soil) as a function of 
the evapotranspiration. Dry matter yield 
increased to a maximum when the water con-
sumption was approximately 11 liters per pot, 
then declined with increasing ET. Increasing 
the water in the soil apparently resulted 
in increased evapotranspiration but caused 
some aeI:ation and nutritional problems that 
gave lower yields. These results suggest 
that excessive soil moisture may not only 
reduce yield directly through leaching 
nutrients but also indirectly through loss of 
stand (DM) caused by poor aeration and 
plant diseases which tend to increase under 
Table 7. F-test results of treatment interactions. 
, 
S Source Error DF-Ratio Required 
v of Term F~Va1ue 
1/ Variation 41' V1/V2 5% 1% L 
2 W 6 2/9 4.26 8.02 3.08 
3 S 13 3/27 2.96 4.60 1O.09a 
4 N 14 3/27 2.96 4.60 14.16a 
5 P 15 2/18 3.55 6.01 
7 WxS 13 6/27 2.46 3.56 
8 WxN 14 6/27 2.46 3.56 
0.42 
2.52b 
3.0Sb 
9 SxN 20 9/81 1. 99 2.64 0.90 
10 WxP 15 4/18 2.93 4.58 0.26 
11 SxP 21 6/54 2.27 3.15 1. 53 
12 NxP 22 6/54 2.27 3.15 0.86 
16 WxSxN 20 18/81 1. 74 2.18 1.15 
17 WxSxP 21 12/54 1. 93 2.53 0.79 
18 WxNxP 22 12/54 1. 93 2.53 0.73 
19 SxNxP 24 18/162 1. 68 2.06 1. 22 
23 WxSxNxP 24 36/162 1. 51 1. 78 0.98 
aSignificant at the 1% level. 
bSignificant at the 5% level. 
DeQendent Variable: 
1. Dry matter yield (g/pot) 
2. Number of main heads. 
3. Number of tiller heads. 
4. Number of seeds from main heads. 
IU 22 
.e 
u 
• 20 .s:: 
"-
lit 18 c: S 
i 16 
:Ii! 14 
c 
12 
10 
8 
liter/pot 
Figure 6. Dry matter yield as a function of 
evapotranspIration from greenhouse 
pots for the medium nitrogen and 
medium phosphorus treatments. 
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Dependent Vairab1es F-Va1ue 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
6.73b 3.76 8.90a .30 9.62a 2.12 10.36a 
5.60a 7.99a 3.69b 2.31 8.05a 6.40a 5.21a 
1. 82 7.83a 4.14b .10 8.45a 5.72a 6.3F 
0.51 .025 0.16 0.92 1.43 0.22 0.13 
7.75a 3.87a 4.09a 5.35a 6.52a 3.09b 5.21a 
3.07b 3.68a 1. 83 0.83 19.32a 2.36 2.S7b 
1. 97 0.52 0.46 1. 07 2.23b 1. 38 0.58 
.31 1.14 1. 31 0.3\ 2.15 0.72 1. 03 
2.06 0.44 1. 46 2.93 1. 28 1. 23 1. 42 
0.64 0.32 0.91 0.83 0.13 0.33 0.51 
1. 9lb 1. 09 0.61 2.03b 1.12 1. 48 0.58 
1. 09 l.S4 2. Slb 0.94 1. 02 1. 51 2.25b 
0.73 0.68 1. 02 0.57 0.56 0.27 1. 08 
0.93 0.81 0.46 1. 02 0.61 1. 63 0.41 
0.78 1.13 0.69 0.83 0.89 1.21 0.79 
5. Number of florets from main heads. 
6. Number of from tiller heads. 
7. Number of dry florets from tiller heads. 
8. Weight of seeds from main heads (g) . 
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Figure 7. Dry matter yield as a function of 
evapotranspIration from greenhouse 
pots for the high nitrogen and 
high phosphorus treatments. 
high moisture conditions. Increasing the 
nitrogen and phosphorus levels increased dry 
matter yields by about 30 percent but did not 
change the tendency for yield to maximize 
and then reduce at higher levels of 
evapotranspiration. 
The relationship between dry matter 
production and leaching fraction is presented 
for one treatment (N4P2) in Figure 9. 
The 2-day frequency of irrigation produced 
higher leach ing fract ions than the 4 and 
8 -day frequencies since the total water 
applied was the same regardless of the 
interval. The 4 and 8-day irrigation inter-
vals had similar leaching fractions. Dry 
matter yield was greatest at the 4-day 
frequency. These trends were similar to those 
obtained in most other fertility-irrigation 
combinations, indicating that with the 
salinities of the water and growing condi-
tions of the experiment conducted here, the 
highest leaching fraction did not produce the 
highest yield. Greater water applications 
apparently have adverse effects that exceed 
the beneficial effects produced by keeping 
the soil wet in saline s ituat ions in a pot 
culture. 
Two different shaped pots were used in 
this experiment. The statistical analysis 
presented here combines all pots without 
regard to shape. From visual inspection of 
the data, however, it appears that pot 
ge orne try influenced yield. The s tat is tical 
analysis was redone to separate these 
effects as reported in detail by Bamatraf 
(1979) . 
Leachate and Leaching Fraction 
The leaching fraction (LF) in the pot 
experiment showed a clear relationship with 
both irrigation interval and salinity. 
Leach ing fraction increased with increas ing 
irrigation water quantity (shorter irrigation 
interval) and with salinity of the irriga-
t ion water (Figure 8). The increased leach-
ing fraction with the shorter irrigation 
interval is due to the greater amounts of 
water added. Since the leaching fraction is 
defined as the fraction of applied water that 
appears as drainage water (Bower et a1., 
1970), these findings suggest that there were 
no drainage problems during the growing 
season. Dry matter and grain yields reached 
a maximum at a medium leach ing fraction and 
then declined. 
The firs t yield decrement caused by an 
increased LF could be due to nutritional 
problems and a higher water content as a 
conseq uence of nutr ient leach ing and in-
c rea sed i r rig a t ion q t; ant it Y . Wh ere t I:: e 
amount of water leached through the root zone 
was near that required to balance soil 
nutr it ional and osrnot ic cond i t ions for the 
crop, yields were greatest. Sometimes yield 
decreased because of insufficient water 
supply. 
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There was a positive relation between 
the seed formation ratio (SFR) , an indicator 
of grain yield, and the leaching fraction. 
The SFR was calculated as: 
where 
SFR [4f TS / (if TF + 11 TS) ] 
SFR seed formation ratio 
#TS total number of seeds per pot 
ITF total number of dry florets per 
pot 
Figure 8 shows the var iat ion of the 
leaching fraction, grain yield, and the SFR 
with the water application interval. The 
responses can be interpreted in at least two 
different ways. On the one hand, all three 
have been affected by the changes in leaching 
fraction at the higher irrigation quantities 
(short irrigation intervals), showing an 
inverse relation with LF under different 
irrigation salinity levels. On the other 
hand, the differences in both the grain yield 
and the SFR are not well correlated with 
different levels of irrigation water salinity 
at the longer irrigation intervals because of 
the dominant influence of the amount of water 
applied on yield. 
A positive relation was obtained between 
water salinity and leaching fraction at the 
shortest irrigation interval. The higher the 
salinity of irrigation water, the higher the 
LF. Bower et a1. (1969) obtained similar 
results. They observed that as the salinity 
of irrigation water increased from 2 to 4 
mmhos/cm, the LF was increased from 0.13 to 
0.29, respectively, under similar irrigation 
regimes. In this study the increases in LF 
range from 35 to 43 percent as the salinity 
increased from 1.5 to 13.5 mmhos/cm. 
At the longest irrigation interval, the 
leaching fraction was lowest for the highest 
salinity irrigation water (Figure 8). The 
seed formation ratio (SFR) and the grain 
yield was highest for the saltiest water. 
A relatively low leaching fraction of a given 
irrigation interval was caused by a higher 
total evapotranspiration since the amount of 
water applied was the same between treatments 
at that irrigation interval. For the 8-day 
irrigation interval, yields were directly 
related to ET as reflected by the differences 
in leaching fraction. At the shortest 
irrigation interval, leaching fraction was 
directly related to salinity of the water but 
grain yield and SFR responses were variable. 
Soil Salinity 
A noticeable increase in the electrical 
conductivity of saturated soil extract 
(ECe ) was evident for the 8-day irrigation 
interval. The greatest increase in ECe was 
found in the longest irrigat ion interval 
at any level of irrigation water salinity at 
both 0-15 and 15-30 cm depth increments. 
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Figure 8. Water a pplica t ion interval effects on leach ing fraction and plant response. 
The final salinity of the soil was 
increased for all irrigation intervals 
as the salinity of irrigation water was 
increased. Increasing irrigation water 
q uant i ty did not completely con trol so i 1 
salinity when saline irrigation water was 
used. Th is study shows that use of sal ine 
wa ter under these spec i f ic exper imental 
conditions would respond to proper management 
of water if the water bas a salinity of 4.5 
mmhos/cm or less. 
The distribution or salts in the soil 
profile in the pots followed to a certain 
extent the common experience that soil 
profile salinization and desalinization is 
correlated to the amount of irrigation water 
applied. As the amount of irrigation water is 
increased, desalinization through leaching 
23 
occurs. For the highest water application (a 
2-day irrigation interval) salinity increased 
with depth in the pots (Figure 7). The 
difference in salinity between the top and 
bottom half of the pots was greater as the 
salinity of the applied irrigation water 
increased. For the longest irrigation 
interval (8 days) and the lowest leaching 
hact ion (Figure 8) the h t salinity is 
found in the top of the pots (Figure 10). 
Soil in the saline pots tends to be better 
aggregated so that applied irrigation water 
would quickly penetrate to the bottom of 
the pot. In the period betwee:1 irrigations, 
the water would migrate to the upper root 
zone where the salt would be deposited. The 
shallow pots and the long irrigation interval 
create a soil-water system that is simi lar 
to a high-water table condition. 
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Figure 10. Salt distribution through soil profile as influenced by irrigation interval and 
salinity at constant selected fertility combination (No PI) (8). 
Soil Chemistry Model 
The combined transport-chemistry-
exchange model was designed so that the user 
could choose from among three calculation 
me thod options. Salt can be moved through 
the soil profile without chemical reaction 
with the soil. Salt can be moved in combina-
tion with chemical precipitation and dis-
solution. Finally, salt can be moved with 
chemical precipitation and dissolution 
combined with cation exchange equilibrium 
reactions. These options will be referred to 
as 1) SALTFLOWI, 2) SALTFLOWI I, and 3) 
SALTFLOWIII, respectively. 
In all 12 treatments (defined on Table 
5) SALTFLOWIII gave the best prediction of 
a 11 measured parameters; however, in some 
cases one of the other calculation options 
also gave satisfactory predictions for a 
particular parameter. Satisfactory SAR 
prediction for all treatments was possible 
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only with SALTFLOWI I I after the February 2 
(189 days after planting, or day 189) sample 
date. 
Only treatments 6 and 7 of the 12 
treatments modeled will be discussed in 
detail. Treatment 6 was irrigation of 
Penoyer loam with water containing 6.0 mell 
Ca and 0.5 mell S04 at a 25 percent leach-
ing fraction. This soil initially contained 
0.7 percent gypsum by weight. This treatment 
produced tbe greatest gy?sum dissolution rate 
of the 12. Treat:nent 7 consisted of irri-
gating Hunt silty clay loam with water 
containing 12 mell Ca and 12 me/l S04 at a 
10 per:cent leaching fraction. This soil 
initially did not contain gypsum, but this 
treatment produced the greatest amount of 
gypsum precipitat ion of all the treatments 
app~ied to this soil. The two soils also 
differ in that the Penoyer loam has a CEC of 
6.9 me/IOO g and Hunting silty clay loam has 
a CEC of 14.9 me/l00 g. 
Electrical conductivity predictions for 
treatment 6 were satisfactory by all three 
methods for the December 15, 1977, (day 140) 
sampling date (Figure 11a), however by April 
2, 1978, (day 278) SALTFLOWI was starting 
to over estimate EC (Figure lIb). Only 
SALTFLOWIII satisfactorily calculated 
EC for treatment 7 (Figures 12a and l2b). 
The other two methods overestimated EC on 
both sample dates shown. Electrical con-
ductivity predictions were too high by the 
last sample date for all 12 treatments when 
SALTFLOWI was used. 
Predicted SAR values using SALTFLOWI 
were too high at the 25 cm depth on day 140 
and at the 25 and 50 cm depths on day 278 for 
treatment 6 (Figures 13a and 13b). SALTFLOWII 
also predicted too high values of SAR at 50 
and 75 cm on day 278. This trend was ob-
served for all treatments when gypsum 
was being dissolved from the soil profile. 
Calculated SAR values for treatment 7 by all 
three methods were similar on the day 140 
sampling (Figure 14a). By day 278 the 
SALTFLOWI calculat ion underest ima ted SAR 
at the 25 and 50 cm depths while SALTFLOWII 
overest imated the SAR for those depths but 
under estimated SAR at 75 cm (Figure 14b). 
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This trend was observed for those treatmen~ 
where gypsum was being precipitated from 
soil solution. 
To explain the differences in the abili-
ty of the three model options to predict EC 
and SAR, it was necessary to look at the pre-
diction of the individual ions since they ace 
each handled differently by the SALTFLOWIlI 
model due to differences in chemical 
behavior. 
The ch lor ide ions were cons idered to 
move independent of chemical reactions and 
cation exchange. Prediction of Cl- was 
satisfactory for all treatments when the 
calculated water movement into and out of the 
soil profiles agreed with the measured water 
movement in the lys imeters (Figures 15a and 
l5b). This would suggest that the original 
salt transport model was working properly. 
SALTFLOWIII underestimated the Ca 2+ 
ion concentration in about one-half of the 
cases while satisfactorily estimating Ca2+ 
in the rest (Figure 16a, 16b, and 17a). The 
under estimation varied from slight to as 
much as 35 percent. This may be ascribed to 
the soil solution being supersaturated 
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Figure lla,b. Measured EC values and values calculated by (1) SALTFLOWI, (2) SALTFLOWII and (3) SALTFLOWIII for treatment 6 on 12-15-77 and 4-2-78 (day 140 and 278). 
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Figure 12a,b. Measured EC values and values calculated by (1) SALTFLOWI, 
(3) SALTFLOWIII for treatment 7 on 12-15-77 and 4-2-78 (day 
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Figure 15a,b. Measured Cl concentrations and concentrations calculated for treatments 6 and 
7 on 12-15-77 and 4-2-78 (day 140 and 278) by all three options. 
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with lime and or C02, since lime would tend 
to precipitate from solution in some of the 
closed sample bottles if allowed to sit 
without acid treatment for more than 3 to 5 
days before analysis. Treatment 6 shows that 
leach ing of Ca 2+ from the surface layers of 
a gypsiferous soil occurs when the soil 
is irrIgated with a low S04 water (Figure 
17a). When dissolution of gypsum was not 
considered in this and other treatments, SAR 
predictions were higher than when SALTFLOWIII 
was used (Figures 13a and 13b). When chemical 
precipitation was not considered in treatment 
7 (Figures 16a and l6b), Ca2+ concentration 
predictions were extremely high. The same 
thing was observed for the S04 and HC03 
concentrations (not shown). This explains in 
part, the overestimation of EC (Figure 12b) 
and underestimation of SAR (Figure 14b) for 
treatments where gypsum was precipitating 
when only salt transport (SALTFLOWI) was 
simulated. 
Sodium concentration in soil solution 
was satisfactor ily predicted by SALTFLOWI II 
(Figures 17b, lSa, and lSb). However, 
when cation exchange was not considered 
(SALTFLOWII) , the cation concentrations 
were not adequately predicted. In treatment 
6 (Figures 18a and lSb), the soil originally 
contained 1.5 mell Na+ in the saturation 
extract and was irrigated with water con-
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taining 6 mell Na+. It will be' shown later 
that some of the Na+ appl ied was exchanged 
for other ions. This explains part of the 
overestimation of SAR when SALTFLOWII was 
used (Figure 13b). 
Estimations of Mg2+ and K+ concentra-
t ions were also sat is factory for all treat-
ments when the SALTFLOWIII was used (Figures 
19a, 19b, 20a, and 20b). When cation ex-
change was not considered (SALTFLOWI and 
SALTFLOWI1) , the predicted movement of these 
cations from the upper soil depth increments 
was too rapid because both soils were irri-
gated with water containing 0.5 mell K+ and 
treatment 6 irr igation water contained 1.0 
mell Mg2+ and treatment 7 received water 
containing 3.5 mell Mg2+. Both soils 
initially contained considerably higher 
concentrations of these two cations in their 
saturation extracts than were in the applied 
irrigation water. 
Predicted exchangeable Na+, K+, and 
Mg2+ (Figure 21a) and exchangeable Ca 2+ 
(Figure 21b) values are shown along with the 
measured values in the original Penoyer soil. 
The same data are also shown for the Hunting 
soil (Figures 22a and 22b). In both cases 
the predicted exchangeable Ca 2+ increased 
in the upper depth increments and decreased 
lower in the profile. This was balanced by 
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Figure lSa,b. Measured Na concentrations and concentrations calculated by the (2) SALTFLOWII 
and (3) SALTFLOWIII for treatment 6 on 12-15-77 and 4-2-7S (day 140 and 27S). 
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Figure 19a, b. Measured Mg concentrations and concentrations calculated for treatments 6 and 
7 on 12-15-77 and 4-2-78 (day 140 and 278) by SALTFLOWIII. 
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exchangeable Mg and K decreases in the upper 
profile and increases in the lower part of 
the profile. Exchangeable Na increased 
throughout the prof He in treatment 6. In 
treatment 7, Na+ was desorbed near the 
surface and adsorbed in the lower depths. It 
should be noted that for the Penoyer soil 
(tEC '" 6.9 me/lOO g), the boundary between 
desorption and adsorption of Ca is not as 
abrupt as that for the Hunting soil (CEC 
'" 14.9 me/lOO g). This is considered to be 
due to the difference in CEC values for the 
two soils. Measured data are not available 
for comparison with the predicted exchange-
able cation values. 
Prediction of the. S04 2- concentrations 
in the soil solution under both dissolution 
(Figure 23a) and precipitation conditions 
(Figure 23b) were satisfactory when 
SALTFLOWIII was used. The measured values 
for S04 2- were more variable than the other 
ions due to greater analytical problems 
in its measurement. When SALTFLOWI I was 
used, 5042- concentration prediction 
was in error inversely to the direction 01 
Ca 2+ error since, as the concentration 
of Ca 2+ increases 5042- concentration must 
decrease or if Ca2+ concentration decreases, 
S042- concentration must increase. Th is is 
necessary to avoid violation of the solu-
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bility product of gypsum. When S04 2 - was 
calculated with SALTFLOWI, S04 2 acted as 
an inert salt that was not affected by 
precipitation or dissolution of j!;ypsum. This 
resulted in unsatisfactory S04 2- concentra-
tion predictions by this option. 
Bicarbona te concentrat ion s imu la t ion 
generally underestimated experimental data 
when SALTFLOWI II was used (Figures 24a and 
24b). This result, like the Ca 2+ concentra-
t ion prediction, appeared to be due to the 
system being supersaturated with CaC03. 
Carbonate concentration data were calculated 
and printed for SALTFLOWI I and SALTFLOWI I I 
simulations but are not shown here since 
carbonate concentration was so small in these 
pH ranges that it cannot be measured or 
validated. For the calculations shown, 
a pH of 6.9 was used for the Penoyer soil and 
6.8 was used for the Hunting soil because it 
was found by tr ial and error that these pH 
values gave the best overall results. The 
measured pH values of the saturation extracts 
f or the Penoyer and Hunti ng soils were 7.3 
and 7.5 respectively. It should be noted 
that a natural soil is in equilibrium with a 
much higher PCO? than is a laboratory 
prepared saturation extract, thus a lower pH 
should be expected in the soil (Oster and 
Rhoades, 1975). 
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Irrigation Water Effects 
The behavior of salt in the soil is a 
function of the ionic species present in the 
water, the salts present in the soil, and the 
leaching fraction. The chemistry models 
developed in this study can be used to 
examine the relation between leaching frac-
t ion and the electrical conductivity of the 
drainage water for waters with different 
combinations of ionic species. Table 8 shows 
the equilibrium salinity at the bottom of a 
soil profile for a nonreactive soil irrigated 
with waters of different concentrat ions and 
different proportions of high and low solu-
bility salts. Theoretical waters haVing 
salts consisting of 100 percent NaCl, 50 
percent NaCl and 50 percent CaS04, and 10 
percent NaC1 and 90 percent CaS04 are 
illustrated. 
An irrigation water with an electrical 
conductivity of 1.0 mmhos/cm and containing 
salts in a proport!.on of 90 percent calcium 
sulfate and 10 percent sodium chloride would 
have an electrical conductivity of 3 mmhos/cm 
in t~e drainage water with a 10 percent 
leaching fraction. Water having the same 
initial electrical conductivity (1.0 
mmhos/cm) but having only sodium chloride 
salts would have an electrical conductivity 
of 10 in the drainage water with a 10 percent 
~eaching fraction. The calcium sulfate 
leaching fraction water carries less salt out 
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Table 8. Equilibrium concentration of the 
soil solution at the bottom of a 
root zone (ECdw) for different 
water chemistries and different 
leaching fractions. 
ECiw Water Leaching Fraction 
mmhos/cm compY 20% 10/0 5% 170 
o 5 Na 2.5 5 10 50 
Na-Ca 2.0 4 7 30 
Ca-Na 1.7 3 3 4 
1.0 Na 5 10· 20 100 
Na-Ca 4 7 12 57 
Ca-Na 3 3 4 8 
2.0 Na 10 20 40 200 
Na-Ca 7 12 24 110 
Ca-Na 3 4 7 25 
4.0 Na 20 40 80 400 
Na-Sa 12 22 50 225 
Ca-Na 4 7 10 50 
l/Na water has only sodium chloride, Na - Ca 
water has 50 percent calcium sulphate and 
50 percent sodium chloride, and Ca-Na water 
has 90 percent calcium sulphate and 10 per-
cent sodium chloride combined to give the 
required electrical conductivity. 
of the soil than was added because precipita-
tion occurred in the soil profile. A water 
with 50 percent NaCl salts and 50 percent 
CaS04 would have some precipitation in the 
soil and an electrical conductivity of the 
drainage water (7 mmhos/cm) between the two 
extremes. Some of the values in Table 8 are 
extremely high and would be unrealistic in a 
natural situation. The results do however 
illustrate that precipitation of salts in a 
soil profile will cause the electrical 
conduct ivity of the soil solution in a soil 
prof ile to be lower than a simple leach ing 
fraction calculation based on steady. state 
conditions and conservation of salt would 
indicate. The salts precipitated are removed 
from the water, thus, less salt leaves the 
soil than was applied. As the proportion of 
highly soluble salts in the water increases, 
the precipitation of salts in the soil 
decreases and the electrical conductivity 
of the drainage water is more nearly that 
predicted by the common leaching fraction 
eq uat ion. 
Leaching Fraction and 
Relative Salt Load 
The amount of salt leaving a soil 
profile is proportional to the product of the 
volume of water leaving the profile times the 
electrical conductivity of the water. The 
amount of salt added to the profile is 
proportional to the volume of water added 
times the electrical conductivity of the 
irrigation water. For a salt balance to be 
obtained, the amount of salt enter lng with 
the irrigation water must be equaled by the 
amount of salt leaving in the drainage water. 
When the leaching fraction is increased, more 
water and consequently more salt is added to 
the soil. If salt balance is to be main-
tained, more salt must also be removed since 
more is added. The drainage water will be 
reduced in volume by the amount of evapo-
transpiration and the salt concentration in 
the drainage water will be enough higher to 
attain a salt balance. If the irrigation 
waters contain salts that precipitate such as 
calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate, less 
salt may be removed than is added. The 
precipitated salts remain in the soil. 
Figure 25 shows a hypothet ical example 
of the differences water management can make 
depending on the character of the salts in 
the water and soil. Two cases are shown. 
One case is for irrigation of a soil contain-
ing residual calcium sulfate with a water 
containing only calcium sulfate salt. The EC 
of the irrigation water is 1.0 mmhos/cm and 
the evapotranspiration is 1.0 unit of depth 
per unit area. The other case is for a soil 
containing no residual salts being irrigated 
with a water containing only soluble salts 
(no Ca, S04, C03, or HC03). The initial 
EC of the irr igat ion water is 1. a mmhos/cm 
and the evapotranspiration is again 1.0. 
Figure 25 shows the EC of the drainage 
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water and the relative salt load in the 
drainage water as a function of leaching 
fraction. Relative salt load is the total 
salt being removed with a constant evapo-
transpiration of 1.0 unit of depth per unit 
area. High values of relative salt load in 
the drainage water at high leaching fractions 
for the totally soluble salt case is a result 
of the high amounts added wi th the extra 
irrigation water used to obtain the high 
leaching fraction. The net salt added to or 
subtracted from the soil in the tota~ly 
soluble salt system is equal to zero. 
In Figure 25 the curves of ECdw versus 
leaching fraction show that for the totally 
soluble salt system, the ECdw is a function 
of leaching fraction alone. The curve for a 
soil containing residual calcium sulfate 
irrigated with a calcium sulfate water is 
hor izontal with an electrical conductivi ty 
approximately equal to the saturation' elec-
trical conductivity of calcium sulfate. For 
a leaching fraction greater than approximate-
ly 50 percent, calcium sulfate is being 
dissolved from the residual amount in 
the soil, the electrical conductivity of the 
drainage water is constant, and "salt load-
ing" of the drainage water occurs. At 
leaching fractions less than approximately 50 
percent, precipitation of calcium sulfate 
occurs, and the electrical conductivity of 
the drainage water remains approximately at 
the saturation electrical conductivity of a 
calcium sulfate solution. 
The curves for relative salt load in 
Figure 25 for the two irrigation waters show 
that "salt loading" of the drainage water 
occurs at leaching fractions greater than 50 
percent for the calcium sulfate water, but 
that precipitation of salt in the soil occurs 
for leaching fractions less than 50 percent. 
The curve of relat ive salt load for the 
completely soluble salt water shows the salt 
load consistent with a salt balance. When 
the curve for the calcium water is above the 
curve for the completely soluble salt water, 
salt loading is occurring. When the calcium 
water curve is below the soluble salt water 
curve, salt unloading is occurring. 
Upper Colorado River Basin 
Soils and Waters 
Through cooperation of the U.S~ Bureau 
of Reclamation in Salt Lake City, Utah, data 
were obtained on soil and water analyses for 
irrigated and potentially irrigable areas in 
the Upper Colorado River Basin. These 
soils and waters were analyzed using the 
appropriate soil chemistry model to determine 
the salt loading conditions for various 
leaching fractions. Some of the soils 
contained residual calcium sulfate salts, and 
some did not. Existing and potential irri:" 
gated lands contained both kinds of soils. 
Table 9 shows water sampling locations 
having waters of very similar chemical 
characteristics. The corresponding soils, 
whether with or without residual salts, were 
also similar. The electrical conductivity of 
fihe waters were all approximately 0.4 to 0.5 
mmhos/cm. 
Figure 26 shows the effects on electri-
"al conductivity of the drainage waters and 
relative salt load in the drainage water for 
the above listed waters applied to soils with 
.;Ind without residual calcium sulfate salts 
for various leaching fractions. For. soils 
with and without indigenous residual calcium 
sulfate salts, the electrical conductivity of 
I;he drainage water is essentially constant 
~or all leaching fractions greater than 30 
percent. The relative salt load is high as 
expected for soils containing residual 
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Figure 25. Electrical conductivity of drain-
age water ECdw and relative salt 
loads for a soil water system 
containing only soluble salts or 
only calcium sulphate (precipi-
ating) salts. 
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Table 9. Water sampling locations. 
Ashley Creek at "Sign of the Main" (Utah) 
Cimmaron Creek at USGS Gage Cimmaron 
(Colorado) 
East Fork at Smiths Fork 7 miles below China 
Meadows Dam (Wyoming) 
Blacks Fork 2 miles below Meeks Cabin Dam 
(Wyoming) 
Uintah River near Neola (Utah) 
Yellowstone Creek near Altonah (Utah) 
Lake Fork River near "c" Canal Diversion 
(Utah) 
Lake Fork River at Lake Fork Dam Site (Utah) 
Green River near Fontenelle Dam Site (Wyoming) 
Green River at Big Island Bridge (Wyoming) 
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Figure 26. Typical curves of drainage water 
electrical conductivity and 
relative salt loading for specif-
ic Upper Colorado River locations 
for actual waters and correspond-
ing soils with and without re 
sidual salts. 
calcium sulfate salts. 
load includes the salt 
irrigation as indicated 
section. 
The relative salt 
appl ied with the 
in the previous 
"Salt loading" becomes a problem when 
the leaching fraction is too high on soils 
containing residual calcium sulfa·te salts. 
The passage of water of relatively low 
concentration through the soil causes dis-
solution of the residual calcium sulfate 
salts. The drainage water carries away 
from the soil more salt than was added to the 
soil in the irrigation water. The opposite 
is true when the leaching fraction is low and 
precipitation occurs. 
The effect of water management on return 
flow of salt to the groundwater system can be 
illustrated by a computed example. Assuming 
that 80 percent of the irr igation water is 
absorbed by the soil and that 70 percent of 
the water applied is stored in the root zone, 
the irrigation water storage efficiency will 
be 0.875 or 87.5 percent. If the evapo-
transpiration is assumed to be 1.0 foot (305 
mm), ., the net amount of salt in the drainage 
water can be calculated. The data are shown 
in Table 10. The leaching fraction in the 
computation is the water applied for the 
purpose of leaching plus the average amount 
of water' passing through the soil due to 
irr ation water distribution uniformity 
losses. 
Whether the soil contains residual 
gypsum or not, leaching fractions less than 
17 percent resulted in a net removal of salt 
from the irrigation water. For a soil con-
taining gypsum and with a 25 percent leaching 
fraction and evapotranspiration equal to 1.0, 
the water passing through the soil would be 
ET(l/(l LF) 1.0(1/(1-0.25» 1.33. 
Mult iplying the amount of water applied by 
the salt concentration of the irrigation 
water (0.40) would show approximately 0.53 
tons of salt added. The water going to 
drainage would be 0.33 as calculated above. 
The salt concentration would be (0.33)(2.12) 
= 0.70 tons of salt removed. The difference 
would show a salt loading of 0.17 tons. If 
the leaching fraction is reduced to 13 
percent by irrigation scheduling or more 
uniform water application, the salt removed 
in the drainage water would be 0.12 tons less 
than that applied in the irrigation water 
(Table 10). 
For irrigation of soils containing no 
residual calcium sulfate with these waters, a 
net removal of salt from the water at all 
leaching fractions was calculated. Changing 
water management practices would not affect 
the salt load in the return flow. 
Appendix F shows the detailed soil and 
water sample analyses for other locations in 
the Upper Colorado River Basin. The tables 
show the values of electrical conductivity 
and chemical ion distribution of the water at 
the bottom of the root zone for different 
leaching fractions. The column labeled 
T-SALT is the relative amount of salt carried 
by the subsurface return flow. The net 
amount of salt in the effluent can be 
ca lculated as: 
Net relative salt = (1 :TLF) (LF ECdw ECiw) 
Net relative effluent salt 
= (ET/ (1 - LF» «LF) (ECdw) ECiw) 
If the computed value is negative, less 
salt is leaving the soil profile than is 
entering the soil profile with the irrigation 
water. 
Table 10. Leaching fraction effects on return flow salt loading for some Upper Colorado 
River Basin soils and waters. 
Residual Gypsum in Soil No. Rasidual Salts 
Leaching ECdw Salt in Net salt ECdw Salt in Net salt 
Fraction 
mmhos/cm effluent in effluent effluent in effluent Tons/AF Tons/AF tons/af tons/af 
0.91 1. 97 19.74 15.47 0.43 4.35 -0.10 
0.67 2.00 3.99 2.85 0.43 0.86 -0.34 
0.50 2.02 2.02 1. 22 0.44 0.44 -0.36 
0.40 2.05 1. 36 0.70 0.46 0.31 -0.36 
0.33 2.06 1. 03 0.42 0.49 0.24 -0.36 
0.29 2.07 0.83 0.28 0.51 0.2i -0.36 
0.25 2.12 0.71 0.17 0.54 0.18 -0.35 
0.22 2.11 0.60 0.08 0.57 0.16 -0.35 
0.20 2.16 0.54 0.04 0.59 0.15 -0.35 
0.13 2.25 0.35 -0.12 0.71 0.11 -0.35 
0.10 2.38 0.26 -0.18 0.84 0.09 -0.35 
0.05 2.82 0.15 -0.27 1. 25 0.07 -0.36 
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Estimating Subsurface Return Flow EC 
For predicting equilibrium or steady 
state subsurface return flow electrical 
conductivities (EC), the possible soil-
irrigation water combinations in the Upper 
Colorado River Basin can be divided into 
three general groups. Each group shows a 
unique relationship between the irrigation 
water quality and the subsurface return flow 
quality. The groups are: 
1. When both the soil and irrigation 
water are low in calcium or sulfate, or one 
is low in calcium and the other is suf-
f iciently low in sulfate so that the solu-
bility of gypsum is not exceeded, then the EC 
of the drainage waters will be approximately 
equal to the EC of the irrigation waters 
divided by the leaching fraction (LF). 
2 . Wh e nth e s oil con t a ins res i d u a 1 
gypsum but the calcium and sulfate in the 
irrigation water are sufficiently low so that 
evapotranspiration (ET) effects do not 
concentrate the calcium and sulfate in the 
soil solution water sufficiently to cause 
precipitation of gypsum, then the subsurface 
return flow EC will be approximately 2.2 
m~hos plus the estimated nongypsum salt EC of 
the irrigation water divided by the LF. 
Under these conditions gypsum will be dis-
solved from the soil profile until all the 
solid phase gypsum is removed at which time 
the conditions of soil-water group 1 will 
exist. 
3. When the irrigation water contains 
sufficient calcium and sulfate that the 
concentration due to ET exceeds the gypsum 
solubility (30.5 meq/l), the EC of the 
subsurface return flow will be approximately 
2.2 mmhos/cm plus the nongypsum salt EC 
divided by the LF. This will be the case 
regardless of the soil gypsum status since 
gypsum will be precipitated as long as this 
irrigation water-LF condition exists. For 
condition 3, the soil will always be acting 
as a salt sink. 
Under field conditions where residual 
gypsum exists in the soil, a field may 
fluctuate between conditions 2 and 3, depend-
ing on [he water management. A change from 
condition 2 to 1 could also happan if low 
calcium-low sulfate water is used over a long 
period of time. The length of time to go 
from condition 2 to 1 will depend on the LF, 
the leaching rate, the soil gypsum content, 
and the calcium and sulfate concentration 
of the irrigation water. 
The 2.2 mmhos/cm value for EC is ap-
proximate, it will increase somewhat with the 
content of "nongypsum" sal ts and be reduced 
by calcium carbonate content. The former 
effect is due to the increased gypsum solu-
bility at higher total salt concentrations 
and is referred to as the indifferent 
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salt effect. Calcium carbonate precipitation 
will occur in most of the soils in the Upper 
Colorado River Basin when irrigated with 
available waters. For estimation purposes, 
however, both effects can be ignored. 
Hydrologic Modeling 
Quantity and Quality Simulations 
The water management model was cali-
brated for the Ashley Valley by trying to 
match simulated against recorded flow mea-
sured by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation at 
their gage on Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, 
for water years 1971 and 1972. Model vari-
ables were adjusted by a pattern search 
routine until model output most nearly 
matched the measured flow rate and salinity. 
Twelve variables were used to calibrate 
streamflows, and 19 other variables were used 
to calibrate salt flow for seven ions. 
Despite the many processes simulated, 
the model very reliably predicted monthly 
runoff volumes from all per iods of the year 
with an r2 of 0.999 (Figure 27). During 
May and June, the large flows in Ashley Creek 
at Jensen are caused by spring snowmelt that 
is not diverted to Steinaker Reservoir or to 
the canal network. From July to October, the 
flows are surface irrigation return flows, 
groundwater effluent, and small undiverted 
flows from tributaries to Ashley Creek. In 
winter, streamflows are mostly irrigation 
return flow in the form of groundwater ef-
fluent. All winter streamflow from Ashley 
Creek is diverted into the Steinaker 
Reservoir. 
The correlation of simulated with gaged 
salinity was also very good. For the seven 
ions (Ca2+, Na+, Mg2+, K+, S042-, HC03-, 
Cl-) which individually constitute most of 
the salt load of Ashley Creek, the r2 for 
predicted versus measured salinities (mea-
sured in meq/liter) ranged from 0.945 for 
chloride to 0.990 for magnesium (Figures 
28-30). 
Salinities drop dramatically during peak 
runoff in June. The large flows which result 
from spring snowmelt cannot be entirely 
diverted to Steinaker Reservoir or to the 
irrigation canal system. The undiverted 
water runs downstream and dilutes the more 
saline return flows which predominate 
the rest of the year. This return flow is 
carrying salts picked up by . the groundwa ter 
and carried into the stream throu~h seepa~e. 
The fresh water-groundwater interchange 
effect is less noticeable with higher 
s treamflows. The model pred icted a higher 
percentage of groundwater interchange with 
smaller undiverted flows than with higher 
flowrates. Th is is borne out by comparing 
what actually happened in the months of May 
and June. Both May and June normally have a 
high percentage of undiverted flows, but in 
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Figure 27. Gaged and simulated flow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah. 
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Figure 28. Gaged and simulated sulfate, calcium, and sodium salinity at Ashley Creek at 
Jensen, Utah. 
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Figure 29. Gaged and simulated magnesium and bicarbonate salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, 
Utah. 
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Figure 30. Gaged and simulated chloride and potassium salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, 
Utah. 
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May, the salinity of streamflow at Jensen was 
practically unchanged because the percentage 
of groundwater interchange was higher. 
Sensitivity to Irrigation Efficiency 
Figures 31 through 43 show the sensi-
t ivity of simulated streamflow and salinity 
to variation in irrigation application 
efficiency. The existing efficiency is 
estimated at 96 percent. The other ef-
ficiencies used in the sensitivity testing 
were 100 (Figures 31 through 34), 75 (Figures 
35 through 38), and 50 (Figures 39 through 
42) percent. 
Very little irrigation tailwater actual-
ly returns to the stream as sur face flow 
since any surface flows are diverted and 
rediverted through the canal network. High 
overall irrigation application efficiencies 
(determined by model calibration to be 96 
percent for Ashley Valley) cause a high 
percentage of the water delivered to farms to 
enter the soil profile. In this case, 
the water that percolates through the soil 
into the groundwater system is delayed 
there for several months before reappearing 
downstream as return flow. Low application 
efficiencies return water to the stream 
relatively quickly in the form of irrigation 
tailwater. Since the model uses monthly 
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time increments, the tailwater from sur face 
irrigation is returned to the stream in the 
same time interval in which the irrigation 
occurs. The sensitivity comparisons showed 
that irr igat ion appl icat ion ef f ic ienc ies 
significantly affect flows in May and June 
when most irrigation occurs. Decreased 
irrigation application efficiencies also 
decrease winter flows because less water 
enters the groundwater system. 
Streamflow salinities were also sensi-
tive to changes in irrigation application 
efficiency. During months when snowmelt 
runoff was high and Ashley Creek water 
quality was relatively good, subsurface 
irrigation return flows decreased stream 
quality more significantly than did surface 
irrigation return flows. When groundwater 
effluent was mixed with surface flows, 
overall water quality of the surface flows 
decreased since groundwaters of the basin 
were very. nearly saturated with gypsum and 
had higher overall salt content than did 
surface flows. In the month of June when 
snowmelt runoff was high, Ashley Creek water 
quality was also slightly decreased by 
surface irrigation return flows. During the 
months of August and July when groundwater 
return flows constitute the largest portion 
of the measureable flows past Jensen, 
Utah, increased surface irrigation return 
flows resulting from low application .ef-
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Figure 31. 
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Water Years 1971 and 1972 
Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with application efficiency increased from 96 percent to 100 percent. 
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Figure 32. 
Figure 33. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency increased from 96 percent to 100 percent. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency increased from 96 percent to 100 percent. 
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Figur'e 34. Simulation of salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency increased from 96 percent to 100 percent. 
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Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen Utah with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency decreased hom 96 percent to 100 percent. 
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Figure 36. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original condi tions 
and with basin application efficiency decreased from 96 percent to 75 percent. 
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Figure 37. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency decreased from 96 percent to 75 percent. 
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:figure 38. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency decreased from 96 percent to 75 percent. 
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Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen Utah with original conditions 
and with b~sin application efficiency decreased from 96 percent to 50 percent. 
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Figure 40. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
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Simulated salinit]' of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, .with original conditions 
and with basin application efficiency decreased from 96 percent to 50 percent. 
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ficiency increased Ashley Creek water quality 
at Jensen, Utah. The overall effect of 
increasing irrigation application efficiency 
was to decrease streamflow quality. 
Sensitivity to Canal Conveyance 
Figures 44 through 55 show the sensi-
t ivity of simulated streamflow and salini ty 
to variation in canal conveyance efficiency. 
Before reaching the farm, canal water can be 
diminished through canal spillage, subsurface 
seepage, or evapotranspiration. Canal 
spillage and evaporation losses were not 
cons idered significant in the Ashley Creek 
Basin, but canal seepage and transpiration 
from phreatophytes are important. Canal 
conveyance efficiency was defined as the 
proportion of the water diverted that is 
actually available for delivery. Efficiency 
can be improved by lining canals and making 
more water available for use. Conveyance 
efficiencies in the Ashley Creek Basin varied 
between 60 and 80 percent. The average 
canal conveyance efficiency of the basin was 
estimated to be 68 percent from the model. 
While canal seepage reappears and can be used 
downstream for irrigation in some basins, 
very little canal seepage returned to be 
used as irrigation water in the Ashley Creek 
Basin. 
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Varying canal conveyance efficiency 
affected Ashley Creek in two ways. With 
increased conveyance efficiencies, less water 
infiltrated to the groundwater system. Con-
sequently, during winter months, streamflows 
were decreased. Winter s treamflows or ig i-
nated mainly from groundwater return flow 
because nearly all surface flows coming into 
the basin are diverted to Steinaker Reservoir 
in the months of November to March. During 
the summer, increased· canal conveyance 
efficiencies increased irrigation tailwater 
flows but caused streamflows to rise only 
slightly since the water saved would be 
applied to the farms. 
Varying canal conveyance efficiency also 
greatly affected Ashley Creek water quality. 
When water seeps through the canal bottom, it 
picks up salts by dissolution and mixing with 
sal ine groundwa ters . The more sal ine water 
gradually returns through the groundwater 
system to ·the stream. When canal conveyance 
ef f iciency was improved, more water was 
available for irrigating existing lands 
within the basin. Less water returned to the 
stream as deep percolation than would have 
re turned as canal seepage because the added 
irrigation water increased evapotranspira-
t ion. When the existing acreage was irr i-
gated with the recovered water, the saliniFy 
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Figure 42. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original condition~ 
and with basin application efficiency decreased from 96 percent to 50 percent. 
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Figure 43. Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent. 
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Figure 44. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent. 
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Figure 45. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent. 
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Figure 47. Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 75 percent. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 75 percent. 
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Figure 49. 
Figure 50. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 to 75 percent. 
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Figure 51. 
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Simulated streamflow of Ashley Greek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency decreased from 68 percent to 50 percent. 
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Figure 52. Simulated salinity of Ashley Greek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency decreased from 68 percent to 50 percent. 
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Figure 53. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency decreased from 68 percent to 50 percent. 
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of the deep percolation from the irrigated 
lands was even higher than the salinity of 
canal seepage. The model predicted that 
average salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, 
Utah, will increase if water recovered by 
canal lining is used on existing acreage. 
Sensitivity to Irrigated Acreage 
Figures 55 through 62 show the sensi-
tivity of simulated streamflow and salinity 
to variation in the irrigated acreage in the 
Ashley Creek Basin. Figures 55 thro\.lgh 58 
show the effect of an increase of 7700 
irrigated acres, and Figures 59 through 62 
show the effect of a decrease of 6300 acres. 
Increasing irrigated acreage decreased the 
valley leaching fraction. When irrigated 
acreage was increased, the salinity of 
deep percolation from irr igated farmland 
correspondingly increased. The increase was 
not great because some precipitation of 
semi-soluble salts occurred. Also, the net 
volume of deep percolation was less. The 
overall effect of increasing irrigated 
acreage was to decrease flows at Jensen, 
Utah. 
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Sensitivity to Combinations 
of Factors 
Figures 63 to 66 show the effects of 
simultaneously improving canal conveyance 
efficiency to 100 percent and increasing the 
irrigated area by 8300 acres. The net 
effects were that winter flows were decreased 
and winter salinities were sharply increased. 
The reason was that deep percolation from 
agricultural lands was increased, but the 
increase in deep percolation was not as great 
as the amount of water wh ich would enter 
the groundwater system if the canals had not 
been lined. Since the salinity contribution 
of deep percolation from agricultural lands 
is greater than that from canal conveyance 
loss, the resulting salinity of the ground-
water return flow was also higher. 
Figures 67 to 70 show the effects of 
simultaneously improving canal conveyance 
efficiency to 100 percent and routing the 
recovered water downstream through the stream 
channel. Since less water was diverted 
for irrigation, flowrates during the irriga-
t ion season were increased. Dur ing the 
winter, however, flows were decreased since 
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Figure 55. Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with or ina1 conditions 
and with irrigated acreage decreased 7,700 acres. 
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Figure 56. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with irrigated acreage decreased 7,700 acres. 
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Figure 58. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with irrigated acreage decreased 7,700 acres. 
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Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with irrigated acreage increased 6,300 acres. 
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Figure 60. 
Figure 61. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with irrigated acreage increased 6,300 acres. 
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Figure 62. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
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Figure 63. Simulated streamflow of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent and 
irrigated acreage increased 8,300 acres. 
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Figure 64. 
Figure 65. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen Utah, with original conditions 
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irrigated acreage increased 8,300 acres. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent and 
irrigated acreage increased 8,300 acres. 
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Figure 66. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent and 
irrigated acreage increased 8,300 acres. 
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Water Years 1971 and 1972 
Simulated streamflow of AshIer Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance ef iciency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while canal diversions are decreased so that the quantity of water delivered to 
farmlands remains unchanged. . 
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Figure 68. 
Figure 69. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley' Creek at Jensen Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while canal diversions are decreased so that the quantity of water delivered to 
farmlands remains unchanged. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley' Creek at Jensen Utah, with original condi.tions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while canal diversions are decreased so that the quantity of water delivered to 
farmlands remains unchanged. 
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the groundwater reservoir was not recharged 
with as much water from the canal conveyance 
losses. Instead of being recharged with 
l!elatively good quality canal water, the 
groundwater system was recharged with poor 
quality return flow from agricultural lands. 
Hence, the quality of Ashley Creek during the 
winter was also sharply decreased. 
Figures 71 to 74 show the effect of 
routing the water recovered by lining irriga-
~ ion canals directly out of the basin in a 
lined channel before diversion to the canal 
system. The advantage of diverting recovered 
canal water out of the basin is to increase 
the quality of the water which reaches 
t;he Green River by eliminating groundwater 
interchange. During the irrigation season 
both flowrate and salinity would be prac-
t ically unchanged in Ashley Creek for 1971 
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conditions. However, during the winter 
months, the flowrate of the creek was con-
siderably lower. The salinity of return flow 
during months other than May and June was 
also significantly increased. In the 
water year 1972, there is a marked decrease 
in both flowrate and quality of flow during 
the irrigat ion season. Th is would adversely 
affect water users who diverted their irriga-
tion water from Ashley Creek near Jensen. 
The model predicted that the salinity of 
recovered canal seepage was improved by 25 
percent by transporting it to the river in a 
lined channel rather than allowing it to flow 
down the Ashley Creek channel. The increase 
would have been higher, but the groundwater-
surface water interchange effect is more 
pronounced when flowrates in Ashley Creek are 
lower. 
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Figure 70. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and wi th canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while canal diversions are decreas.ed so. that the quantity of water delivered to 
the farmlands remains unchanged. 
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Figure 71. Simulated streamflow of Ashlel Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and wi th canal conveyance ef iciency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while water made available by increasing canal conveyance efficiency is exported 
from the basin in a lined channel. 
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Figure 72. Simulated salinity of Ashley Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while water made available by increasing canal conveyance efficiency is exporte,d 
from the basin in a lined channel. 
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Figure 73. 
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Simulated salinity of Ashley' Creek at Jensen Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while water made available by increasing canal conveyance efficiency is exported 
from the basin in a lined channel. 
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Figure 74. Simulated salinity of Ashley' Creek at Jensen, Utah, with original conditions 
and with canal conveyance efficiency increased from 68 percent to 100 percent 
while ~ater made available by increasing canal conveyance efficiency is exported 
from the basin in a lined channel. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This study showed that chemical precipi-
tation during cycles of evaporation and water 
add it ions reduce the salt content of the 
solution below values theoretically expected 
for a given leaching fraction. Greenhouse 
stud i es then showed that increas ing i rr iga-
tion water quantity is not effective in 
controlling soil salinity when saline 
irrigation water is used. Chemical modeling 
of water and salt movement through soil 
was then used to distinguish between the 
condition when the soil contributes to 
downstream salinity, and the conditions when 
the soil acts as a salt sink. Finally, a 
model of the Ashley Creek drainage basin 
above Jensen, Utah, was used to examine the 
ef fects of irr igat ion eff iciency, canal 
conveyance efficiency, and irrigated acreage 
on streamflow and salinity in seven different 
ions by month of the year. 
Irrigation water management practices 
will be used more effectively for water 
conservation and salinity control as studies 
such as these are cont inued so that the 
relevant processes can be better understood. 
Careful planning based on such an understand-
ing can be. used to promote productive 
management and reasonable use. Through 
careful management, the reductions of both 
quality and quantity associated with various 
uses can be held to practical values. 
Resources will not be wasted trying to 
obtain improved water quality when it is 
practically impossible to do so. The 
work reported here suggests that water 
quality can be conserved in irrigated farming 
by reducing the leaching fraction to take 
advantage of situations where the soil acts 
as a salt sink. 
Greenhouse studies allow invest tion 
of soil-water plant interactions under 
closely controllable conditions. Such 
studies are useful in identification of 
possible field treatments. In a replicated 
greenhouse experiment both dry matter and 
grain yields were decreased by salinity. In 
the pot experiment, changes in nitrogen 
fertilization did not affect yields con-
s istently. With a fixed water application 
schedule, increasing salinity of the irriga-
tion water resulted in more return flow. 
Interfacing a chemical precipitation 
dissolution subroutine and a cation exchange 
subroutine with an existing water movement 
salt transport model provided a computer 
program that satisfactorily predicts EC, 
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S A R, and M g 2 -, N a +, K +, C 1 -, and S 04 2·-
concentrations in the soil solution. The 
values predicted for Ca, HC03, and probably 
C03 concentrations were slightly low when 
compared to data from hydraul ic we igh ing 
lysimeters. A chemistry subroutine was 
necessary for Ca2+, S04 2-, HC03-, and C032-
predictions when preCipitation or dissolution 
reactions were involved. A cation exchange 
subroutine was required for satisfactory 
Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, and S04 2- predictions 
when the cation ratios in the irrigation 
water differed from those of the soil solu-
tion. Both subroutines were required for 
reasonable EC and SAR calculation. 
The combined transport-chemistry-
exchange model was developed with options 1) 
to move salt through the soil profile without 
chemical reaction, 2) to move salt coupled 
with chemical precipitation and dissolution 
of lime and gypsum, or 3) for salt movement 
and chemical precipitation combined with 
cation exchange equilibrium. These options 
were given the respect ive acronyms of 
SALTFLOWI, SALTFLOWII, and SALTFLOWIII. 
The PCO?-HC03-C03-pH interaction calcu-
lations are eonsidered to be the most serious 
weakness of SALTFLOWII and SALTFLOWIII. A 
constant pH was assumed for each depth 
increment and PCO.2 was calculated from pH 
and calcium activi t:y (Ca 2+) and then (HCO,-) 
and (C032-) were calculated from (Ca 2.f), 
PC02: and pH. This procedure requires a 
cycl1C iteration type calculation. Under 
field conditions PC02 and pH are also 
related to other factors including the ratios 
between various cations, Cl- and S04 2-. 
Even with this weakness SALTFLOWIII was quite 
satisfactory for predicting salt movement and 
root zone salt storage under the conditions 
tested. 
The cont inuous weigh ing lys ime ters used 
to obtain validation data for these models 
proved satisfactory and provided a con-
venient, economical means of obtaining soil 
solution samples and of controlling water 
movement and storage in the soil column 
(Robbins and Wi llardson, 1979). The lys ime-
ters were filled with soil taken from the 
surface 20 cm of the area where the soils 
were obtained. This provided for an initial-
ly uniform profile in the lysimeters, thus 
the initial conditions were easily described. 
However, this method resulted in an abnormal-
ly high organic matter content in the 
lower part of the profile. This appeared to 
result in reducing conditions at the initial 
wetting front. The first water samples 
showed the highest difference between mea-
sured and calculated Ca and HC03 concentra-
tions. After 3 to 5 liters of water had 
passed through the profile this abnormality 
was not observed. In future studies, surface 
so il probably should not be used in lys ime-
ters below its natural depth. 
Recommendations for followup work 
include: 
1. Better theoretical 
methods need to be developed 
PCO?-HC03-C03-pH interaction 
che~istry subroutine. 
or practical 
to model the 
in the soil 
2. The SALTFLOW model needs to be 
tested under conditions of reclaiming 
and development of saline-sodic and sodic 
soils. 
3. The model needs to be tested for 
soils receiving high salt concentration 
waters (brines) to determine the upper limit 
of its effectiveness for extremely salty 
cond i t ions. 
4. Obtaining selectivity coefficients 
for a variety of soils by the method used 
here needs further consideration. Selectivity 
coefficients for adsorption as well as 
desorption for each cation used also need to 
be evaluated to determine the possibility of 
hysteresis effects and its consequences. 
5. The XCHANG model needs to be direct-
ly validated by comparing measured and 
calculated exchangeable cation values. 
The model developed to examine irriga-
t ion lola ter management pol ic ies cons iders 
effects of water conveyance efficiency, 
average irrigation application efficiency, 
irrigation water quality, and varied irri-
gated or phreatophyte acreage. The sensi-
tivity analysis revealed that the salinity 
of return flow in Ashley Creek in eastern 
Utah is most sensitive to changes in water 
conveyance efficiency. Although Significant 
changes in Ashley Creek salinity were obtain-
ed by varying average basin irrigation 
application efficiency by 50 percent, in 
practice application efficiency can be 
varied much less. Since it was determined by 
model calibration and actual data that the 
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net basin application efficiency is close to 
96 percent, application efficiency could 
realistically not be varied more than 10 
percent. 
The model showed that lining canals in 
the Ashley Creek Basin would increase the 
amounts of water delivered to farmlands. 
However, the model raises doubts as to 
whether water quality changes derived from 
canal lining would produce economically 
justifiable results. What is done with 
water made available for use by canal lining 
has a significant effect on Ashley Creek 
water quality. 
For instance, the model predicted that 
if the existing acreage were irrigated with 
the recovered water, the leaching fract ion 
would be increased, and return flow qual ity 
from the area would decrease. If additional 
acreage in the basin is irrigated wi th the 
recovered water, the percentage of water 
going to deep percolation would be decreased. 
However, with this alternative, the quality 
of return flow wou Id not be improved. 
Varying the amount of irrigated acreage does 
have some effect on the salinity of return 
flow, but the net effect is not great when 
even as many as 6,000 acres were taken out of 
production. Allowing water recovered by 
canal lining to flow undiverted through the 
Ashley Creek stream channel would improve 
water quality. However, since Ashley Creek 
loses fresh water to seepage in the upper 
reaches and gains saline water from the 
groundwater downstream, the improvement is 
not as great as with other alternatives. The 
maximum benefit would be obtained by export-
ing any water made available by lining 
canals directly into the Green River in a 
li ned ch annel. 
The major disadvantage of increas ing 
water quality of the Green River by exporting 
Ashley Creek water in a lined channel is that 
no benefit accrues to the farmers of the 
Ashley Creek Basin. The model data suggests 
that water users near the Jensen area would 
find their water quality and quantity reduced 
significantly if water made available by 
lining channels in Ashley Creek Basin were 
exported to the Green River in a lined 
channel. The answer as to whether lining 
irrigation canals will significantly improve 
water quality of return flow in addition is 
tenuous. 
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APPENDIX A 
MAIN COMPUTER PROGRAM FOLLOWED BY SUBROUTINES 
• IItSET FREE 
FILt o(~lND.PIIINrE~1 
FILl !O(~INo,PAC~,HlXRECSI2E.!~,T1TLEc·(4~003500lll~RwAT·, 
.APElS1ZE'"~P,8LOCKSI2E.Q201 
'ILE ZO(~I~U=P.C~,~llll[CSIZE'I~,IITLE=·lij0003S001ILOAM·, 
.AWEASllE.Q~O,HLnCKS1ZE'~201 
'ILE lO(KINV=PACK,~ll~ECSIZE.IQ,TITLE.·(400015001)H'T~IX·' 
.AqEASIZE.~50,BLOCKSIZE'~201 
C 
C •• -THE hATER FLOw-SALT TRANSPORT MODEL OF CMILDS AND HAN~S 1197S) 
C IS MODIFIED HERE TO MOVE CALCIU~, MAGNESIUM, SODIU~, POTASIUM, 
C CHLORIDE AND SULF.TE (MEgILl AS SEPERATE SPECIES wwE~EAS. IN 
C THE ORIGINAL MODEL, S'LTS ~ENE HOvED AS MEY/L OF TnTAL SALTS, 
c: 
C •••• L.MaA. DIFO. DIFA. DIFB ARE SALT LOOP PARAMETERS, 
C O£Lw IS wAT£R CONTENT INC~EMENTS IN .'TER CONTENT TABLE 
C OETT IS INITIAL A~O SMALLEST TIME INCREMENT USED, 
c: C:ONO IS LARGEST ~ATER CONTENT CHANGE ALLOwED. 
C H~ET IS PRESSURE OF HIGH~ST POSSIBLE WATER CONTENT ALLO~ED, 
C ~ATL IS LO_EST FOSSISLE «ATER CONTENT. 
C HLOw IS LO-EST ROOT POTENTIAL ALLO«ED, 
c: H~I IS Hl.HEST ROOT POTENTIAL ALLOWED. 
C RRES IS ~OOT RESISTA~CE TERM, 
C TAA=. fOR 2ERO FLux AT 80TTOM, TAAaO FOR CONSTANT MAT~IC POTENTIAL 
C AT BUTIOM 0, P~OFILE, 
C TT IS 1.0 FOR LlSSONEN AND n,S FOR CRANK-NICHOLSON ~ETHODS. 
C IF KILI-t. INPUT DATA IS ~OT PRINTED ON OUTPUT. 
e IF KILKEM=., ",PI SUBROUTINE IS NOT CAL'LEO '''0 THE SALT MOVES 
c: ~IT~OUT PRECIPATATION OR DISSOLUTION OF LIME OR GYPSUM. 
C If KILExC.\. TME CATION EXCHANGE SUBROUTINE IS NOT CALLED Sy 
c: THE CH~M SUBROuTINE, 
e THE NoATER FILE CONTAINS IRRIGATION wATER AND ET OATl, 
c: THE INSOIL FILE CONTAINS THE INITIAL SOIL SALT AND .ATER DATA, 
C THE MATRix FILE CONTAINS TH. MOISTURE RELEASE CURVF DATA. 
e KlLKEM IS THE NUMBER OF WATt~ AND SALT ~OVEMENT CALCULATIONS BETwEEN 
C €lCH CALLING OF T~E CHEM SUBROUTINE, 
C DAlAI, DATA?, AND DATAl ARE FILE HEAvtNGS, 
c: IER IS Z TIMES THE NUMBER OF SURFAC~ FLUX CHANGES, 
C TIME IS CUMULATIVE TIME AT START OF CALCULATIONS, 
c: CUMT IS THE TIME AT THE lND OF CALCULATIO~S. 
e VII) IS THE SURFACE BOUNDFY ARRAy AS FLUX,TIME TO ~NO, FLUX,TIME TO 
C (NO, ETC, .FLUx'IRRIGATION OR R'IN -FLU~ IS ET PnTENTIALIC~/HRI, 
C SFtI,JJl IS THE SALT CONTENT OF THE IRRIGATION ~ATEP .HE~E JJ.\ IS 
c: CA, JJ-2 IS ~G, JJ-l IS NA. JJaq IS ~, JJ=5 IS eL, AND JJ.b IS SUa. 
e ALL IN UNITS OF ME/L. T~fSE VALUES CANNOT 8E ZERO. SUGGESTED THAT 
C VALUES OF n,OI ~fQ/L RE USED FOR EACH ION FQR RAIN 'ATER, 
e K IS T~E NUMbER OF SOIL DlPTH INCREMENTS, 
C N& IS THE NUM6ER OF DEPTH INCPE~ENT CALCULATIONS (uSUALLY K) 
c: RDFDAY IS NUMBFR OF DAYS FOR DtVELOPME~T 0' MATURE ROOT PROFILE. 
e ROFDEL IS NU H8ER DF CO~PUTATIO. I~CREMFN1S I~ RDOI G~O.TH LOOP, 
e [START IS DAYS FPO~ TIHE:O TO START OF COvE~ GROwT~. 
C (STOP IS DAyS FRO~ TlHEcO To MAXIMUM EFFlCTlVE COVFR GRooTH. 
e AKI IS TRA~SPIRATION/EVAPOTRANSPIRATIDN. 
e AK2 IS TRANSPIRATION/EVAPOTRA~SPI~ATION ~HEN ET ,NE, ET POTENTIAL, 
e eEC IS CATION ElCHANG CAPACITY (Ml/IOOGI. 
c: DD(I) IS DEpTH INCREMENT A~RAY (FIRST VALI!t IS 01. 
e RDFSAV!ll IS FINAL ROOT DE~SITY ARRAy IN DECIHAL FRACtIONS. 
C ~(I) IS THE I~ITIAL SOIL wATER PROFILE, STARTING AT TOP, 
e SEII.JJ) CONTAIN THE INITIAL 50lL CkE~Esrqy VALUfS. (SEE TME CHEM 
e SUH~OuTINE FUR EXPL.~'TIO~ of fAeH IEP~I, 
C NO IS THE NUMBER OF ENTRIlS IN THE WATfR CD~TENT-POTE~TrAL TABLf 
J 
--l 
N 
c 
c 
c 
C 
t 
C 
C 
(NOTE 
"ATH), 
ENTPI~S A~E NEEDED FOR Zf~O .ATfR cU~TENT ANU ONE A~OVE 
oATH IS HIGHEST P~SSIPLE wATER CONTENT, 
MORY IS PR~SSuuE OF LO-EST PQSSI8Lf .ATER 
PII) MATQIC POTE~TIAL A~RAY, 
Ell) IS T~E HYDRAuLIC CONOUCTIVITY ARRAV, 
CONTENT, 
C ••• FOP EXPLAINATION OF OTHER TERMS t~ T~E MAIN PROGRAM SEE wULF, 
t JAMES A, (lq77) TME EVALUATION OF A CO~PUTER wUOEL TO P~EUtCT THE 
t EFFECTS OF SALINITy O~ C~OP GROwTH, MS T~ESlS UTA~ STATE UNIVER-
t &ITY, LOQAN, UTAH 8~l2Z. 
t 
DIMENSION A(ZS),B(2S),C(2S),F(2S),RDFSAv(2SJ,RQOT(2S),RDFC2S) 
DIMENSION OO(ZS),N(25),G(ZS)"(ZS),.12SJ,P(IZS),n(1Z5).T(12S1 
DIMENSION E(IZS),V(IZS),TETlbSJ,DATAI125),OATAZIZS),VArAl(2S) 
DIMENSION StIZS,ZI).SFlbS,b),SS(2S.10),SOIZS) 
DATA ALAMa",Q/,OIFO/,OS/,01'A/.OOI/.Olf~/10.I.OFLW/.OI/, 
·OETT/,02U/,CO~Q/.Ol/,H.fT/.O/,WATL/.03/. 
.HLOw/-1S000,1,~~I/,O/.HRES/I.OS/,TT/I,OI 
REAO/,KILI,~IL·E~.KILEXC 
REAO/,N~ATtR,I~SOIL,MATRlx,KALKEM 
REAO(N.ATE~,2001)DATAI 
REAO(INSOIL,2001)O'TA2 
REAOIHATRIX,2001)O'TAl 
REAOINwATrR,1160)IER 
REAOtNWATER,2010)TIME,CUMT,TAA 
IR.iER/2 
REAO(N.ATER,ZOIOl(V(I),I_I,IER) 
REAO(N.ATER,2010)«SFI!,JJ),JJ o l.0),I:I,IR) 
RE'DIINSOIL,1180)K,~B 
KK.~+I 
READtINSOIL,2010)ROfOAy,ROFDEL,ESTART,ESTOP,AKI,AK2,CEC 
IFIKILEXC,EO.!)CEC.O 
REAOtINSOJL,2010)(OO(I),I"I,KK) 
REAOCINSOJL,ZOIO)(ROFSAVCYl,I:I,KK) 
RF'DII~SOIL,ZOI0l(.II),lal,KK) 
REAO(INSOIL,Z020)«SE(I,JJ),JJ=I,IOl,l o l,KK) 
REAOIHATR)X,1180)NO 
R[AO(MAT~IX,!2Z0)'ATM,HORy 
PEAD(HATRIX, IIQO)(P(!), I-I ,NO) 
REAO(HATRJ~,11Qry)(f(I),I'I,ND) 
WRITE(b,202SJOATAI,DATA2.0ATAl 
IF(KIL!,EQ.1JGO TO 20 
WRITE(b,1280) 
WRITE(b,1180)K,IER,NB.NO 
20 T(I )&0, 
O(I)"(E(I)'IP(2)-PII») 
00 30 I-Z,NO 
D(t)aEIl).(P(I)oP(J-I))+O(I-I) 
30 HI)"OEL •• T(!-I) 
IF(I(ILI,~Q,!)GO TO bO 
WRITE (b, 12UO) 
NEwNDIZ 
00 uO Iel,NE 
qO WRIT£[b,IZSO)T{I),P[I).EII),OII"T(~E+II,P(NE+I).EINE+II.D(NE.I) 
bO KCII 
bS Ai(UIO,5/RDFDI' 
OELOA,.RDFOAY'Zq./ROFDEL 
POlOAYcDfLOAY 
KROaroHLUw 
1..1..01 
00 01 JJI5,IO 
*7 SE(I,JJ)"SF(I,JJoQ) 
00 b8 hZ,~K 
$£lloIl)&.11I 
&ECI,20)"00(1-1) 
" SECI,ll)cOU(I) 
CWFLUO,O 
OELTaOfTT 
TM_I.o-n 
TaBal,O.TAA 
YMAUdT;; 
RUNOF eO. 0 
c 
CVMS'O, 
MYI 1"£&0 
~PhO, 
CUMS&O,O 
CVMHCO.O 
SUMl'O.O 
SCMoO. 
lROFaO 
EVAP-O, 
URReO. 
CTRAN.O,O 
PlroO,o 
JI(w(I)-T(I)l/DEL~+I,O 
H(I)&(P(J.I)-PIJ)I.I~II)-T(J)l/OELW+PIJ) 
filll"H(!) 
C(I)cDELW/(P[J+I)-PIJ») 
00 70 1=2,K 
70 PITl wI11'CDD(I+I)-OOtI-I»/2,+PIT 
00 eo lCil,KK 
JI(WII)-T(I»)/DELw+I.O 
H(llOIP(J+I).P[J).(W(I)-TIJ))/OELw+PIJ) 
C(tlcDELW/(P(J+l)-P(J)) 
eo IHl)&HIIl 
IFIKIL1,EQ,O)WRITE(0.12bO) 
00 '10 I.I,KK 
IFII,EO,I) GO TO qO 
IF(KILI.EQ,O)WRITElb.1210l00(1),CII),Wlll,HII),RCFSAVII) 
qO YO)ow(Il 
IFIKILI,EQ,I)GOTO qS 
WRITHb, 2030) 
WRITElc,.03S)I(SE(I.JJl,JJel,10),t e l,KKl 
C ••• COVtR GROwTH LOOP 
C 
q5 A~3aO,S/(ESTOP·ESTART) 
IF(KIL! ,fQ,O)WRITElb, 1200) 
DO 110 I"Z,IER •• 
I R. 112 
IFIV(I-ll,GE,O,Ol GO TO 110 
TETIIR).vlI-l) 
IFIV(I)/2u •• LT,ESTART) GO TO 100 
V(I_I)=TETIIR)_TET(IRl*,KI/II.+EXPlb,_AKl.IVII)_ESTART02".») 
GO TO 110 
100 V(I-l)oTET(IR) 
110 IF(KILI,EQ,O)WRITE(b,1220)VII),Y(I-I),TET(IR),$F(IR,I),SF(IR,Z), 
.SF(I~,3),SFIIR,~),SF(IR,S),SFIIR.b) 
wFDoaVIl1 
EOR.Vll) 
n-nTlI) 
IFlKIL1,EQ.IlGO TO 120 
wR ITf 10,12'10 l 
MRITElo,1210) DETT,CDNQ,TAA,TIME,TT,CUMT,RRES 
~RITE (b,1300) 
WRtTE(b,I?IO)HORV.HWfT,~ATL,·ATH,HLow,HHI,DELW 
~RITElctl310) 
wRIT£lb,1210)ALA HeA,OIFO,OIFA.DIFe 
WRIT[(o,1270) 
wRITE(0,1210)ROFDAY,ROFOEL.ESTART,ESTDP, Ak l,AKZ,CEC 
IilO KCKol 
HROOT-Q(2) 
IF(KILKEM,EQ,I)GOTO 12b 
c 
t •• 'THE CHEM SV~kOUTINE CALCULATES INITIAL LI~E AND GYPSUM EQUILibRIUM 
t wITH T"E SOIL iOLUTION IF KILKEM IS NOT I AND CALCuLATES 1~ITIAL 
C EXCHANGABLE CATIO~ YALU.S IF CEC IS NONZERO, THES" VALUES ARE TMEN 
C PRINTE~, 
C 
WRttElb,?OUO) 
00 125 I-Z,KK 
HII, 1l).W(!) 
CALL CHEM(SEII,I),SECI,Z),SE(I,3),SECI,.),SE(I,51.S fC I,bl. 
.SE(I.1),SEII,8),SE(I,'1),SE(I,IO).StCI,\I),SEII.12),SE11,13), 
.SECI,IQ),S~II,15),SE(lflb),SE(I,11).Stll,18),SEll,t9),CEC,11 
J 
-.J 
W 
t 
US 
126 "'RITf(e.ll30l 
Uo TOP'''ATH 
(SE{I,JJ),JJol,cl) 
t ••• ROOT GROWTM LOOP 
t 
t 
IFCIRDF.EQ,I) GO TO IQO 
IFCABS(RDFDEL·O,I,LT.I,OE.b) GO TO 170 
IF(TIMt,LT,QDXOAVI GO TO IQO 
IFCTIHE,GT,OELOAV.RDFOEL) GO TO 170 
RDXDAV&DELOAy+RDXOAY 
DROOT"OOCK'I/CI,+EXPCo.-AK~'TIME» 
Jol 
00 IbO 1"2,KK 
ROFCII·O, 
140 IFCJ,GE,~KI GO TO IbO 
ROOTlJ)=OROOT*OO{Jl/OOCkK) 
IF(ROOTCJ).GE.DDCll) GO TO ISO 
ROFCIlcROFSAVCJ).(ROOTCJI-OD(I-II)/{ROOTCJ)-ROOT(J-I»+ROFCll 
IFCROOTCJ-ll,~T,OO{I-I» RDFCIl.RDFSAV(J)*CI.-C(POOT(J)-OO{I-II)/C 
IROOTCJ)-ROOTlJ-ll))+RDFCr) 
JIJ+I 
GO TO 140 
ISO RDFCI)"CDO{I)-OOCl-II)/IROOT(JI-ROOT[J-I))*ROFSAVCJ).ROFtl) . 
IFCROOT{J.ll,GT.OO{I-111 ROFCI).RDF(I)-CROOTCJ-I)-ODCI-l»/CkOOT[J 
1)-RouT(J-t»*ROFSAVCJI 
IFCROOTCJ).GT,DD{ll1 GO TO IbO 
JIJ+l 
100 CONTINUE 
GO TO lqo 
170 DO 180 le"KK 
180 ROFClleRDF5AV(I) 
IRDFII 
190 80Te~ATL 
C ••• CUMPUTATION OF CONDUCTIVITY (5) AND .ATER CAPACITY CCI 
t 
MKPe"Ul 
.KP •• (I) 
IF (EOR-O,O) 200,·220.210 
lOO "(I).nATL 
HCll·~ORY 
GO TO 220 
210 ~(I )'WATH 
H (ll*H~ET 
l20 TW •• CwCI)tYCI11*0.5 
IF(TnW.GT.wAIHI TWw.WAT~ 
JICT·.-TCI)I/OfLw+I.0 
RBeCIWw-TCJll/OELW 
OIFFA.(O(J+II-OCJI)*SB+O{Jl 
HlccP{J+II-P{J)I*86+ P{JI 
DO 350 1''1,K 
TWeCwCI+I)+YCI+II).O.S 
JICTw -TClll/OELw+I,O 
8eeClw-TIJll/DEL. 
DIFF8e(DCJtll·DCJ}).e~tOCJ) 
GleCPCJtl,-P{Jll·b8+PCJI 
IFCASSCEORl,GT,I,OE-ol GO TO 230 
II (I) eo, 
GO TO 330 
230 IF{ABS(HI_GII.LT,O,oOOII GO TO 320 
e(I)'lOIFfA-OlfF8)/CHI-~II 
IFCI.GT,I) GO TO 330 
240 ER,,(bCI).(H(II.TT_H(21.TT_GC2)·TH+Glt)*TM+OO{2Il)/OD{l) 
IFC{ABSll.I*£OR-ERI.~BS{O,I.EOR),LE.O,o) GO TO Z50 
IFCKtK.EQ.!1 GO TO ibO 
IFCKCK.LT,!il GO TO 270 
l50 H(II·(EOR*DD(2l/aC!1+HC21.TT-GCI)·TM~GC2)*TH-OD{2Il/TT 
IF(HCll,LT,~DRY) H{ll.HD~Y 
IF (H(I),cT.HWETI H(I)a~.ET 
GO TO no 
t 
2110 M'II"HKP 
"'\I )"WKP 
I<.CK.'CK+I 
GO TO 220 
'70 KCK:~CK+l 
IF (ER-EOR) l80,330.2QO 
leO IF(("ll)-wATH).GE,o.O) GO TO 330 
BOTe"(I) 
W(lle("(I)+TOP)*O.S 
GO TO 300 
lqO IF(CII(I)·.ATL).LE.O.O) GO TO 330 
TOP",(! ) 
W(I)eCIICI)+80T)*0.5 
100 J"(wCII-T(I»/OEL.+I.O 
eS·C"CI)-TCJ»/DELw 
IF(ABS(EOR-O.).LT.I.OE-Obl GO TO 310 
H(I)cCPCJtll-P(JI)*Bij,PIJI 
110 TW.eC~Cl)+YCI)I.0.5 
JaCTft"-T(II)/DELw+I.O 
ee·CTwII-TCJ»/OELw 
OIFFA=COCJ+I)-O(JI)*SS+oeJ) 
HloeP(J+I)-P(J».B~+PeJ) 
GO HI i!30 
310 8(1).(OlJ.I)-O(J»/(peJ+II-p(J)1 
IF(I.EQ.I) GO TO 2UO 
)30 T"'weTw 
HIIGI 
DIHAIOIFFS 
TWe e·el+ll ty el+I»*O.5 
J.eT- -T(I)l/DEL"+I.O 
140 C(X+I)eOELw/(P(J+I)-P(Jll 
350 CONT1~UE 
I(Cl(ol 
t ••• NEw T-POT ~HEN E-ACTUAL IS LESS THA~ E-POT 
t 
c 
ETPl,.cET 
IFCET.GE,O.l GO TO 470 
lfCEOR,GT.O,) GO TO 3/!.0 
IFCTIME/2q.,LT,EST~RTl GO TO 370 
IF{A~S{WFDDI,GT,ABS(EOR)lwFDD2EOR 
IFIAijSCWFOOofOR).LT.I,Of-31 &0 TO l70 
ETALT&(tT-EOR)*Ct,.(AK2/'KI-I,)*(EOR-~FDD)/EORI 
IF!~FOD.LT, Cn-ETAL 1) GO TO 3bO 
ETPLoETALT 
GO TU 380 
1110 ETPL£E T -"FOD 
GO TO 380 
)70 ETPLcET-EO~ 
IFCA8SCETPI,.-O,I.LT,I.OE-4) GO TO ~70 
J80 HHOLOcHROOT 
C •• _tOMPUTATION OF ROOT 
C OPI.3o.CHEG/LI/10.t MEQ/Lcl~MILLIMHOS/C~ 
t MEQ/L TOTAL SALTS IS ASSUMED TO SE SUM OF CA, MG. NA, ANO K 
t CONCENTkATION 
C 
Sl NKe 0.0 
DO l'90 Icl,K 
3~0 E(I)&GCI)-3b,t(SE(I.5)+SECI,6)tSE(I,71tSlCI,Bll"OOCII'RRES 
LCNT*O 
1100 OUvhOSINK 
DSINI<..O, 
SINKoETPL 
00 410 leZ,K 
IFCH~OOT-ECIl.GT.O.l GO To ~IO 
SINKaSINK+SCI)*RDFCI)*€(11 
OSI~~.DSINK+~CII*RDF(ll 
1110 CONTINUE 
IF(OSINK.NE,O.) GO TO U20 
CHROOT.FU.HLOWI GO TO qqO 
J 
.....:1 
C 
GO 10 ijOO 
4Z0 IF(OSINK.fQ,05AVE) GO TO ~qO 
HR001·SI"<lDSINK 
IF(H~uOT.LT.HLO.' HR001.HLOW 
LC~T·LCN1+1 
IF(LC~T.lE.20) GO 10 ~OO 
~RITt(b,"30) 
130 FO~~AT(' LCNT,EQ.20'l 
4~0 SINK-O. 
DO 400 1-2,K 
JF(HROOI-E(Il.GT.O.lGO TO -SO 
A(I)&O,(ll,2"RDFCIl*C HR OOr-E(ll)/(OD(I+ll-DD(I_lll 
SIN'.Sl~'+ROF(Il*B(Il·(~~OOT-E(I» 
.0 TO abO 
450 A(I»O, 
400 CONTI~UE 
'0 TO QqO 
470 DO 480 1'2,K 
SINK-O. 
480 A(Il>O. 
C.**~ATER FLOw TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLUTION 
C 
C 
490 
500 
SIO 
520 
530 
S40 
550 
51>0 
570 
580 
DO S30 !'2,K 
POT.(OO(I+ll-0D(I-I)l/C2.0.0ELTl 
DLX."CODCIl-DD{I-lll 
DLXao{DO(I+ll-OOC!ll 
SS.C(ll*POT/TT+S(!I/DLxe+SC!-1 l/DLXA 
DAa,C{II*POT*GC!I+CB(Il/OlXBl.(TM*CG(I+\)-G(lll-OlXB)+(B(I-l1/0LXA 
Il*'T~*CG(I-I)-G{I)I+DLXA)+A(I)'(DO(I+\)_DD(I_\)l.O.S)ITT 
I'CI.CT,Z,O) GO TO S20 
IFIH(I),GE,H.ET,OR,HCI1.LE.HDRYl GO TO SOO 
DAoOA-C(S(I-I)/OlXA)*CTM*IGC!-ll-G(Il)+OLXAll/TT+EOR/TT 
SSoSb-SCI-I)/DlXA 
GO 10 510 
OAoOA+H(I_ll>SC!_ll/DLxA 
F(ll"OA/eR 
E(I)'(B(!l/OlXBl/BB 
GO TO 530 
IF(I,GE,~l GO TO suo 
E(I)-CB(ll/DLXBl/IRB-(8C!-11/0LXA)*ECI-lll 
F(I)oCDA+(SC!-ll/DlXAl.F(I-lll/C6B-CB(!_11/OLXAl.(C!-1II 
CONTINUE 
SSoSb-TAA.S(ll/DLX8 
OA'OA+IAA*CBI!l/OLXB»CCGCIl-G(!+I»'TM+OLXSl/TT+TSS*S(!)/OLXS*M( 
IKKl 
HCIl"CCA.(a(!-ll/OLX Al',C!-I)l/(SS-(81!-I)/DLXAl*E(I-1» 
101-1 
H(ll-ECll.H(!+I)+F(Il 
IF(I.GT.2) GO TO 550 
I"CTAA.LT,I,Ol GO TO SoO 
(NFASU.LT.I) GO TO SbO 
.HCK).DD(K~)-DD(K) 
=GCK)+OOCKK)-DD(Kl 
0,0 
DO 580 !o2,K 
IF(H(I)-OOCI)-HWET,lE.O,lGO TO 580 
H(ll'~'ET+DDCl) 
C ••• COMPUTA110N OF ~ATER CONTENTS AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURES JUST COMP 
C 
IF(HCI),CE,HWET,OR.HCll,Lf,HDRV) GO TO 590 
wFOO"EOR 
If(ABS(EOR),GT.I,OE-o) GO TO b~O 
Ii (I) 11"1 (2) 
GO TO bSO 
590 wFDOIH(I).(CH(I)-HCcl)'TT+(GCll-G(Zll*TK+OD(Z»/DD(2l 
GOTO 050 
620 HCI)ICEOR*OO(Zl/BCI)+HC2)*TT-GCll*TM+GCZl.TM_DO(2ll/1T 
0~0 IF(H(I).lT,HORY) H(ll.HDky 
IF IH(I),G1.H-ETl H(I)"H"ET 
GO TO 5QO 
C 
650 
660 
670 
,eo 
6'10 
700 
710 
1eO 
130 
740 
750 
?t>0 
770 
7&0 
III 
IF(.~5{H(ll.G(I)l,LT.O,OOOI) GO 10 720 
NH[."O 
NLO.I 
JI25 
IF (H(I)-PIJll 080,710,bQO 
NHI.J 
GO TO 700 
NLOIJ 
JT:J 
J'(NHI-NLOI/Z+hLO 
!FIABS(J-JT),GT.O.OOl GOra 070 
IFIHtl),GE.PIJ» GO TO 110 
J.J-I 
HATo(M(ll_PIJl)*OEl./(P(J+I)-PIJ»+TfJl 
1I!I)cw~T 
GO TO no 
WUlU(l) 
00 1ijO I"Z,KK 
II ( Il'C (J 1,1 H C 
(w(J ) 
(wIll 
SUM3 I O.O 
SUM?"O,O 
SUMI>O,O 
DO 1bO I<Z,K 
SUM1""(ll.SU"'1 
1l)+Y(Il 
w (1) :~ATH 
.(lluATL 
SUM20Y C I l.SUMi! 
IF(AbS(SUMI-SUM21.LE,ASS(SUM31) GO TO 700 
SUM3=SUMI_SUMZ 
CONTINUE 
IF(A8S(SUM3),lE,ASSCCONQll GO TO 710 
IF(DELT.LE,OETT'O.11 GO 10 170 
DEucO.S·DELT 
GO TO QqO 
SUMI_O.O 
SUHZcO,O 
DO 780 I_Z,K 
SUMI··(I)*(00(I+ll-ODII-lll/2.+SUMI 
SUMzaYII)*(OO(I+I)-DDII-I»IZ.·SUMZ 
CWFISUMI-PlT 
WFROOo(SUMI-SUHZl/DELT 
WFUUIS(NS)*(IHINB).H(N8+1)I'TT+IG(NB)-G(N8+1»)*T~+DOINB+I)-00(,,6l) 
I/(DOINS+II-OOINS» 
CU~S'"FOD.DElT.CUMS 
IF(WFOO, G1, O,)STRRcwFDO'OELT+SIRR 
IF(WFOO, LT, O.)EVAP.wFDO.oEL1+EVAP 
CUMB.wFUU.OELT·CU~e 
SUMAISU~A+SINK'DELT 
CTRAN.CTRAN'ETPL.DELT 
CWFLX.ISUMI-SUH2) 
Kllol<-I 
IFCEOR.GE,O.lRPI-RPI+EOP*OELT 
C ••• THE 
C CL, 
C 
MOVEHENT OF THE IONS CA, MG, NA, I< 
EACH OTMER. 
DO 600 JJ.5,10 
WFRUDwFOD 
~LrA'O.o 
WATU-CY(II*TM."(I).TT+V(ZI·TM+.(cl·TT)/2. 
00 7eS III,KK 
785 SS(I,JJI.sEII,JJl 
DO 81(' !'2,~ 
DLI"(UUI!I-OD(I-111 
OLXH;(OD(I+ll-~D(I)l 
DLXC"U)O(l+1 )-DO( 1-\) »0,5 
• F ~ (I = I, II I * C (rt ( 1 ) - H ( T. I ) ) • IT. (G ( I l - G ( I + I II <T M< LlL X 8 j Ir.~ Yt! 
I~'(] .fQ.".A~r',Eor;.Ll.~.OJ .,RU=O. 
"4TO=('I!)·l M+·(I)'IT+'\I+\)'T"+·(I+ll*lll/2.0 
au ~;f) II [I'LlIF hf.' f' (Dlr~ •• A' 0) +'L "·"<*."5 (., Rill'. 101 
T •• LlE l 1 • ( .. ( 11 - Y ( Ill' ( "f "I, •• r "U) I (p .•• (" ( I ) • Y ( Ill) 
,I 
-,J 
\J1 
~ 
A X ~ 1 .... l' '" r :.: ! 1/ ( () L ). h. .. ~. Ii T U ) ttl,. f /Ill) L .1 A + .. ~ h' U I 2 • 
IF (1. f tJ. c') A X. ::.~,. f(J,J 
CV~T~·~~~~/(ULX~*~jTO)·~~1'/rL(S·~FCO/2. 
~ 0 IS ee:\, ... ( I ) to r!L) C I ( 1 r .. 'I F l T ) to t. x .... i 10(1.1. C x + \III f HJ 
oh(1 (11 'SS(I,JJ)<['~~C/HLT.l'" fAX_ (SS( I-I.JJ)-SS(! ,JJ) ) •• FRU* 
lSSl!,JJI-tX O (5SII,JJJ-SS(!.1,JJJI-wF Qno SS(J,JJI11/TT 
IF(I.GT.?IGO lU 790 
D~=~,,'x.SS(I-I,JJl 
86:1:(...,·/.· ... fRiJ 
F (I) 'i)A/B~ 
Ull-CI/&8 
GO Tt! ROO 
790 IF(I.Gl.~1 ~u TO BeO 
EIll<Cl/(Rb-,XO(II-111 
FIII<CDI •••• F (!.lll/(Bk •• X.t(!-ll) 
800 AI.F A=Bt! A 
tl41l)'J''': A 1 () 
SIO .'"u=.F~D 
aiD D •• C" 'CX'SSI!tl.JJI 
SE(I.JJI=(UA+' •• f (1-1)/(88· ••• [1)-11) 
830 1=1·-1 
SE(I,JJlcEIII*SE(!.!,JJJ.f(11 
If(I,GT,lIGn TO B5~ 
I' (TAA,tQ.l.".OK •• f ~D,('l,O,O)St (KK,JJI:SE(",J,lj 
DO "00 1=2,K 
IFISF.(I,JJ1.GE.SEI!-I,JJ1,OP,Sf.II,JJ1,GE,SEII.I,JJllGO TU BoO 
IF(K~.[w.l)GO TO ebO 
1'(I,<~,?l GO TO ~~o 
IFII,cU.') GO TO ~ao 
IF (SEI).I,JJ).LE.5(1!+',JJ1J GO TO 850 
840 T •• (SEtl+!,JJI-Sfll,JJll'.III*IDDI)+11-DD(I-!ll*O,5 
SE(I-I.JJ):Slll-I,JJ1-T·/(.(I·II·tDDIII-U~II-2)I'O.51 
SE(I,JJ)=5tll+I,JJ) 
GO It! AbO 
650 Tw:(o(ll-l,JJI-SE(I.JJI)'.(II+(DDII+11-DDII-II)'O,5 
Sl(I.I,JJ)'SE(I.'.JJ)-T·/("(I'II·(DD(I'2)-~O(III·O,5) 
So(I,JJ)=SE(I-I,JJI 
abO Cu,j p,ur 
CHLBLL=U,O 
DO ~59 I=?,K 
~8q rHL~AI..CHLt!'L.~l(I,91·.111'ID(J(I.I)-DD(I_I»',5 
If (fl'H,Lf .0) ~(j Itl €!\'J 
k\I·~·Jf t: (l OK"'''';' G(i J .CtL T +kUNOF 
880 Tl~E=lIMf+OELT 
If (LL ,L1 ... ~'t"')('010 6'11' 
WHitt (b.2[1"0) 
881 DO 68~ 1.2.~K 
st( 1 , 131-' ( I ) 
If (YlL'E".rl<,I)GOTO ~82 
~'_'I~ T~E CHE" SUB~OuTINt IS C4L~ED. THE SOIL SO~UTION IS EQUILISRATED 
~ wIT~ LIME AND GYPSUM ANO IF CEC IN NONZERO THE SOIL SOLuTI~N IS 
C EQUILI~~'TED wiTH THE EXCHANGE PH4St, 
C 
CALL CHEM(SE (I, I) ,SEC I, II ,SE (I. JI ,SE (I ,al ,SE II ,S) ,S~ (Ito), 
*SE(I,7),SE(I,81,SE(I.q),SE(I,IO),SE(I,I!l,SE(I,I~l,SE(1,13), 
·SEII,IQ),SE(I,IS),SE(I,lol,SECI,171,S~(1,18),SE(T,19),CEC,O) 
GOTO S8Q 
t 
C ••• IF C~EM IS NOT CALLED, SAR IS CALCLUA'EO A~D HC03 IS CA~CULATED AS 
t CATIONS.A"IO~S, CO] IS ASSUMED ZERO, THf SOLUIION EC IS CALCUL-
t "EO 8Y THE [CII SUB~OUTINE, PROFILE DATA IS THEN PRINTED, 
t 
eel SE(I,151'SE(I,7)/SQ~T«SECI,S)+SE(I,b)I/2,l 
8E(I,lllcA~SISE(I,S)tSE(I,ol.SEII,7l+SEII,8)-SE(I,ql-SEII,IOll 
SECI,12l·o,o 
CALL EClltSE(I,S).SE(!,cl,SEII,71,5ECI,Sl,SE(I,9),5E(I,IO), 
.8£(I,lll,s[(1.12),5EC1,14),0) 
8eq ~RITE(o,204a)(SE(I,JJI,JJ81,21) 
8eS CONTINUE 
CUMH20ao,o 
C 
00 887 lI~,K 
887 CUMH20.CU~H~O+SE(I,IJ)*(SEII.21)-SE(I,20» 
WRITE(b,2145lCUMH20 
IFCLAST,EQ,I1GOTO 1150 
!CRITE (0,1230) 
LL80 
890 ~RITE(o,12201TIME,cwF,Slkp,CU~B,RUNOF,CUMS,EV'P,SUH~.CTRAN,HROOT 
900 IF(ASS(SUMJ-O,).GT.,OOOll GO TO '120 - . 
910DELT·3,*OELT 
GO TO qbO 
920 TWcA&S(CONQ*DE~T/Su~J) 
930 IF(T~.GE,O,I-DETT) GO TO 940 
TWaO, I-DE TT 
GO TO 'ISO 
,QO IFITw.~E.IOOO,O*DETT) GO TO qSO 
TW8 1000,ooDElT 
,50 IFCT",GT,2,O*DELTl GO TO '110 
OEL T.T~ 
C ••• TEST TO SEE IF EV.P OR RAIN INTENSITY (EOR) MAS CH4NGED 
C 
C 
9bO IF(IDE~T,FQ.I) OELT_DELTI 
IDEL TlO 
If(DELT.LT.OETT)OELTIDETT 
IF(DE~T.GT,o.) DELT&o, 
IFCTIME-V(~C+I).LT.O,OlGOTO 'leo 
EORIV(KC+21 
IRa (KC,V/c 
00 97S JJ.S,JO 
975 SE(I,JJI=5F(I~tl,JJ-~) 
ETlHTCIR.ll 
KCIKC.2 
MTIMEaO 
DEL T sDE TT 
110 TO qqO 
geO IF((TIME.DE~T).LE.V(KC+I» GO TO qqO 
DELTI'(~Ctll·TI~E 
C ••• CALCU~ATION O~ HOURLY ET DEMAND FROM LySIHETER DATA 
C 
'1'10 L~.L~.I 
IF(V(~CI,Gr,o.) GO TO 1040 
L Tl'4EcT!MEI24 
Tl MEL III I OlE 
TIME'8TIME/2Q,-TIMEL 
LTIME.(TIME,DELTI/24 
TIMELCLTIME 
TIMEDI(TIME+OELT)/24,-TI HfL 
IF(TIHED,LT,Tl~EAl GO TO 1020 
IF(O,5-TI~EA,LT,O,OOO\IGO TO 1020 
IFCTIMfO.~l,O.SIGO TO 1000 
TIIIEUIO.5 
OELTIIDUT 
IDE~ hi 
OELTI(O,S-TIME AI*24, 
1000 IF(M!IME.EQ,I)IIO TO 1010 
MIIME_I 
TIMECIV(KC+I)-TIME 
IF(TIMeC+2q,-TIMEA.GT.24.)TIME~=2q.·CI,_TIME.) 
EORH20=V(KCI'TI~EC 
IRICKC+IIIZ 
ETH20ITET(IR).TIMEC 
nMELcT!M~C 
IFCTIMEC,GE,12,)TIME~'12, 
OENOMICOS(TIMEA.o.28J21-COSCTIME~*b,28J2/24,) 
1010 ETNEWICCOS(TI~F.'*b,28321-COS(TIMEO-b,28l2)I/OENOM 
EOR.ETNEw.lOk~20/0ELT 
ETaETNEw*ETH20/DELT 
GO TO IO~O 
1020 IFITIMED.GE.O,5)GO TO 1030 
OEL TlIDEL T 
IDELTII 
-J 
'" 
C 
D~LT·(I,·TIMEA)·2q, 
1030 £lao, 
~ORaO, 
MT !ME.a 
1040 IFIDELT,LT,DETT) DELTcDETT 
IF(TIM£.CUMT,LT,O) GO TO 10QO 
C ••• THIS STEP INITIATES CHEMICAL EQUILIb~UM CALCULATION AND PRINT OUT 
C OF PROFILE WHEN TIME.CUMT, 
C 
WRITE (0';1040) 
LAST-l 
10'10 
GOTO 881 
Y(I)·,o(I)'Y(I»'O,5 
Ja'Y(\).T(!»/DEL~.I.o 
BB.(Y(!)-TIJ»/D€LW 
lFtA~S(EOR·O,O).LT.O.OOO\) 
G(I)I(P(J.l)·p(J»·e~.r(J) 
DO IIlO 1:2.~K 
JI(w{t)-T(ll)/OEL •• I.O 
BSa(_tl)-TIJ»/DELw 
G(Il"(P(J.I),P(J)l'B8,P'J) 
TW.(wO)·y(Jllt"{ll 
IFITw.GT,~AT~) GO TO 1110 
IF{T".GE,wATL) ~O TO IIZO 
TW •• ATL 
GO TO 1100 
1100 
1110 
1120 
IUO 
GOTOl120 
TWowA Tt< 
Y(I)I'(I) 
WIIloTW 
CONTINUE 
GO TV 1]0 
IIQO 
II SO 
C 
C~~TlNUE 
STOP 
C ••• FORHAT STSTEMENTS 
C 
1180 FORMAT (2013) 
IlqO FO~~AT (7EIO,a) 
1200 FO~MAT('O TIME END 
• NA K 1210 FORMAT (1IEIZ.5) 
I'ZO FORMAT(12(II,41 
SOIL FLUX 
CL 
ET FLUX 
S04' ) 
CA MG 
,,30 FOkMAT ('0 TIME CWF IRRtRAIN CUMB RUN 0 
'FF CUMS EVAP TRANACT iRANPOT ~ROOT') 
1240 FORMAT('O wATER POTENTIAL CONDUCTTvITY DIF~USlvITY 
• ~ATER POT~NTIAL CONOUCTIVITY OIFFUSIV!TY') 
12S0 FORMAT(4£IZ.S.12X,4EI2.S) 
Il~O FORMATI'O DEPTH C(ll hDEPTH H-OEPTH RDF-DEPTH 
·'l 1270 FORMAT(' ROFDAy RDFOEL 
• AK2 CEC') 
Ileo FORMAT('OK IER N8 NO') 
1290 FORMAT(80H DETT CONQ 
• CUMT RRES) 
1]00 FORMAT!' HDRY H~ET 
• HHI DELW') 
1310 FORMAT (I ALAMaA DlfO 
lOOI fORMAT(Z5AI) 
2010 FORMAT(12FS.2J 
2020 FORMAT(2F5,4,8.FS.Z) 
lOiS FORMAT(' ',25AI,25AI,25A\) 
20)0 FORMAT(' CASO CACO 
• CL S04') 
"035 FORMAf[' ',2F7.Q.IlF7.2) 
"040 F~?MAT(' ClSO cAeo 
.TSO~ THCol Te03 VMcO 
PH 
EC 
PH 
so 
SAil 
ESTA~T 
TAA 
WAlL 
DIFA 
eD 
CA 
XCA 
Cl 
MG 
XMG 
ESTOP 
TIME 
WATH 
01 F8') 
MG 
NA 
XNA 
AKI 
TT 
HLQw 
NA 
K CL 
lK 
.DEPTH') 
2044 FORMAT(' 
ZI-S FORMAT( '0 
[NO 
',2F7,5,2F5.2,7FO,2.Fo.3,3FO.2. 4F7.Q,2x,F4.0.'·',F4.0l 
TOTAL wATER IN PROFILE.',Fo.?'CM', 
K 
Subroutine CHEM 
C 
C ••• ,H[M SUBROUTINE AND ·IT5 DEPENDENT SU8RQUTIMES. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WR I "EN BY! 
,HARLES w, ROSBINS 
DEPT, SOILS AND elOMETEOROLDGy 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
LOGAN, UTAH 84322 
C ••• PERHENANT ADDRESS AFTER JAN I, 197'1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SNAKE RIVER CONS. RES. CENTER 
USDA Sf A U! 
ROuTE I 80X 180 
~IM8ERLY. 10 8u301 
C ••• THE CHEM SURROUTINE AND THE FIVE DEPfNDENT SUBROUTINES AWE INTENDED 
C TO 6E US~O TOGETH£~ AND INTE~FACtD wITH ExiSTING STEADY STATE 
C O~ T~ANSIENT "ATER FLOW. SALT TRANSPORT ~OOoLS. "HEN USEO wiTH 
C STEAOY STATE MUDELS THE XCHANG SUSROUTINf SHOULD NOT BE USED. 
C THESE $U~ROIITINES A~E INTfNOEO TO PROVIOf A MO~E TkERMOOYNAMICALLY 
C RIGOROuS OISC~IPTION OF LIHE AND GYPSUH PRECIPITATION AND OISSOL-
C UTION AND CATION EXCHANGE EQUIL1HR!UM IN HI~E~Al SoILS CONTAINING 
CLIME .ITH ~EDlu~ TO HI'" SALT CONCENTRlTIONS. THE PP0GRAM ALSO 
C ASSUMES THt PH OF EACH DEPTH INCREMENT IS CONSTANf. 
C 
C ••• INPUT OAT. OEFINED IN ORDEW OF USE IN THE CALLING ~TATMENT ARE/ 
C CASO.GYPSUM CACO.LI~E (DECIMAL FRACTION ON WT. BASIS) 
C PH_ -LOG HYDROGEN ACTIVITY 
C BDsSOIL BULK DENSITY (G/CU8IC CM.1 
C TeA_CALCIUM TMG.MAGNESIUM lNAzSODIUM 
C TK.POTASSIUM TCL.CHLORIDE T SOhSULF ATE 
C (HElL IN SOLUTTON) 
C VH20.VOLUMET~IC WATER CONTENT FOR THE SOIL DEPTH INCREMENT BEING 
C CONSIDERED (CU8IC CM/CU81C eM). 
C IF THE XCHANG SU8ROUTINE IS CALLED AND NN.! VALUES ARE NEEDED FOR 
C THE FALLOWING, 
C XCA, X~G, XNA AND XK ARE EXeHANGASLE CALC!U~, MAGNESIUM, sUoIu~ 
C ANO POTASSluH. (~EQ/Ion G SOIL) IF NN=O, THESE VALUES ARE NOT USED 
C AFTER EXECUTION THE C~EM SU~ROUTINE RETURNS NE~ VALUES FOR CASO, 
C CACO, TCA. TMG, AND TSOa AND IF XC~ANG£ WAS CALLEO AND NN:I, NE_ 
, VALUES ARE RETURNED FOR XCA, XMG, XNA, AND XK. VALuES ARE ALSO CAL-
C CUlATED FOWl 
C THCOl~eICARBUNATE TeOl'CARBONATE (HElL IN SoLUTION) 
c [e.ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY (MHHOS/eH) 
, SAR:SODIUM AOSORPTION RATIO 
C IF ICHANG ~AS CALLED ANO NM.O THEN INIJIA. VALUES ARE CALCULATED FOR 
C XCA, IMG, lNA, ANO XK, THE VALUfS OF PH, BD, VH20, CEC AND NN DO 
C NOT CHANGE DURING EXECUTION OF CHEM. 
e 
C ••• OTHER FORTRAN SYMBOLS USED IN THE SUBROUTINE, 
C CHEMICAL CONSTANTS USED IN THE DATA STATEHE~TI 
C KH HENRYS LAW CONSTANT FOR C02 
C KW STABILITY CONSTANT OF wATER 
C KAI FIRST DISSOCIATION CONSTANT OF H2C03 
C KA2 SECOND DISSOCIATION CONSTANT OF ~2C03 
C KD\ STABILITY CONSTANT OF CACOl 
e K02 STA~ILITY CONSTANT OF CAHC03. 
C KDl STABILITY CONSTANT OJ CADH' 
e KD4 STABILITY CONSTANT OF CAsoa 
C KO; STABILITY CONSTANT OF HGeOl 
C KD~ STASILITY CONSTANT OF HGHC03+ 
C KD7 STARILITY CONSTANT OF MGOH. 
C KDB STABILITY eONSTAND OF HGSO~ 
--'I 
--'I 
C KOq STA~ILITY CONoTA~T OF NASOU-
C ~010 STASILITY CONSTANT OF ~AC03. 
C SPt SOLUBILTTY PNODUCT OF GyPSUM 
C SPZ SOLU~ILITY PROOUCT OF LIME 
C HDHYDQOGEN ION ACTIVITY (MOLES/L) 
C AOJGYP AND AOJLIM CONVENT GY~SUM AND LIME 8ET.EE~ OEC!MAL FRACTIONS 
C AND MOLES/L IN SQIL SOLUTION, 
C ACTI A~O ACT2 ARE THE ACTIVITY COEfFICIENTS FOR MONO- AND DIVALENT 
C IONS, 
C CHEMICAL SY~SOLS PRECEEDED BY A, REP~ESE~T ION ACTIVITIES (ACA. 
e CALCIuM ACTIVITV ETC,), 
C PC02 IS THE PAHTIAL PNESSURE OF CARSON OIOXIDE (AT~OS.) 
C ACCA IS THE 'APPARENT' ACTiViTY COEFfICIENT Of CALCIUM, 
C CAT AND AN AkE THE SUM OF CATIONS AND ANIO~S (EQUIv./Ll, 
C 
C 
SU8RUUTINE CHEM(CASO.eACO,PH,6D,TCA,TMG,TNA,TK,TCL,T504, 
*THCOl.TC03,VH20,~C,SAq.~CA,~MG,XN.,~K,CEC,NN) 
REAL KH,K.,KA1,KAZ,KOI._Oi,KD3,KD4,KOS,KDb,K07,K08,KOQ 
*,K01Q 
DATA KH/,033QI.K.I.IE-13/,KAI/,SE.e/,KAZI.SE-10/,KDI/,b3E.3 I, 
*KD2/,055/.KD3/.0 •• S/.KDI/.ijQE-ZI,KD5/.UF-J/,KObl,ObQI,K071 
*,Zb3E-2/,KOS/.OOb3/,KOQI.ZI/,K010I.OS35/,SPI/.ZIF-II. 
*SPZI,113E-71 
C***~ARNING STATMENTS ARE PRINTED FOR OATA DEFICIENCIES. 
C 
C 
IF(CACO.LE,O,OR.PH.LT.S.O)GOTO 50 
IF(TCA,EQ,O,OR,THG,EQ,O,OR.TNA.EQ.O.OR,TK.EQ.O.OR,TCL,EG.OlGOTO 5Z 
IFI8D,LE.O,7.0R,VH20,LE.0)GOTO 51 
C* •• CONCENTRATIONS ARE FROM HEQ/L TO MOLES/L AND APPROXIMATE 
TC03, C VALUES ARE GIVEN C 
C 
TChTeAIZOOO, 
TMGaTMGIZOOO, 
TNhTNA/1 000. 
TKaTKII ODD, 
TtLaTCL/1 000. 
TSOUTSOU/2000. 
TMca3 s Z.*(TCA+TMG·TSO.)+TNA+TK-TCL 
TMC03~ABS(THC03) 
TC01'O,O 
C***IF TCA IS LESS THAN O.OOOS MOLAR THE PH IS CHANGED TO 8,4, THE PH 
C OF A LIME SOLUTION IN CONTACT wITH ATMOSPHERIC C02, -
C 
C 
tFeTCA,LT.O.OOOS)PH.8,. 
HaIO,**e-PH) 
C.*.LIME AND GYPSUM ARE CONVERTED FROM DECIMAL FRACTION ON A ~EIGHT 
C BASIS TO MDLES/L SOIL SOLUTION. 
C 
AOJGYPsSD.S.81IVHZO 
CA60=CASO.AOJGYP 
CASOIN~CASO 
AOJLIM.aO.l0./VHZO 
CACO'CACOdOJLIM 
C*.*EC IS CALCULATED FROM IONIC CONCENTRATIONS AND USED TO CALCULATE 
C 
THE MONO- AND DIVALENT ION MEAN ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS. 
CALL ECll(TCA,TMG.TNA,TK,TCL,TS04.THC03,TC03,EC,I) 
ACTI"CT(I"EC) 
ACU-Acnz" EC) 
C.**FIRST APPROxIMATIONS Of ION ACTIVITIES ARE MAOE FROM ACTiViTY 
C COEFFICIENTS AND THE ION PAIRS THAT CAN BE CONSIOEqED AT THIS POINT, 
C 
ASOUTS04oACTZ 
AK-T~<ACT I 
A~l*TNA'ACTI/(I.0+AS04/KDQl 
ACl.TCA/(I,{\CT2+Kw/(K03·ACTl*H)+ASO~/KDI) 
AMGaTMGIII,/ACT?+KW/(KD7 t ACTI*H)+ASOu/KD8) 
ASOij·TSO~/(I./ACT2+ACA/'D4+AMG/~08+ANA/(ACTI'KDq» 
C<*<CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM LOOP 
C 
DO 20 1-1,10 
C ••• NEw ACTIVITy COEfFICIE~TS ARE CALCULATE~ fROM THE FC VALUE fROM 
C THE P~~vIOUS CYCLl AND A Ntw PCOZ VALUE IS CALCULATED, 
C 
C 
ACTl.ACHI,.EC) 
ACT2 U CT (2 •• ft) 
PC02 a H*H*SP2/(ACA'KH*KAl'KA2l 
C.**ACTIVITIES FOR CA, MG, NA AND 504, ARE CDHRECTED FOR IONIC 
e STRENGTH AND ION PAIRING, AND AC03 IS CA_CULATEO, 
C 
C 
ACA_TCA/(I./ACT2+K~I'KH.PCOZ/(~OZ*ACTI'H)+KW/(KOl.ACTIoK)+ 
*KAI.KA2*KHOPCOZ/(KDI·H'Hl.ASOij/K04) 
AMG'THG/Il,/ACTZ+K~I'KH.PC02/(KOb*ACTI'H)+K~/(K07.ACTI_H)+ 
.KAI.~A2'KH*PC02/(KDS·H*H)+ASOa/KD6) 
ANA.TNA/(!,/ACTI+ASOU/(ACTI'K09)'KAI.KAzoKHoPCOi/(KDIO.ACTZ'H*H» 
ASO~·TSOI/(I,/ACTZ'ACA/K04'AHG/KD8+ANA/(.eTl'KOq,) 
AC01-KAloKA2.KH*PC02/(H.H) 
C.**GYPSUM AND LI~E ARE CONVERTED TO "ACTiviTIES' SO THEY ~ILL ~E IN 
C THE SAME UNITS AS CA, C03, AND SO~ FOR THE PRECIP SUBROUTINE, 
C 
C 
AceAUCA/TCA 
CACO_CACO*ACCA 
CASO_CASOoACCA 
C**.THE SOIL 
C LIKE AND 
C 
~ITH LIME AND GYpSU~ AND THEN 
TO HOLES/L, 
C 
xt.,IE-1> 
CALL PRECIP(ACA,AC03,SP2,x1,CACO) 
XZ-,002 
CALL PHECIP(ACA,AS04,SP1,x2,CASO) 
CACOlOCACO/ACCA 
CASO·CASO/ACCA 
c ••• PCOc IS RECALCULATED AND VALUES ARE 
C ACTIVITIES AND NEw TCA. TC03. THca3 
C 
FOR AHC03 AND AC03 
VALUES ARE CA~eULATED. 
C 
PCOZ_H*H'SPZ/(ACA'KHoKAI.KA2) 
AHCOlsKAI*KH,PC02/H 
AC03-KA2*AHC03/H 
TCA.ACA*(I,/ACTZ+KAI'KH.PCOZIIKOZ_ACTI*H)+Kw/(KDl.ACTIOH), 
*kAI.KAZ'KH·PCOZ/(KOI·H·Hl+A50q/KO~) 
TC03-At03.(I,I.CT2+AtA/~UI+AMG/KD5+4NA/(KDI0*'CT!» 
T~COJ.(AHC03/ACTI)'(I,+ACA/KDZ+'~G/KOb) 
IF(CASO,EQ,O,ANO,CASOIN.EQ,O)GOTO 10 
TSaQ·As04*11./ACT2+ACA/KDU+AMG/KDS+ANA/(ACTI*KDQl) 
C* •• IF THE NE~ EC VALUE IS HORE THAN IX DIFFEPE~T THAN EtOLO THE EQul-
C LIBRIUM LOOP IS GONE THROUGH AGAIN, OTHERWiSE THE LOUP IS EXiTED, 
C 
10 
10 
C 
ECOLO-EC 
CALL ECII(TCA,TMG,TNA,TK,TCL,TSOU,THC03,TC01,EC,I) 
IF(ASS(EC-ECOLO).LT,EC'O.OI)I_IO 
COr.T1 NUE 
C*.*IONIC CHARGE BALANCE LOOP 
C IF THE DIFFrRENCE BET_EfN THE ANION AND CATION TOTAL tHARG~ IS MORE 
C THAN IX OF THE TOTAL CATION CHARGE THE CATION AND .~ION CHARGE IS 
C BALANCED BY CORR£CTING TtA AND THe03,TcOI ANO Tloq (IF CASU IS 
C PHESENT) BY INCREASING O~ DECREASING TCOl (ASSUMINr, 'HE SVSTE~ IS 
C OPEN wiTH RESPECT TO COZ) AND ADJuSTING THE OTM~~ THREl IUNIC 
C CONCENTRATION SUCH THAT THE SOLUaILITY PROOUCTS ARE ~OT vIOLATED, 
C 
CAT.Z,«TCA+THG)+TNA+T' 
AN.2.«TSOU+TC03l+TCL+THC03 
J 
-J 
00 
)0 
IQ 
35 
n 
38 
C 
CMARGE-ClT-AN 
IF(IBS(CHANGE).LE.D,OloCAT1QOTO 40 
F·I.fASS{O.2S oCHIRGE/CAT) 
IF(F,LT.I,OI)FSI,OI 
IF(~.GT.I.2IF·l,2 
IF(CMARGE.LT,O,O)GOTO 35 
DO 3q hl,IO 
TeUTCA/f 
THC03.THC03-' 
eICOIClC Of TC03-IF-l,) 
TC03*TC03*F 
IF(CISO.Lf.O,OOOOI)GOTO 30 
elSOICASO-TSOq*IF-I,) 
IF(CASO,LT,O,O)CASOoO,O 
TS04"TS04.F 
ClT.2.*(TC l fTMG)+TNA+TK 
AN-2,*(TS04+TC03J+TCL+THC03 
CHARGE-OT-AN 
IFICHARGE,LT,O,OloCAT)I.20 
CONTINUE 
GOTO qO 
00 38 lel,IO 
TCUTC,oF 
THC03=THC03/F 
ClCO-CICO_TC03*(F_I,) 
TCOl"TCOl/f 
IFICASO,Lf,O,OOOOI)GOTO lc 
CASO·CASO+TSOU*(F-I.l 
TSOQITSOVF 
CAT.2,*(TCI+TMG)+TNl+TK 
IN.2,*(TS04fTC03'+TCL+THC03 
CHARGE-CAT-AN 
IF(C~ARGE,GT.-O,OI.CAT)I=20 
CONTINUE 
C •• *IF CEt IS NONZERO THE EXeHANGE SUBROUTINE BRINGS THE SOLUTION INTO 
c EQUILIBRIUM ~ITH THE E~CHANGE PHASE. 
c 
_0 IF(CEC,EO,O,)GOTO uS 
C 
CALL xCHANG(TCI,TMG,TNA,TK,ACA,AMG,ANA'A~,XCA,XMG,XNA,XK' 
.SD,VHZo,CEC,NN) 
C •• o~OLES/L IN SOLUTION ARE CONvERTEU TO 
C CONVERTED SACK TO D£CIMA~ FRACTIONS, 
C 
H£Q/L AND GYPSUM AND ~IHE ARE 
SA~ IS ALSO CALCULATED, 
C 
45 TCAoTCA.2000. 
TMGaTI<QoZoOO, 
TNA.TNA_IOOO. 
ThT~*1000. 
TSOqorsou.2000. 
THC03.T~C03-1000, 
T(03oTC03-2000. 
TtL_TCLotoOO, 
CAsoaCASO/AOJGYP 
CAtO'CAtU/IDJLI~ 
8AR.TNA/8QRTIlTCA+TMG)/2.) 
GOTO 00 
Co.-PRINT STATEMENTS AND FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR MISSiNG DATA, C . 
50 oRITE(b,51) 
51 FORMAT(' VILUE NEEDED FOR PH OR CACO') 
GOTO cO 
52 .RITE{b,53) 
53 FORHAT(' VALUE NEEDED FOR ONE OR HORE IONS') 
GOTO bO 
51 WRITE(o,SS) 
55 FORMAT(' vALUE NEEOED FOR SO OR VMcO') 
.0 RETU~N 
END 
C 
C ••• THE FUNCT10N ACT CALCULATrS IONIC STRENG'" liS) USTNG THE ApPROXI~A_ 
C TION OF ~RIFFI~ A~O JU~INAK (lQ73), TwE SQUARE QOOT II) OF (IS) 15 
C THEN USED _I~ THE DAVIES EaUATION TO CALCULATE THE MONO- IZ-!) AND 
C DIVALENT ~Z.2) ION HEAN ACTIVIT' COEFFICIENTS. 
C 
c 
'UNCTION ACT(Z,EC) 
/lEAL IS, I 
IhO.Ol27<EC 
laSaRT (I S) 
ACTato.O'*C-O,SOq·ZOZ*(I/C!,O+I)·O.loIS» 
RETU~N 
E"ID 
Subroutine PRECIP 
C ••• tHE SUBROUTINE PRECIP USES CATION (CAT) AND ANTON (AN) ACTivITIES 
C AND THE SOLu~ILlty PRODUCT (SP) 10 DETERMINE IF SOLID PHAS~ 
C MATERIAL (PPT) KUST DISOLVE OR PRECIPIIATr TO RRING T~E SYSTEM iNTO 
C CHEMICAL EOuIBILIBRUIK, IT THEN CALLS THE SINK SU~~oUTINE TO DETER-
C MINE THE QUANTITY OF PPT TO SE OISOLVED UR PRECiPiTATED. XX IS THE 
C SINK SUBROUTiNE STARTING VALUE ON iNPUT. AND COKES BAC~ FROM SINK AS 
C THE VALUE THAT CAT, AN AND pPT IS TO SE CHANGED. 
e 
10 
20 
10 
C 
SU6ROUTIN£ PRECIPCCAT,AN.SP,XX.PPT) 
IF(CAToAN_SPIIO.30,20 
IF(PPT,LE,O.OlGOTO 30 
CALL SI~K!CAT.AN.SP,XX) 
IF(PPT.LT,XX)XXsPPT 
CAhCATtXx 
AN_AN+XX 
PPTaPPT-XX 
COTO lO 
CALL SINKctAT,A~,SP,XX) 
CAT-CAT-XX 
ANaAN.XX 
PPTaPPT+Xx 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine SINK 
C ••• tHE SUBROUTINE SINK USES CATION ICAT) I~D ANION (A~) ACTIviTIES, 
C SOLUBILITy PQr~UCT (SP). AND A STARlING VALUE Il) TO CALCULATE T~E 
.! 
--.J 
'-D 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CATION AND ANION ACTiVITy C~ANGE DUE TO SOLUTION Oq P~ECIPITA­
TION OF SOLID PHASE TO BRING T~E S1STE~ INTO C~EMlcAL E~UILT~RIUM 
rOR A GIVEN SPECIES, THE NE~TON METHOD IS USED TO FINO X, 
SUBROUTINf SIN~(C1T,AN,SP,Xl 
DO S N.I'(O 
C ••• THIS STATEMENT KEEPS THE ~E.T FROM OIVIOI~' ~y lERO 
C 
C 
IrICATtlN,EQ,2,O*XlX.X*I,1 
X!.X-CX.X_x*CAT-X*AN+CAT*AN-SPl/(2,O.X-CAT-AN) 
IFCAbS(XI-X),LT,ABSIX*,O\» N:IO 
XUI 
5 CUNTlNUE 
UAaS(X) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine ECII 
C •• 'THE SUBROUTINE ECII USES TME EXPONENTIAL ~eTHOO OF MC~EAL ET AL. 
e lQ70 (SOIL SCI, 110IUOS-414) TO CALCULATE ELECTRICAL eONOUCIVITY 
C (Eel FROM CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM, SODIU~, POTASIUM, CHLORIDE, SuL,lTE, 
C BICARBONATE, AND CARBONATE CTCA,TMG,TNA,TK,TCL,TSOu,THCOJ,T(03) 
e CONCENTRATION, IF THE CONCENTRATIUNS ARE IN MOLES/L M MUST EQUAL 
e I, Ir THE CONCENTRATIONS APE IN ME/L. M MUST NaT EQUAL I, 
e 
C 
SUBROUTINE ECII(TCA,T~G,TNA.TK,TCL.TS04.THcal,TCo1,EC,M) 
REAL MG 
IF(M,EQ,I)GOTO 
xal. 
Y.I, 
GOTO c 
C ••• X ANO YARE USEO TO CONVERT MOLES/L TO HElL 
C 
c 
X.IOOO, 
,"cOOO, 
iI ChTCA 
MGaTIiG 
S04.!S04 
e ••• TME MAXIMUM CALCIUM ANO MAGNESIuM SULFATE CONCENTRATION IS SEPERATEC 
e O~T '5 GYPSUM (CASO) BEFOk CALCULATING EC. 
C 
C 
IF(S04,GT,Cl)GOTO 10 
CASO·S04 
eUCl-S04 
60Q.O,O 
GOTO 30 
10 C ASO-CA 
S04lS0U.CA 
CA.O.O 
IF(S04.GT,MG)GOTO 20 
CASoaCASOtS04 
MGsMG-S04 
SO~.O,O 
GOTO 10 
20 CASO.CASOtMG 
604d04-"" 
MG.O,O 
C._,EC IS CALCULATEO USI~G THE COEFFIC!ENTS ORTAINEO By MCNEAL [1 AL. 
C 
30 £C.,05~41.«CA.y) •• ,q202)t.OSOQq*«(MG·Y)·*.QIOc). 
*,047ij8*«Tk"X).*.Q4QSlt 
·,07cc3·C(T"X)'*.Q10blt.ncQ·({SOU'Y)'·,AQ7ll+ 
*,011l'({TCUJ.Yl •• ,~1Iql.,04141'{CT~C03'X) •• ,qSOt'. 
·,0720b'«TCL.xl •• ,qb11)t,tlll*«CASO.y) •• ,6~oj) 
RtTU~N 
END 
Subroutine XCHANGE 
C ••• 1~F 5u6RnUTI~E 1CHANG Is OIvIDED INTO TWO SfG~FNTS: IF NN EQU~LS I, 
C IN!TTlL EXCi<lNGULF CAT10" CONCENTRATIO"S AilE CALCIlLATU'l "ROM THE 
e CATIO~ EXCMA~GE CAPActTvCCfrl, ANn CATION ACT!VITI~S SUPPLI.D RY THE 
C CALLT~G PROr,RA~, IF NN I~ NOT EQUAL T~ I, NEw EQUrL10RIUM IS CAL-
C CULATED fOR SOLUTION ANO fXCHANGASLE CATIONS U~ING EXCMANGARLE 
e CATION AND SOLUTTON CATION CONCENT~ATIO~S AND CAT!nN ACTIvIT!ES. 
C BULK OENSITy (80). YOLUMFTRTC wATF.R CONTF.NT (VH20); AND CEC 
C VALUFS SUPPLIEO FI'lO~ THE CALLING pg,OGRAM, 
C TCA.THG.,.FTC ARF. MOLES/L OF SOLUTION CATIONS, 
C lCA,AM,.,.fTC ARE CATION ACTIVITIES, 
C XCA,XMG",ETC ARE EXCH1NGA&LE CATIONS, INITALLY ANn FINALLY IN 
C ~EQ/IOOG OF SOIL AND WITHIN TME SUBROUTINF THEy ARF CONvERTED TO 
C AND FROM MOLES/L. 
C OTHER FORTRAN SyMBOLS ARE SFLF EXPLANATORy. 
C 
SUBROUTINE XCHANG(TCA,T~G,TNA,TK,lCA,hMG,ANA.AK.xCA,XMG,XNA,XK, 
*BD,VM20,CEC,NN) 
C 
e SOME OF TME SELECTIVITY COEFF!C!ENTS. KI,K2,Kl. ETe MAY VARy FROM 
t SOIL TO SOIL, 
e 
REAL KI,K2,K3,~4,K5,Kc 
OAT4 KI/O,84/,K2Ib,bl,K!/,18/,K4/,25/,K5/4.3/,Kb/17,1 
IF(NN,EQ,II'OTO 10 
GOTO 20 
t STARTING POINT EXCHANGA8LE CATION VALUES ARE CALCULATED FROM 
C INITIAL INPUT OlTA 
C 
10 ZCA:SQRT(ACAl 
ZMG.SQRT(A~G) 
XCA.CEC/CKI·AMG/ACA+ANA/(lCA.K2)tAK/ClCA·K31.1.1 
XMG.CEC/(ACA/(AMG.Kll+ANA/(ZMG.~S)+AK/C1~G.K4)'1:) 
XNAcCEC/(ZCA'K2/ANA.ZMG*K5/ANA+AK'Kb/ANA'l,l 
XK·CEC/(ZCA.Kl/AK+ZMG*K./~K+ANA/(AK'Kb).I.) 
C ,HF EXCH1NGABLE CATIONS AgE CORgECTfD ~y A COMMON "ACTOR TO FORCE 
C THF SUM OF EXCHANGA6LE CATIONS TO EQUAL THE CEC. TN A FEw CASES 
e MACHINE ROU~D-OFF ERROR MAKES THIS NECESSARY, 
e 
t 
C.CEC/(XCltXMG+XNltXK) 
XCUXChC 
X~G .. Xf1G·C 
XNAoXNA*C 
U:.XK*C 
GOTD 50 
C AOJUST~E~T FACTORS ARE CALCULATED TO CONVERT ExCHA~GABL~ CATION 
C UNITS BETWEEN MEQ/IOOG OF SOIL AND ~OLES/L IN SOLUTION, 
C 
e 
e 
e 
lO AOJ2.n.00~'BO/VH20 
ADJI·O,~10·8D/VH20 
XChXCA*AOJ2 
XMG.XMGHOJ2 
XNA.X~AtAOJI 
XKaX K*ADJl 
EQUa?*(TCAtTIiGltTNA+TK 
"APPARENT ACTlv!Ty COEFFICIENTS" ARE CALCULATED FOR EACM CATION, 
ACCA&~CAITCA 
AC .. G .... \;, T~G 
.I 
co 
o 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
AC~4UN4/TNA 
AC ~. AK ITK 
THE SUM O' EACH SOLUTION PLUS EXCHANGARLE CATIoN I~ CALCULATED, 
SCA.leAHCA 
SMG.TMG+X~G 
SN"TNA+X~A 
SUT~+Xl( 
THIS LOOP BRINGS THE NEw fXCHANGARLE AND 
LIB~IUM ~ITH EACH OTHER, AS~UMI~Gt (I)TH1T 
COEFFICIFNTS A~E CONSTANT, (?l THAT THF CFC IS 
TO THE SUM OF T~E EXCHANr,AHlf CATIO~S, AND (3) 
ABLE PLUS SOLUTION CATION CONCENTRATION 
DO 30 hl,4 
lCA.SQPT(ACAl 
lMG.snRT (A"G) 
XCANUoCEC/(~I*'"G/ACitANi/IZCA*K?)'A~/IZCA'KJ)+I:) 
XMGNU:CEC/(iCi/(A"G-KI)+ANi/(ZHG·K~I.iK/(Z~G*K~I.I.1 
~NANU;CEC/(ZCi'K2/ANi+l~G'K5/ANA+AK'Ko/ANA+l:1 
~KNU'CfC/{ZCA*K3/iK+ZHG*'~/'K+'NA/('K"b)+I,l 
XCANUUClNUHDJ2 
XMG~U.XHGNU·ADJ2 
XNANUoXNANUoADJI 
XKNUUK~U*ADJ 1 
TC •• TCloXCl*2,/(XCANU.XCAl 
TMG.TMG-X"G'2,/(XMGNU+~"GI 
TN(=T~A_~~A'2,/(~NANU+~NA) 
TK.1K-X~-?,/CXK~U+~K) 
EQUNU=2,-C1C AtTMGI+TN AtTK 
CCsEQU/COlINU 
TChTC"CC 
TMG"TMG-CC 
TNA"TNA_CC 
TKsTK-CC 
XChSC hTC A 
XMGdHG-TMG 
XNA"SNA_TNA 
XK.SK-TK 
C.CEC/((~CA+XMGI/ADJ2t(~NAtXKI/AOJII 
XCAdC"C 
XMGaXI1G.C 
XNAzX"hC 
XK:XK-C 
AChTCAdCCA 
AHG=TMG*ACMG 
ANA.TNAdCNA 
AKaTK.AC. 
lO CONT! NUE 
XCAdCA/AOJ2 
XMGsXMG/AOJ2 
XNhXtlA/ADJ 1 
XKUK/AOJI 
0;0 RETukN 
£NO 
J 
J 
APPENDIX B 
S~~LE INPUT DATA FILES 
Ion 10\ LF ijYP .~TE~ St CLAY L 1300 0 I I bM 120 Uou 1700 doo 270 11'100 1500 ~OO 48 1400 0 II beQ 120 i'200 1700 doo 270 11100 1500 luo OI4~O, 1500 0 11 bBO 120 2200 1700 800 270 1800 1500 4UV -,oso loe, so 120.-.050 226. 50 2ijo.-.050 3aB. SO 3bO. 
suo -,(ISO 408. 50 400.-.050 ~eb. su boo.-,050 70~. 50 120. 11000 0 11 bSO 120 Z200 1700 800 270 IAOO 1500 
bOO -,050 826. SO O"U,-.Q~O ~ab. 50 9bO.-.oSOIOb~. ~01080 1700 0 11 bllO 120 22110 170tl Boo 2,70 11\00 1500 
1"0 -.050110(1. 501200.-.0,01308. 5013~o.-.0501"2~. 501"00. 160U 0 II bRO 120 2200 1700 600 270 1"0(1 1500 
CO 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 1200 100 I~O 50 100 1200 I'H'O 0 I I 1>60 120 2200 1700 eoo 270 I1'1l l 0 1500 qou 0 0 0 0 0 I~OQ 1/10 150 50 100 1200 2000 () II 61'\0 1<'0 2200 1700 !loo 270 11\1)0 1500 1000 0 0 <) 0 0 1200 luO ISO 50 100 1200 2100 0 I I 101\0 120 2200 17(1\) BoO 270 1800 1500 II 00 0 0 (I 0 0 a 1200 100 150 SO 100 1200 Z200 0 11 oM leO 2200 170tl dOll 27(1 111\10 1500 1<100 0 0 0 {\ 0 II 1200 100 150 SO 100 1200 lloo 0 II 1>1:10 1<'0 2200 1700 don 270 11\00 1500 \300 0 0 0 0 0 II 1200 100 150 SO 100 1200 
1101l 0 0 0 0 0 o 1200 Ion 150 50 100 1200 
1500 0 0 0 0 0 (\ 12nO Ion 150 50 100 1200 
lbOO 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 1200 100 ISO 50 100 1200 
1100 0 0 0 0 0 a 1200 100 ISO SO 100 1200 
18<)0 0 a 0 0 0 Q 1200 \/10 1'50 50 100 1200 
IQOQ 0 0 a 0 0 o 1200 100 ISO So 100 IlOO 
MATRIX 
INSOIL 
100 SILTY CLAY LOAM ~ATRIX 
cllO ~b 
300 .saOOEooo -.742oEoOS 
~oo -.2~OOEOOb •• 12Iq!+Ub-.q50aEo05-.702DE+OS-.'58]OE.OS- •• 170Eo05-.3'22£+05 
5')0 -.]lijnt+os-.2S""f+"~-.<01"E.05-.lbqb€+05-,1325<.05·.~5OOE+04-.58]OEoOQ 
bOO -,"7rDE+al-.~710<.00-.2bSU~oDo-.15qOEooa-.72bIEonl-.4q62E+03-.10281001 Ion SILTf CLA' LUA~ ~o GYPSUM 700 -.14qBt'03-.JOqStOU3-.~7.bt'0)-.<15.3EoOI-.2lllt+OJ-.il20t+o3-.lqSOE+O) 
lOll 13 13 600 -.la02t.b3-.lbbbi.Ul-.IS4ut.DJ-.lulIEtn3-.132bEo03-.li10£+0)-.11$1(+03 
3110 100 Ion 100 COO q'1 40 1"'10 quo -.IDS)E+03-.qob7EoU2·,"qbtit+hl-.~207t+oZ-.1SS8<o02-.bqIIE+u2-.bZ6bE+Ul 
qu~ 0 200 ')00 luOO 1500 2000 3Uoo MOOO 500n 10000 7000 8000 1000 -,5b62E+02-.SIOqf,b2-,o'SAE+02-.U028E+Oi-.\SIClto02-.3032Eoo2-.255S£+vi 
Suo 90(lOI5U!)O II0u -.20ddE+02-.lb54E+ul-.1219E o02-.1q5 0E+OI-.IQ22EoOIO. .1000£+07 
bOO 0 2 5 1'1 15 18 20 20 5 3 2 \I 12110 .0000f-12 •• 223,-10 .2310E-Oq .7bbIE-09 .10IlE-08 .0581E-08 .q~75E-08 
7UO 0 n 1300 .162Q.-07 .)37b<-07 .000&E-01 .10bl£-Ob .\822e-Ob .31~1E-Ob .5819E-Oo 
BOO 30 30 10 30 30 ~o 30 30 30 10 3(1 luOU .113IE-05 .210]f-05 ._ObDE-u5 ,8215E-05 .l2~]E-U4 .0]05E-01 ,1551E-03 \.l 150 I) .32~qf-03 .buloE-OI .1020E-02 .1050E-02 .~1'2E.02 .lb52E-02 .519i'E-Ul 
'lOo 30 19 IbOO .7!QQe-02 .Q77U<-Q2 .ll04~-01 .171~E-01 .2225,,-01 .'?~SbE-OI .]032£-01 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 17(1) 
.ISdIE-OI .~7"Ot-OI • 71SQE-OI .8~blE·~1 .10941.000 .13U6E+OO .lb52E+OO 
11 00 0 II 080 120 2200 1700 !lao 270 1800 1500 1800 ,202bE+OO .2485E+00 .301~EoDn .37a2Eooo .4blbE.OO .5121E+00 .71'I>E+QO 
12{IQ 0 II 01\0 120 unQ 110n !l00 i'70 IAOII 1500 Iqoo .Q060E+00 .1175ttDI .1';72E+OI • .?25QE+ol ,lCl2bEoQI .I.t&o.OF.+OI ,QOOOE.OI 
CP 
W 
APPENDIX C 
SUBROUTINE FLOW CHARTS 
NO 
> 
PRINT STATENENT INDICATING 
1-----~JJ. lJATA DEFlCIENCIES 
CONVERT INPUT DATA TO MOLES/L 
CALL ECII 
CALL ACTl. ACT2 
APPROXIMATE 
CALL ACTl 
CALCULATE 
AMG, ANA AS04, AC03, 
CALL PRECIP FOR LIME 
CALL PRECIP F:PR GYPSU;~ 
CALCULATE PC02, AHC03, 
AC03, TCA, TC03, THC03, T504 
NO 
CONVERT MOLES/L TO DECIMAL 
FRACTIONS OR ME/L 
X=Xl 
Subrollt i 11(' PIH::C I f' 
.. - ---- .. 
:;~I~!:9.t~ t i..!1.e_ .~l.N_K: 
", () 
CALL SINK 
INCREASE I'I'T AN)) 
DECREASE CAT AND AN 
RJ:'['URN 
RETURN 
X=x'q. l 
J 
CALCULATE Xl BY NEWTON METHOD 
Nn 
I = I!) 
._._-.._---------
CP 
.!= 
NO 
X=lOOO. Y=2000. 
CA=TCA MG"'TMG 504=T504 
YES 
NO 
X~l.O Y=l.O 
CA50=CA S04=504-CA CA=O.O 
NO 
CASO=CASO+NG 
5()i,=S04-~!G, I-1.G=O. 0 
CASO=CASO+S04 ~ MG=MG-S04, 504=0.0 _ 
CA50=504, CA=CA-504, S04=0.0 
CALCULATE EC BY EXPONENTIAL 
METHOD OF MCNEAL ET AL. 
i'~0rou[_inl XClli\NC 
ACNA 
SK 
CALCllLATE XCANU, XMGNU, 
XNANU, XKNU, AND CONVt-:!<T 
TO MOLES!L 
CALCULATE NEW VALUES FOR 
TCA, TMe, TNA, TK, XCA, XW:, 
XNA, XK, ACA, AMC, ANA, AK 
XK 
CONVERT XC,A. XM(:, XNA, l\K 
!lACK TO ME/IOOG 
J 
,I 
APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF SOIL PROFILE DATA 
CASO CACIJ PH BD Co I'IIl NA I( CL nOli THCOl Tc;,Ol "H2O EC IIU XCA X PIli XNA XI( DEPTH 
0,000000,00110 0.80 1,20 ~0.05 4.U I.~o 1,36 1.50 12.00 9.31 0,02'1 0.4) 1.8~ 0.51> ~.2740 4,83ia 0.0550 0.7)77 0.- l. 
0,000000.00110 0.80 I,ZO 17 ,Ob 6,28 2,7b 1,5& 1,'15 13,52 10.75 Q,041 0.43 2.09 0.81 '1,011'1 5,0570 0,0727 0,7578 i.,- 5, 
0.000000.00110 1>.80 1.20 19.iI1 10,80 4,48 2.01> 2.82 21,0 4 11.'11> 0,004 0.Q2 2.7'1 I,ll> 8,1>001 S,51S3 0,0'178 0,8008 S,· 10 ~ 
0,000000,00110 1>,80 1,20 22,24 15,48 0,39 2,114 11,88 2~,14 12.84 0,084 0,41 3,5b 1,47 8,11011 5,S4So 0,1221 0,62'11 10,- IS, 
O,OOOOOO,vollO 0,80 l,eO 2&,42 20,&0 '1,17 2,88 10,'10 zq,34 12.bb 0,0'1'1 0,3'1 4 .. 85 1,8'1 8,.075 5,b'll9 0.1517 0,8110'1 15,- ZO, 
0,000000,00110 0,80 1,20 28,23 22,5'1 10,04 3,01 25,110 2&,110 12,17 0,101 0,34 5,53 2.11 8,1721> 5,7103 0.10'17 0.811711 cO,- lUi 
0,000000,00110 b,80 1.20 2'1.19 23,1111 1-1,20 3,10 29.IY 25,1111 11,88 0.101 0,27 5,85 2.18 8,1082 5,7104 0,17118 0,81100 30,- '10, 
co 0,000000,00110 0,80 I,ZO 28,49 22,81 II,OS 1,07 .8,85 24,20 12,00 0,101 0,27 5,70 2.18 8,1775 5,7010 0,1740 0,8455 '10,- SO, 
u; O,oooOOO,oollQ 0,80 l,zn 28,43 2a,79 11,04 3,07 28.~~ 24.08 12,01 0,101 0,28 5,75 l,I8 8,1704 5.7034 o,17~0 O,8~.2 50,- bOt 
O,uOOOOO,OOllO o,eo 1,20 28.11 .2,56 10,9. 3,00 28,4b 23,12 12,11 0,101 0.2'1 5,70 2,16 6,1737 S,10S} 0.1715 0.8475 bO.- 70, 
0,000000,00110 .,80 1,20 20,8b 1&,25 7,98 2.1>2 18,37 IS.31 13,03 0,097 0,30 4,29 l,bS 8,2878 5,b~31 0,1"3'1 0.a2S3 70,- <lO, 
0,000000,00110 0,80 1,20 20,b2 1&,06 7,91 2,01 18.02 15,01 1l,7Z 0,097 O.ll ~,2~ 1.85 8,2881 S,b~i8 0.1113. o,a~53 80,- '10, 
'0,000000,00110 0,80 l,eO 20,5a 1&,0& 7,90 2,01 18.00 IS,OO 13,75 0,098 0,1'1 4,24 1.85 8,2823 5,0480 Q,I432 O,82~9 90.-150! 
TOTAL .ATER I~ PkOFIL£. 28,8}tH 
A. 
B. 
C. 
APPENDIX E 
INPUT DATA PREPARATION 
Option Control Card FORMAT (413) 
Name FORMAT 
1- 3 ITY 13 
4- 6 IPL 13 
4- 9 IPRT 13 
7-12 ICO 13 
Basic Data (Called with ITY 1, IPL 1) 
Name FORMAT 
1 1- 3 NCROP 13 
4- 6 NPHRT 13 
2 1-60 NDG· l5A4 
3- 8 1- 8 LABLi 10A8 
9 3-10 DLAB A8 
11-15 ... PKCMli l2F5.3 
10 3-10 DLAB A8 
11-15 ... PDLI 12F 5.3 
Jl 3-10 DLAB A8 
11-15 CPKC .. J,1 12F5.3 
Subbasin Data Cards (Cailed with ITY = 1, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Col. 
1- 2 
3- 7 
8-12 
21-80 
1- 4 
5- 8 
9-12 
13-16 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
1-30 
1-70 
1-70 
1-70 
1-70 
1-70 
1-70 
1-70 
ISB 
IYRB 
NYR 
BASID 
KK 
NB 
NIONS 
NPOS 
FREQ 
APPL 
SAT 
AIRDRY 
FAC 
DEPMAX 
PROPj AKli 
PTCA' . J,1 
RIONSI j k 
RIONS2:j;i 
RIONS3,j,i 
RIONS4,j,i 
RIONS5,j,i 
FORMAT 
~--
12 
15 
15 
l5A4 
14 
14 
14 
14 
ElO.4 
EIO.4 
ElO.4 
ElO.4 
EIO.4 
ElO.4 
ElO.4 
ElO.4 
(7ElO.4) 
(7ElO.4) 
(7ElO.4) 
(7ElO.4) 
(7EIO.4) 
(lEIO.4) 
Description 
Program control option (1-6) 
Specification option subordinate to ITY (0-5) 
Printing option subordinate to ITY, (0-2) 
Line printer column width specification 
1 80 column printer 
1 = 132 column printer 
Number of crops 
Number of phreatophytes 
Headings for the column of the output 
Sixty element vector of labels, each 8 
tables 
charac-
ters long, for up to 60 lines of output from 
the model 
Label for M & I consumptive use coefficients 
card 
Twelve element vector of monthly M & I consump-
tive use coefficients 
Label for proportion of daylight hours card 
Twelve element vector of monthly proportion of 
daylight hours for the modified Blaney-
Criddle Crop CU method 
Label for B-C crop consumptive use coefficients 
Twelve element vector of BC monthly CU coef-
ficients for crop or phreatophyte. 
J 
IPL = 2 or 3) 
Subbasin number 9, 99) 
Beginning year simulation 
Number of years of simulation 
Descriptive name of basin (less than 60 column~ 
Number of soil layers for which there are data 
Number of soil layers considered in calculations 
Number of ions to be considered 
Number of soils to be considered 
Days between irrigations 
Maxi~um amount of water that can be applied to 
the soil before subroutine CHEM is called 
Volumetric saturation water content of soil 
Airdry water content of soil 
Fraction which represents water content at 
which ET becomes limiting 
Maximum rooting depth 
Portion of subbasin area which is soil type j 
Twelve element vector representing proportion 
of ET which is Transpiration 
Gypsum content of soil j in meq/l 
Ca++ concentration in jth soil type in meq/l 
Mg++ concentration in meq/l 
Na+ concentration in meq/l 
K+ concentration in meq/l 
C03-- concentration in meq/l 
87 
~ C. Subbasin Data 
12 
13 
14 
Repeat 
IS ... 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
1-70 
1-70 
1-70 
Cards 
1-70 
11-20 
21-30 
1- 3 
1-40 
1-40 
1-40 
1-40 
Cards (Continued) 
RIONS6,j,i 
RIONS7 .. 
RIONS ,~,::-8, ],1. 
6-14 for NPOS soil 
11 
URLND 
UNDLND 
FORMAT 
---
(7EIO 4) 
(7ElO.4) 
(7ElO.4) 
types 
(13F7.0) 
FIO.O 
FlO.O 
HC03- concentration in meq/l 
Cl- concentration in meq/l 
S04-- concentration in meq/l 
Crop number and area for crop i. Can put 
to 7 sets/card and requires a set for 
crop and phreatophyte 
Urban land area 
Undeveloped land area 
return if IPL S 
Ni 
FMTI 
T 
lS13 
10A4 
FMTl 
Fifteen element vector of number of stations 
for each of lS types of hydrologic data 
Format for temperature data which follows 
Monthly temperature data in of (format 
FMT2 10M 
fied by FMTl) 
Format for precipitation data in 'inches which 
PPT FMT2 
FMTk 10M 
follows 
Monthly precipitation data 
Format for kth data (k = 3 to lS) 
FMTks 10M Format for salinity of water flows in meq/l 
(k 3 to 10) 
IX FMTk Power of 10 by which all data on this card are 
mul tip lied 
DATk FMTk Monthly values of kth hydrologic data in acre-
feet. Do not include format or data card 
if N = 0 
AIOk,l,i FMTks Concentration of Ca++ in water of data k in 
AIOk, 2, i FMTks 
AIOk 3 i FMTks 
AIOk' 4' i FMTks 
AIOk:S;i FMTks 
AIOk,6,i FMTks 
AIOk, 7, k FMTks 
AIOi , 8, 1 FMTks 
meq/l for month i 
Concentration of in water 
Concentration of 
Concentration of K+ 
Concentration of C03-
Concentration of HC03-
Concentration of Cl-
Concentration of S04--
Continue with format and data pairs for all data necessary. 
specified by k as follows: If Nk 0, that format and data 
not be included. 
k 3 is River inflow, RIV 
4 is Tributary inflow, TRB 
S is Ungaged correlation inflow, QCOR 
6 is Groundwater inflow, QGI 
7 is Gaged outflow, GAG 
8 is Pumped water from shallow , OPilli 
9 is Reservoir release, REL 
10 is Inbasin release, ARD 
11 is Canal division, CNL 
12 is M & I diVersion, MIDIV 
13 is Reservoir inflow, RIN 
14 is Reservoir exports from the basin, REXP 
lS is Basin export from the stream channel, BEXP 
The data 
should 
D. Reservoir Parameter Cards (Called with ITY = 1, IPL 3 or 4). These Cards Are Not In-
cluded If IRES = 0, Which Indicates That There Is No Reservoir In the Subbasin. 
1- 2 11-20 
FORMAT 
- .... ~--
RESi (10x7FIO.0) Fourteen element vector of reservoir parameters 
Reservoir parameters are indexed as follows: 
i 1 STI initial storage in acre-feet 
2 CSTI not used 
3 STMN minimum usable s 
4 STMX maximum allowable s 
5 Al reservoir area at hero storage 
6 (;1 coefficient in area VB. BtoTagt' equat ion 
7 C2 exponent in area VB. storage equalion 
8 BPS break point value between equation 
defined by AI, and the one defined by A2' C3 and C4 
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D. Reservoir Parameter Cards (Continued) 
FORMAT Description 
i 9 A2 reservoir area at zero storage for equation above BPS 
10 C3 coefficient in area vs. storage equation 
11 C4 exponent in area vs. equation 
12 DSPD change in gaged storage the calibration period 
13-14 Not used 
E. Parameter Specification Cards (Called when ITY = 2*) 
FO}MAT Description 
1 1- 3 NPR 13 Number of parameters (60) 
2 
3 
4- 9 
4- 6 MANG 13 Management option specification for canal 
7- 9 IRES 13 
10-12 IQGO 13 
13-15 ITMX 13 
16-25 TOLF EIO.3 
26-35 WH ElO.3 
3-10 DLABI A8 
11-34 IDTMi 1212 
3-10 DLAB2 A8 
11-70 CMSi 12F5.3 
1-80 PRi (10F8.3) 
diversions 
MANG -1 Calibration mode - Use QCNL 
recorded but limit to water 
available for diversion, WAD 
o Calibration mode Use QCNL as 
recorded 
1 Management mode - Calculate QCNL 
and use without limit to satisfy 
PET 
2 Management mode Calculate QCNL 
but limit to WAD 
3 Management mode - Calculate QCN 
but put leaching water to zero and 
limit QCNL to WAD 
Reservoir option specification 
MANG 0 No reservoir 
1 Tributary or upstream reservoir 
and requires reservoir inflow, 
RIN, to be read ~s input data 
2 Downstream reservoir - sets the 
reservoir inflow to the computed 
simulated surface runoff 
Groundwater outflow limiting option: 
IQGO = 0 Limit routed groundwater outflow, 
QGO, to be nonnegative 
1 Allow QGO to take on any value 
Integration limit for calculating canal seepage 
Error criteria for indicating convergence in 
calculating canal seepage 
Multiplier for weighting the objective function 
calculations 
Label for canal diversion option vector 
Vector of diversion option controls one for 
each month 
If IDTM = 0 Do not allow diversion 
= 1 Allow diversion 
Label for allowable soil moisture storage card 
Vector of soil moisture level. CMS, that must 
be maintained in calculating QCNL when in 
the management mode 
The 60 element vector of model parameters (see 
Table 2) 
If ITY = 5, enter here and read only the 6 parameter cards 
F. Pattern Search Specification Cards (Called when ITY 6) 
FORMAT ~escript~on 
1 1- 3 NPS 13 Number of parameters to be searched or if NPS 
300 print the entire output table 
4- 6 NPH 13 Number of phases for pattern search (1-5) 
7-21 NOP i 513 Vector of options for resetting the initial parameter vector at the completion of each 
phase 
If NOP i 0 Reset to the original initial parameter vector 
89 
1 Reset to the best local minimized 
objective function parameter vector 
- F. Pattern Search Specification Cards (Continued) 
Card Col. FORMAT DescriEtion 
2 1- 4 L 14 Parameter number to be searched 
(NPS+l) 4- 8 NLL 1/+ Number of steps in the search 
9-18 PLL EIO.5 Lower boundary for parameter L 
19-28 PHL EIO.5 Upper boundary for parameter L 
Note: If NPS 1 then will only read one type 2 card and return to read another type 1 card. 
Par 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
(~ 7 
48 
49-60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65-72 
73-80 
If NPH is outside the range of (1-5), then will return to read a program option con-
trol card. 
Name 
SNI 
SNK 
TSM 
TPR 
COR 
CSN 
CRN 
RTH 
CTP 
PTH 
SMI 
CSM 
SMC 
DTA 
SMSTRC 
CONCL 
CDP 
PSP 
ECV 
EAP 
CNI 
CNK 
CRT 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
GWI 
DLY 
CGO 
TAJ 
PAJ 
CNA 
GWA 
DMIA 
CUMI 
CUA 
BSF 
CUPGW 
CUUR 
CUUN 
PURGW 
SCNR 
STH 
PBST 
CUT 
QSN 
QRN 
QUR 
Q 
AGW 
ROV 
RINT 
EXIN 
CNBC 
QGC 
GLOSSARY OF PARAMETERS USED IN CALIBRATION 
Description 
Initial snow storage 
Snowmelt rate coefficient 
Threshold temperature at which snow melts 
Threshold temperature above which precipitation is rain 
Ungaged flow correlation with correlating stream 
Ungaged flow correlation with snow melt 
Ungaged flow correlation with precipitation as rain 
Runoff threshold for ungaged flow from rain 
Ungaged flow correlation with total precipitation 
Runoff threshold for ungaged flow from total precipitation 
Initial soil moisture level 
Critical soil moisture to limit evapotranspiration 
Soil moisture holding capacity 
Delay time for routing DP 
Factor limiting ET when soil moisture is critical 
Percent salt contribution from natural sources to canal DP 
Proportion of soil moisture above CSM that goes to DP 
Proportion of spills from canal diversions 
Canal conveyance efficiency 
Irrigation application efficiency 
Initial rate for routing canal seepage to GW 
Canal seepage rate routing coefficient 
Proportion of canal seepage that returns to stream 
Influent flow coefficient for QRIV = 1 
Influent flow coefficient 
Influent flow limiting value of Cl - C2 LoglO (QRIV) 
Initial rate of groundwater outflow 
Groundwater routing rate coefficient 
Proportion of GW outflow from basin 
Adjusting coefficient on temperature 
Adjusting coefficient on precipitation 
Adjusting coefficient on canal diversions 
Adjusting coefficient on groundwater inflow 
Adjusting coefficient for M & I diversions 
Adjusting coefficient for M & I CU 
Adjusting coefficient for irrigated land CU 
Adjus coefficient for phreatophyte ET 
Proportion of CU for phreatophytes from GW 
Coefficient for CU on urban land 
Coefficient for CU on undeveloped land 
Proportion of urban undeveloped land runoff to GW 
Ration of actual inbasin reservoir releases to canals 
Snowmelt threshold for ungaged flow from snowmelt 
Proportion of bank s for reservoir operation 
Interchange coefficient RIV 
Coefficient for salt contribution from natural sources to DP 
Coefficient for salt contribution from natural rain 
Coefficient for salt contribution from natural sources to 
urban DP and runoff 
Values of delayed GM one for each month of up to 12 
Coefficient for salt to tailwater and Is 
Interchange coefficient for RIV 
Interchange coefficient for RIV 
Proportion of canal spills that are recycled 
Initial salinity of groundwater outflow 
Initial salinity of canal groundwater outflow 
90 
Inches 
Deg F 
F 
Ac- ft 
Ac- in 
Ac-ft/in 
Inches 
Ac-ft/inch 
Inches 
Inches 
Inches 
Inches 
Months 
Ac-ft/month 
Ac-ft/month 
Ac-ft/month 
Inches 
Ac-ft/month 
QGJ 
Ac-ft/month 
APPENDIX F 
LEACHING FRACTION EFFECTS FOR TYPICAL SOILS 
AND WATERS IN THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN 
The following waters were low in all ions and are represented by a single graph in Figure 
26. Typical water analyses for different leaching fractions are shown in the tables. 
Ashley Creek at "Sign of the Main" (Utah) 
Cammoron Creek at USGS gage, Cammoron (Colorado) 
East Fork Smiths Fork 7 miles below China Meadmo]s Dam (Wyoming) 
Blacks Fork 2 miles below Meeks Cabin Dam (Wyoming) 
Uinta River near Neola, Utah 
Yellowstone Creek near Altonah, Utah 
Lake Fork River near "c" canal diversion (Utah) 
Lake Fork River at Lake Fork Dam Site (Utah) 
Green River near Fontenelle Dam Site (Wyoming) 
Green River at Island Bridge (Wyoming) 
WATER OF LOW CONCENTRATION OF ALL IONS IN MEQ/L GYPSUM PRESENT IN SOIL 
_CA_S_O_._C_A_C_O_ .. ___ P_H_ . __ SA! __ H_C~3 ___ C_A ____ M_G __ N_A ____ K ___ S_0_4 __ C_L __ C_0_3 ___ E_C_d_W __ .:::.S",a:::..l =-t 
DIS 
PP1' 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PP1' 
PP1' 
PP1' 
PP1' 
PPT 
PP1' 
PPT 
IRR 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PP1' 
PPT 
PP1' 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PP1' 
l'PT 
\.)TR 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
0.04 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.12 
0.14 
0.15 
0.17 
0.19 
0.28 
0.37 
0.70 
0.93 
0.94 
0.95 
0.95 
0.96 
0.97 
0.98 
0.98 
0.99 
1. 03 
1. 08 
1. 23 
1. 56 
27.89 
27.94 
27.68 
27.93 
27.66 
27.36 
27.68 
27.33 
27.33 
26.81 
26.36 
25.20 
1. 00 
0.66 
0.90 
1. 20 
1.50 
1. 80 
2.10 
2.40 
2.70 
3.00 
4.50 
6.00 
12.00 
0.60 
WATER OF LOW CONCENTRATION OF ALL IONS NO GYPSUM IN SOIL 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA HG 
0.16 
0.22 
0.30 
0.37 
0.45 
0.52 
0.60 
0.67 
0.75 
1.12 
1. 50 
3.00 
0.15 
NA 
0.03 
0.04 
0.06 
0.07 
0.09 
0.10 
0.12 
0.13 
0.15 
0.22 
0.30 
0.60 
0.03 
K 
27.95 
28.15 
28.60 
28.57 
28.99 
29.46 
29.52 
29.94 
30.22 
31. 71 
33.36 
39.36 
0.20 
S04 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.08 
0.09 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.40 
0.02 
CL 
. -------.------..... ----------~ ..... ------..... -----
l\(i U 
EQll 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQlI 
EQU 
EQU 
gQU 
i';QU 
i':QlI 
IIQII 
TI<I< 
PPT 
PP1' 
PP1' 
PPT 
1'1'1' 
PPT 
P1'1' 
PPT 
PPT 
I'PT 
I'PT 
P1'T 
WTR 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
0.11 
0.16 
0.21 
0.26 
0.30 
0.34 
0.38 
0.42 
0.45 
0.62 
0.75 
1.17 
3.89 
3.98 
4.22 
4.37 
4.53 
4.69 
4.86 
5.04 
5.23 
6.75 
7.35 
13.32 
1. 56 
3.47 
2.91 
2.77 
2.73 
2.68 
2.63 
2.58 
2.52 
2.47 
2.01 
1. 97 
1. 24 
1.00 
0.66 
0.90 
1. 20 
1. 50 
1. 80 
2.10 
2.40 
2.70 
3.00 
4.50 
6.00 
12.00 
0.60 
0.16 
0.22 
0.30 
0.37 
0.45 
0.52 
0.60 
0.67 
0.75 
1. 12 
1. 50 
3.00 
0.15 
91 
0.03 
0.04 
0.06 
0.07 
0.09 
0.10 
0.12 
0.13 
0.15 
0.22 
0.30 
0.60 
0.03 
0.22 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
1.00 
1. 50 
2.00 
4.00 
0.20 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.08 
0.09 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.40 
0.02 
0.045 
0.046 
0.047 
0.047 
0.049 
0.050 
0.050 
0.051 
0.052 
0.056 
0.060 
0.078 
0.00 
C03 
0.055 
0.107 
0.108 
0.111 
0.118 
0.126 
0.134 
0.143 
0.153 
0.250 
0.286 
0.790 
0.00 
1. 97 
2.00 
2.02 
2.05 
2.06 
2.07 
2.12 
2.11 
2.16 
2.25 
2.38 
2.82 
0.40 
0.43 
·0.43 
0.44 
0.46 
0.49 
0.51 
0.54 
0.57 
0.59 
0.71 
0.84 
1. 25 
0.00 
0.91 
0.67 
0.50 
0.40 
0.33 
0.29 
0.25 
0.22 
0.20 
0.13 
0.10 
0.05 
~et 
Salt 
U.'.!I 
0.67 
0.50 
0.40 
0.33 
0.29 
0.25 
0.22 
0.20 
0.13 
0.10 
0.05 
WATER FROM GREENRIVER AT JENSEN NO GYPSUM 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K 504 CL C03 EC Net dw Salt 
-~-- .--.. ~""".--------. 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 28 4.13 3.42 1. 94 2.09 0.06 2.50 0.50 0.095 0.70 0.90 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 43 4.43 3.18 2.18 2.34 0.06 2.80 0.56 0.121 0.74 0.80 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 59 4.54 3.19 2.49 2.67 0.07 3.20 0.64 0.125 0.78 0.70 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 79 4.68 3.20 2.92 3.13 0.08 3.75 0.75 0.136 0.85 0.60 
EQU PPT 7.80 2.07 5.02 3.11 3.50 3.76 0.10 4.50 0.90 0.155 0.95 0.50 
EOU PPT 7.80 2.43 5.30 3.13 4.39 4.72 0.13 5.65 1. 13 0.176 1. 09 0.40 
EQU PPT 7.80 2.99 6.14 2.93 5.83 6.27 0.17 7.50 1.50 0.227 1. 31 0.30 
EQU PPT 7.80 3.38 6.62 2.91 7.00 7.52 0.20 9.00 1. 80 0.251 \.4'1 0.25 
EQU PPT 7.80 3.91 7.41 2.80 8.75 9.40 0.25 11.25 2.25 0.308 1. 75 0.20 
EQU PPT 7.80 4.68 8.60 2.69 11. 67 12.53 0.33 15.00 3.00 0.403 2.16 0.15 
EQU PPT 7.80 5.96 11.41 2.39 17.50 18.80 0.50 22.50 4.50 0.638 2.99 0.10 
EQU PPT 7.80 8.76 20.18 1. 86 35.00 37.60 1.00 45.00 9.00 1. 540 5.37 0.05 
IRR WTR 3.25 2.28 1. 75 1. 88 0.05 2.25 0.45 0.00 0.68 
WATER FROM GREEN RIVER AT JENSEN GYPSUM PRESENT 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
Net 
Salt 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.54 0.97 27.65 1. 94 2.09 0.06 29.64 0.50 0.049 2.18 0.90 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.61 0.99 27.47 2.18 2.34 0.06 30.24 0.56 0.050 2.24 0.80 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.69 1.01 27.20 2.49 2.67 0.07 30.86 0.64 0.051 2.30 0.70 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.81 1. 04 26.92 2.92 3.13 0.08 31. 71 0.75 0.053 2.38 0.60 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.97 1. 06 26.86 3.50 3.76 0.10 32.49 0.90 0.054 2.48 0.50 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 20 1.10 26.43 4.39 4.72 0.13 33.92 1. 13 0.057 2.60 0.40 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 57 1.17 25.93 5.83 6.27 0.17 36.22 1. 50 0.062 2.82 0.30 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 85 1. 20 26.06 7.00 7.52 0.20 37.49 1. 80 0.064 3.01 0.25 
PPT PPT 7.80 2.27 1. 26 25.48 8.75 9.40 0.25 40.03 2.25 0.071 3.22 0.20 
PPT PPT 7.80 2.93 1. 37 24.82 11. 67 12.53 0.33 44.29 3.00 0.081 3.64 0.15 
PPT PPT 7.80 4.16 1. 60 23.43 17.50 18.80 0.50 53.84 4.50 0.103 4.45 0.10 
PPT PPT 7.80 7.08 2.24 21. 37 35.00 37.60 1. 00 82.66 9.00 0.173 6.93 0.05 
IRR WTR 3.28 2.28 1. 7S 1.88 0.05 2.25 0.45 0.00 0.68 
92 
-WATER I'ROM RIFLE CREEK RIFLE, COLO. SUMMER 1941 GYP PRESENT 
CASO CAca PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw Salt 
~---.-... ~-~----..... ..... _------_.- .. ~~-----..... 
DIS PPT 7.80 0.23 0.97 27'.45 2.94 0.88 0.06 29.94 0.20 0.052 2.17 0.90 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.26 1. 00 27.15 3.39 1. 01 0.06 30.52 0.23 0.053 2.16 0.78 
PPT PP'!' 7.80 0.29 1. 01 27.19 3.83 1.14 0.07 30.97 0.26 0.054 2.22 0.69 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.33 1. 03 26.81 4.42 1. 32 0.08 31. 70 0.30 0.056 2.26 0.60 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.39 1. 06 26.74 5.30 1. 58 0.10 32.52 0.36 0.058 2.35 0.50 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.49 1. 09 26.28 6.63 1. 98 0.12 33.96 0.45 0.062 2.44 0.40 
PPT PI''!' 7.80 0.63 1.15 26.01 8.83 2.63 0.17 35.98 0.60 0.068 2.62 0.30 
PP'!' PPT 7.80 0.74 1. 20 25.57 10.60 3.16 0.20 37.92 0.72 0.073 2.74 0.25 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.90 1. 27 25.05 13.25 3.95 0.25 40.80 0.90 0.081 2.95 0.20 
PPT PPT 7.80 1.15 1. 38 24.37 17.67 5.27 0.33 45.48 1. 20 0.095 3.30 0.15 
PP'!' PPT 7.80 1. 58 1. 60 23.37 26.50 7.90 0.50 54'.71 1.80 0.124 3.96 0.10 
PPT PPT 7.80 2.60 2.22 21.13 53.00 15.80 1.00 84.03 3.60 0.221 5.87 0.05 
IRR WTR 3.92 4.84 2.65 0.79 0.05 4.23 0.18 0.00 0.76 
WATER ~'RaM RlFU: CREEK RIFLE, COLO. SUMMER 1941 GYP ABSENT 
.... ~---
---- -----
CAsa CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
Net 
Salt 
------_ .. 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.46 3.38 4.42 2.94 0.88 0.06 4.70 0.20 0.111 0.78 0.90 
EQU PP'!' 7.80 0.51 3.35 4.60 3.39 1. 01 0.06 5.40 0.23 0.111 0.81 0.78 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.55 3.33 4.77 3.83 1.14 0.07 6.11 0.26 0.114 0.87 0.69 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.61 3.30 5.01 4.42 1. 32 0.08 7.05 0.30 0.120 0.94 0.60 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.69 3.31 5.26 5.30 1. 58 0.10 8.46 0.36 0.129 1.06 0.50 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.79 3.23 5.79 6.63 1. 98 0.12 10.57 0.45 0.138 1. 21 0.40 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.95 3.15 6.54 8.83 2.63 0.17 14.10 0.60 0.152 1. 47 0.30 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 06 3.10 7.12 10.60 3.16 0.20 16.92 0.72 0.158 1. 65 0.25 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 21 3.02 7.97 l3.25 3.95 0.25 21.15 0.90 0.170 1. 93 0.20 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 43 2.89 9.44 17.67 5.27 0.33 28.20 1. 20 0.183 2.37 0.15 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 79 2.65 12.46 26.50 7.90 0.50 42.30 1.80 0.200 3.33 0.10 
EQU PP'!' 7.80 2.61 2.27 20.54 53.00 15.80 1. 00 83.37 3.60 0.227 5.84 0.05 
IRR WTR 3.92 4.84 2.65 0.79 0.05 4.23 0.18 0.00 0.76 
._---------
10 10 
Rifle Creek Near Rifle Calo. 
9 0010 F", Summer 1941. 9 
a 
-- Gypsum presenl in soil. 
_ --Gypsum absent in ..,il. a 
7 Irr;\jOlion water EC 0.76 7 
6 5.B7 6 
5B4 
5 
4 
.. 
0 3 
'" u 
"" 2 2 
------...",.--
----,..,,-~ 
.90 .BO .70 .60 .50 .40 .30 .25.20 J5 .10 .05 .90 .BO .70 .60 .50 40 .30.25 20 .15 JO .05 
WIlier Leaching fraction 
93 
WATER FROM Err; BRUSH CREEK & DUCHESNE-HANNA GYPSUM PRESENT 
-.~~---~. 
-------_ ... 
CASt) 
PPT 
I'P1' 
PPT 
I'PI 
PPI 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PP1' 
PPT 
PPT 
rPT 
IRR 
WATER 
CASO 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
I\QlI 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
lRR 
to 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
CACO PH SAR HCO] CA MG 
PPT 7.80 0.05 0.94 27.93 1. 38 
PPT 7.80 0.06 0.96 27.61 1. 63 
PPT 7.80 0.07 0.95 27.86 1. 88 
PPT 7.80 0.08 0.96 27.60 2.13 
PPT 7.80 0.09 0.97 27.56 2.50 
PPT 7.80 0.12 0.99 27.26 3.13 
Pf'1' 7.80 0.15 1. 00 27.42 4.13 
PPT 7.80 0.18 1. 02 27.09 5.00 
PPT 7.80 0.22 1. 05 26.71 6.25 
PPT 7.80 0.29 1. 10 26.23 8.38 
PPT 7.80 0.41 1.19 25.56 12.50 
PPT 7.80 0.73 1. 44 24.23 2.'i.00 
WTR 2.45 2.10 1. 25 
FROM IHG BRUSH CREEK & DUCHESNE-HANNA NO GYPSUM 
CACO PH SAR lIC03 CA 
--.. -~ ... ~-~-.. --~-.. 
PI''!' 7.80 0.12 3.30 3.82 
PP1' 7.80 0.15 3.81 3.28 
PPI 7.80 0.16 3.75 3.37 
PPT 7.80 0.19 3.91 3.30 
PI'T 7.80 0.21 3.98 3.32 
1'1'1' 7.80 0.25 4.25 3.22 
PI'']" 7.80 0.3l 4.'37 3.29 
PI'T 7.80 0.35 4.53 3.31 
PPT 7.80 0.41 4.89 3.23 
PPT 7.80 0.50 5.38 3.17 
PPT 7.80 0.65 6.38 3.02 
1'1'1' 7.80 0.97 8.94 2.78 
WTR 2.45 2.10 
Bi" Brush Creek. Vernal Utah. and Duchesne Near Hanno Utah. 
-- Gypsum present. 
- - - Gypsum absent. 
Irri90tion water EC 0.50 
MG 
1. 38 
1. 63 
1. 75 
2.13 
2.50 
3.13 
4. l3 
5.00 
6.25 
8.38 
12.50 
25.00 
1. 25 
--_--/ 
/ 
--------
.",./ 
M ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D 
L. F. 
o 
NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
Net 
Snlt 
0.20 0.02 28.53 0.11 0.048 2.04 0.91 
0.23 0.03 28.89 0.13 0.048 2.04 0.77 
0.27 0.03 28.79 0.15 0.048 2.06 0.67 
0.31 0.03 29.20 0.17 0.049 2.07 0.59 
0.36 0.04 29.42 0.20 0.050 2.09 0.50 
0.45 0.05 30.14 0.25 0.052 2.13 0.40 
0.59 0.07 30.62 0.33 0.054 2.20 0.30 
0.72 0.08 31. 47 0.1,0 0.057 2.25 0.25 
0.90 0.10 32.66 0.50 0.060 " :~ ~ C' . .20 
1. 21 0.13 34.59 0.67 0.066 2.44 0.15 
1. 80 0.20 38.25 1.00 0.078 2.71 0.10 
3.60 0.40 48.93 2.00 0.115 3.47 0.05 
0.18 0.02 1.00 0.10 0.00 0.50 
NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
Net 
Sal t 
.. --.---.. --.. ---.-'--... ~ ... --.. ~ .. --"'--.. ~ 
0.20 
0.23 
0.25 
0.31 
0.36 
0.45 
0.59 
0.72 
0.90 
1. 21 
1. 80 
3.60 
0.18 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
0.02 
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.07 
0.08 
0.10 
0.13 
0.20 
0.40 
0.02 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
" 
1.10 
1. 30 
1. 40 
1. 70 
2.00 
2.50 
3.30 
4.00 
5.00 
6.70 
10.00 
20.00 
1. 00 
" 
" ...... 
.... -
0.11 0.069 0.50 0.91 
0.13 0.108 0.53 0.77 
0.14 0.097 0.52 0.71 
0.17 0.113 0.57 0.59 
0.20 0.117 0.60 0.50 
0.25 0.137 0.66 0.40 
0.33 0.155 0.75 0.30 
0.40 0.169 0.82 0.25 
0.50 0.200 0.93 0.20 
0.67 0.251 1.11 0.15 
1.00 0.358 1.45 0.10 
2.00 0.705 2.40 0.05 
0.10 0.00 0.50 
----
OL-.-..Ji....--..Ji....--.l._......L_-.l._-.l._--L_--L=':::::l.:::':'.....I 
.90 .130 .70 .60 .50 1'10 .30 .20 ./0 o 
L.F. 
94 
- WATER FROM UNCOMPAHGRE CREEK COLO 1958-63 GYP PRESENT 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA NG NA K S04 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.35 0.96 27.57 1. 46 1. 33 0.07 29.15 
PPT pp'i' 7.80 0.40 0.98 27.36 1. 67 1. 53 0.08 29.73 
PP1' PP'j' 7.80 0.45 0.99 27.41 1. 89 1. 73 0.09 30.06 
PPT PI'T 7.80 0.52 1.00 27.32 2.18 2.00 0.10 30.34 
ppT PI''!' 7.80 0.62 1. 02 26.97 2.62 2.40 0.12 31. 11 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.77 1. 05 26.88 3.28 3.00 0.15 31. 96 
PPT 1'1'1' 7.80 .02 1. 09 26.38 4.37 4.00 0.20 33.59 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 21 1.14 26.04 5.24 4.80 0.24 35.11 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. t+9 1.19 25.76 6.55 6.00 0.30 36.83 
I'PT PI'T 7.80 1. 95 1.27 25.08 8.73 8.00 0.40 40.05 
1'1'1' PPT 7.80 2.78 1. 44 24.14. 13.10 12.00 0.60 46.51 
PI'T PPT 7.80 4.89 1. 93 21. 91 26.20 24.00 1. 20 67.27 
IRR WTR 2.03 5.12 1. 31 1. 20 0.06 5.48 
--_ ..... _---_ ... _---_ ..... _-_ ... .... _----_ ..... 
WATER FROM UNCOMAHGRE CREEK COLO 1958-63 
CASO CACO PH SAR 
.. -~-- ... 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
!lQll 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQll 
PPT 
PPT 
IRR 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
PPT 7.80 0.69 
PPT 7.80 0.76 
PPT 7.80 0.82 
PPT 7.80 0.91 
PPT 7.80 1. 02 
PPT 7.80 1.17 
PPT 7.80 1. 38 
PPT 7.80 1. 54 
PPT 7.80 1.73 
PPT 7.80 2.03 
PPT 7.80 2.78 
PPT 7.80 4.90 
WTR 
Uncompan9te CrHk. Colo. 
-- Gypsum present in soil. 
- - - Gypsum absent in soi I. 
Irrillolion wOler EC. 0.75 
---------
HC03 
2.56 
2.46 
2.38 
2.31 
2.18 
2.01 
1. 81 
1. 69 
1. 52 
1. 36 
1. 42 
1. 92 
2.03 
--.-- '*""""" 
GYP ABSENT 
CA MG 
6.06 1.46 
6.55 1. 67 
7.01 1.89 
7.53 2.18 
8.47 2.62 
9.90 3.28 
12.35 4.37 
14.25 5.24 
17.60 6.55 
22.40 8.73 
24.17 13.10 
21. 80 26.20 
5.12 1. 31 
o ~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~~~~~ 
.90 .80 .70 .60 .50 AO .30 .25.20 .15 .10 .05 
NA K S04 
1. 33 0.07 6.09 
1. 53 0.08 7.00 
1. 73 0.09 7.92 
2.00 0.10 9.13 
2.40 0.12 10.96 
3.00 0.15 13.70 
4.00 0.20 18.27 
4.80 0.24 21. 92 
6.00 0.30 27.40 
8.00 0.40 36.53 
12.00 0.60 46.10 
24.00 1. 20 67.26 
1. 20 0.06 5.48 
..... - .... _---.... 
10 
9 
8 
7 \ 
6 \ 
\ 
5 \ 
4 
\ 
\ 
3 
, 
" 2 "-
....... 
9') 
CL C03 EC dw Salt 
0.20 0.048 2.10 0.90 
0.23 0.049 2.15 0.78 
0.26 0.049 2.20 0.69 
0.30 0.050 2.23 0.60 
0.36 0.052 2.29 0.50 
0.45 0.053 2.39 0.40 
0.60 0.057 2.52 0.30 
0.72 0.060 2.65 0.25 
0.90 0.063 2.83 0.20 
1.20 0.071 3.10 0.15 
1. 80 0.086 3.67 0.10 
3.60 0.137 5.32 0.05 
0.18 0.00 0.75 
CL C03 :>let Salt 
0.20 0.069 0.77 0.90 
0.23 0.074 0.86 0.78 
0.26 0.074 0.92 0.69 
0.30 0.076 1. 01 0.60 
0.36 0.076 1.13 0.50 
0.45 0.076 1. 31 0.40 
0.60 0.077 1. 64 0.30 
0.72 0.076 1. 91 (l. ~5 
0.90 0.074 2.29 0.20 
1.20 0.075 2.91 0.15 
1. 80 0.086 3.63 0.10 
3.60 0.137 5.28 0.05 
0.18 0.00 0.75 
...... 
-
~ WATI\!{ FROM SO. CANAL MONTROSE COLO. GYPSUM PRESENT 
CASO CI\CO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
i<et 
Salt 
-- - .. -~ .. ~-.. --- ... --.. --.. --... --.. -~ .. -~--.. - .. --.. -~ .. ---.. ----.-... ---' .. ------
DIS PPT 7.80 0.09 0.93 28.18 0.57 0.33 0.06 27.79 0.11 0.045 2.00 0.91 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.10 0.93 27.99 0.68 0.39 0.06 28.11 0.13 0.046 2.02 0.77 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.12 0.94 27.71 0.78 0.45 0.07 28.42 0.15 0.046 2.01 0.67 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.13 0.94 28.06 0.88 0.51 0.08 28.33 0.17 0.046 2.05 0.59 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.16 0.95 27.72 1. 04 0.60 0.10 28.61 0.20 0.047 2.04 0.50 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.20 0.96 27.74 1. 30 0.75 0.12 28.90 0.25 0.047 2.09 0.40 
PPT PI'T 7.80 0.26 0.97 27.69 1.72 0.99 0.16 29.27 0.33 0.048 .13 0.30 
PI''!' PPT 7.80 0.31 0.98 27.39 2.08 1. 20 0.20 29.86 0.40 0.050 2.16 0.25 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.39 1.00 27 .36 2.60 1. 50 0.25 30.41, 0.50 O.O'1J ::.24 0.20 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.52 1. 03 26.96 3.48 2.01 0.33 31. 61 0.67 0.054 2.33 0.15 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.75 1. 09 26.70 5.20 3.00 0.50 33.50 1.00 0.058 2.54 0.10 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 41 1. 23 25.65 10.40 6.00 1.00 39.41 2.00 0.074 3.09 0.05 
IRR \;!'rR 1. 4 7 1. 34 0.52 0.30 0.05 0.64 0.10 0.00 0.45 
\,1\'1'1'1< FROM SO. CANAL MONTROSE COLO. NO GYPSUi'1 
CI\SO CI\CO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw Sal t 
~'----~---."-"-.. ------.-.~'------"- .. .. --.. ---"--"--.. ---.--.-"--.--~"--"'--~"--.. --.. ~ 
EQU 
r:Qll 
EQU 
EQll 
r~QU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQli 
I';QU 
EQli 
EQU 
EQU 
IRR 
10 
9 
8 
7 
5 
4 
2 
rPT 7.80 
PPT 7.80 
PI'T 7.80 
1'1'1' 7.80 
[,PT 7.80 
PPT 7.80 
PI''!' 7.80 
PPT 7.80 
PPT 7.80 
PPT 7.80 
P1'T 7.80 
PPT 7.80 
WTR 
So. Canal - Monl1OM Colo. 
-- Gypsum presenl. 
--- Gypsum absent. 
Irrigation water 0.45 
0.22 
0.28 
0.29 
0.35 
0.41 
0.49 
0.61 
0.73 
0.86 
1. 08 
1. 44 
2.28 
3.45 3.77 0.57 
3.71 3.23 0.68 
3.52 3.42 0.73 
3.73 3.29 0.88 
3.73 3.34 1. 04 
3.77 3.39 1.30 
3.79 3.51 1.72 
4.06 3.38 2.08 
4.13 3.46 2.60 
4.41 3.44 3.48 
4.75 3.53 5.20 
6.04 3.46 10.40 
1.47 1. 34 0.52 
-----_.--/' 
/ 
-------
----_ .... ...". 
'" 
,. 
o ~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 
,90 .80 .60 ,20 .10 .05 
96 
0.33 
0.39 
0.42 
0.51 
0.60 
0.75 
0.99 
1. 20 
1.50 
2.01 
3.00 
6.00 
0.30 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
:3 
2 
o 
0.06 
0.06 
0.07 
0.08 
0.10 
0.12 
0.17 
0.20 
0.25 
0.34 
0.50 
1.00 
0.05 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
0.70 
0.83 
0.90 
1.09 
1. 28 
1. 60 
2.11 
2.56 
3.20 
4.29 
6.40 
12.80 
0.64 
\. 
"-
..... 
0.11 0.051 
0.13 0.091 
0.14 0.077 
0.17 0.090 
0.20 0.089 
0.25 0.097 
0.33 0.105 
0.40 0.114 
0.50 0.122 
0.67 0.145 
1.00 0.181 
2.00 0.311 
0.10 0.00 
.... _-
----
0.46 0.91 
0.46 0.77 
0.46 0.71 
0.49 0.59 
0.51 0.50 
0.56 0.40 
0.63 0.30 
0.68 0.25 
0.75 0.20 
0.87 0.15 
1.11 0.10 
1. 7 9 0.05 
0.45 
~ ro m ro ~ ~ ~ m ID .00 
L.F. 
.. \1ATI~R 
CASO 
DIS 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PI'T 
PPT 
I'PT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
lRR 
WATEl< 
CASO 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
CQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
lRR 
fROM COTTON CREEK NEAR ORANGEVILLE 1958 GYP PRESENT 
CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA 
PPT 7.80 0.20 0.96 27.68 2.33 0.77 
PI''!' 7.80 0.23 0.98 27.31 2.68 0.88 
PI''!' 7.80 0.26 1. 00 27.36 3.03 1.00 
PI'T 7.80 0.29 1. 01 26.99 3.50 1. 15 
I'PT 7.80 0.35 1.02 27.20 4.20 1. 38 
PPT 7.80 0.43 1. 05 26.75 5.25 1.73 
I'I'T 7.80 0.56 1.10 26.32 7.00 2.30 
PPT 7.80 0.67 1.14 25.97 8.40 2.76 
PPT 7.80 0.81 1.19 25.71 10.50 3.45 
PPT 7.80 1.04 1. 28 25.04 14.00 4.60 
PPT 7.80 1. 45 1.44 24.16 21. 00 6.90 
PPT 7.80 2.45 1. 96 21.70 42.00 13.80 
WTR 3.98 2.08 2.10 0.69 
FROM COTTON CREEK NEAR ORANGEVILLE 1958 GYP ABSENT 
CACO PH SAR HC03 
PPT 7.80 0.48 4.69 
PPT 7.80 0.54 4.96 
PPT 7.80 0.60 5.18 
PI'T 7.80 0.67 5.44 
PPT 7.80 0.77 6.11 
PI'T 7.80 0.90 6.73 
PPT 7.80 1. 09 8.16 
ppJ' 7.80 1. 23 9.26 
PI'T 7.80 1. 40 10.68 
PPT 7.80 1. 66 13.68 
PPT 7.80 2.08 19.52 
PPT 7.80 2.98 36.52 
WTR 3.98 
Cottonwood Creek Near Orongeville 1958. 
-- Gypaum present. 
- - Gypsum absent. 
IrriQat;on woter EC = 0.55 
CA MG 
2.73 2.33 
2.57 2.68 
2.51 3.03 
2.44 3.50 
2.23 4.20 
2.11 5.25 
1.84 7.00 
1. 74 8.40 
1.60 10.50 
1. 36 14.00 
1. 09 21. 00 
0.75 42.00 
2.08 2.10 
~/'5'10 I 364 I . I 
------------------ / 
,-""..' 
/ , 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~M~_rom 
Leach;n\! fraction 
NA 
0.77 
0.88 
1.00 
1.15 
1.38 
1.73 
2.30 
2.76 
3.45 
4.60 
6.90 
13.80 
0.69 
97 
10 
9 
8 
7 
2 
K 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.10 
0.12 
0.15 
0.20 
0.30 
0.60 
0.03 
K 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.10 
0.12 
0.15 
0.20 
0.30 
0.60 
0.03 
\ 
\ 
\ 
S04 
29.50 
29.94 
30.31 
30.94 
31.30 
32.36 
34.21 
35.88 
37.80 
41. 35 
48.40 
71. 96 
0.74 
504 
0.82 
0.95 
1.07 
1. 23 
1.48 
1.85 
2.47 
2.96 
3.70 
4.93 
7.40 
14.80 
0.74 
\ 
\ , 
" 
CL 
0.20 
0.23 
0.26 
0.30 
0.36 
0.45 
0.60 
0.72 
0.90 
1.20 
1.80 
3.60 
0.18 
CL 
0.20 
0.23 
0.26 
0.30 
0.36 
0.45 
0.60 
0.72 
0.90 
1. 20 
1. 80 
3.60 
0.18 
C03 Net Salt 
0.051 2.13 0.90 
0.051 2.12 0.78 
0.052 2.18 0.69 
0.053 2.21 0.60 
0.054 2.28 0.50 
0.058 2.32 0.40 
0.063 2.47 0.30 
0.067 2.60 0.25 
0.073 2.78 0.20 
0.084 3.03 0.15 
0.105 3.56 0.10 
0.181 5.10 0.05 
0.00 0.55 
C03 \et Salt 
0.117 0.57 0.90 
O.lM 0.58 0.78 
0.153 0.61 0.69 
0.170 0.65 0.60 
0.206 0.71 0.50 
0.247 0.81 0.40 
0.344 0.94 0.30 
0.408 1. 09 0.25 
0.527 1. 27 0.20 
0.785 1. 56 0.15 
1.386 2.13 0.10 
3.788 3.64 0.05 
0.00 0.55 
""'!! WATER FROM DALLAS CREEK, RIDGWAY COLO. NO GYPSUM 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K 
--.--- .---~--~---~-----~-
EQU PPT 7.80 0.43 2.74 5.59 2.11 0.85 0.07 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.49 2.69 5.94 2.50 1.00 0.08 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.51 2.60 6.26 2.69 1.08 0.08 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.58 2.51 6.86 3.26 1. 31 0.10 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.65 2.41 7.52 3.84 1. 54 0.12 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.74 2.24 8.69 4.80 1.92 0.15 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.88 2.07 10.45 6.34 2.54 0.20 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.98 1.92 12.17 7.68 3.08 0.24 
EQU PPT 7.80 1.11 1.77 14.58 9.60 3.85 0.30 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 30 1. 58 18.64 12.86 5.16 0.40 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 66 1.46 23.83 19.20 7.70 0.60 
PPT PPT 7.80 2.81 2.00 21. 48 38.40 15.40 1. 20 
IRR WTR 2.84 5.33 1.92 0.77 0.06 
-~-.---.~-"---. ._._---_._--_. 
WATER FROM DALLAS CREEK, RIDGWAY COLO. GYPSUM PRESENT 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG 
-~ .. - .. - .. 
DIS 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
ppJ' 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
PPT 
IRR 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
PPT 7.80 0.22 
PPT 7.80 0.26 
PPT 7.80 0.30 
PPT 7.80 0.33 
ppJ' 7.80 0.39 
PPT 7.80 0.49 
PPT 7.80 0.63 
PPT 7.80 0.75 
PPT 7.80 0.92 
PPT 7.80 1.19 
PPT 7.80 1. 66 
PPT 7.80 2.81 
WTR 
Dallas Creek, Ridgway Colorado. 
-- Gypsum p,esen!. 
- - - Gypsum absent. 
I"igation wale, EC = 0.75 
0.96 27.60 2.11 
0.98 27.33 2.50 
1. 00 27.07 2.88 
1.01 27.36 3.26 
1. 02 26.93 3.84 
1. 06 26.57 4.80 
1. 10 26.35 6.34 
1.14 25.89 7.68 
1. 20 25.40 9.60 
1. 30 24.74 12.86 
1. 48 23.77 19.20 
2.01 21. 58 38.40 
2.84 5.33 1.92 
~ 
--------- / 
"" 
--"'" 
--_.-."'" 
-----
o ~~~~ __ ~_~ __ ~_~_~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 
.90 .80 .70 .SO .50 040 .30 .20 .10 0 
NA K 
0.85 0.07 
1. 00 0.08 
1. 15 0.09 
1. 31 0.10 
1. 54 0.12 
1. 92 0.15 
2.54 0.20 
3.08 0.24 
3.85 0.30 
5.16 0.40 
7.70 0.60 
15.40 1. 20 
0.77 0.06 
10 
9 I I 
8 I I 
7 I 
\ 
6 \ 
5 \ \ 
4 \ 
\ 
3 \. 
"-
2 
0 
.90 .80 
98 
S04 CL C03 ECdw 
Net 
Sal t 
5.65 0.11 0.083 0.77 0.91 
6.68 0.13 0.087 0.85 0.77 
7.20 0.14 0.084 0.87 0.71 
8.74 0.17 0.090 0.99 0.59 
10.28 0.20 0.090 1. 09 0.50 
12.85 0.25 0.092 1.26 0.40 
16.96 0.33 0.095 1.52 0.30 
20.56 0.40 0.093 1.74 0.25 
25.70 0.50 0.094 2.09 0.20 
34.44 0.67 0.096 2.66 0.15 
48.46 1. 00 0.102 3.54 0.10 
72.05 2.00 0.173 5.12 0.05 
5.14 0.10 0.00 0.75 
S04 CL c03 ECdw 
Net 
Salt 
.. -~ .. - .. - .. ---.. -~ .. -----
29.26 0.11 0.050 2.11 0.91 
29.84 0.13 0.051 2.12 0.77 
30.51 0.15 0.052 2.17 0.67 
30.65 0.17 0.052 2.23 0.59 
31. 32 0.20 0.054 2.24 0.50 
32.54 0.25 0.057 2.34 0.40 
34.06 0.33 0.061 2.49 0.30 
35.64 0.40 0.065 2.59 0.25 
37.93 0.50 0.071 2.76 0.20 
41.71 0.67 0.082 3.05 0.15 
48.95 1. 00 0.102 3.59 0.10 
72.37 2.00 0.172 5.17 0.05 
5.14 0.10 0.00 0.75 
.... 
..... 
..... -
----
.70 .60 .50 gO .30 .20 .10 0 
WATER FROM BIG SAND WASH UPALCO UT. 1956-64 GYP ABSENT 
~--.~ ... ----.... 
CAS a CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 Net Salt 
~---... --~ 
EQU PP1' 7.80 0.27 3.97 3.30 1.44 0.41 0.02 0.62 0.20 0.075 0.56 o 90 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.31 4.24 2.87 1. 66 0.47 0.03 0.72 0.23 0.114 0.50 0.78 
EQU P1'T 7.80 0.34 4.17 2.96 1.88 0.53 0.03 0.81 0.26 0.109 0.52 0.69 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.39 4.45 2.82 2.17 0.62 0.03 0.93 0.30 0.123 0.55 0.60 
EQU P1'T 7.80 0.45 4.63 2.77 2.60 0.74 0.04 1.12 0.36 0.135 0.59 0.50 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.54 5.15 2.57 3.25 0.93 0.05 1.40 0.45 0.163 0.65 0.40 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.67 5.58 2.48 4.33 1. 23 0.07 1.87 0.60 0.196 0.75 0.30 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.76 6.04 2.39 5.20 1.48 0.08 2.24 0.72 0.221 0.82 0.25 
EQU PPT 7.80 0.89 6.93 2.18 6.50 1. 85 0.10 2.80 0.90 0.281 0.93 0.20 
EQU PPT 7.80 1. 07 7.91 2.05 8.67 2.47 0.13 3.73 1. 20 0.366 1.12 0.15 
EQU 1'1'T 7.80 1. 37 10.84 1. 67 13.00 3.70 0.20 5.60 1. 80 0.621 1.48 0.10 
EQU PPT 7.80 2.01 19.62 1.16 26.00 7.40 0.40 11. 20 3.60 1. 618 2.49 0.05 
IRR WTR 2.35 1. 40 1. 30 0.37 0.02 0.56 0.18 0.00 0.50 
----~--. 
WATER "ROM BIG SAND WASH UPALCO UT. 1956-64 GYP PRESENT 
CAsa CAca PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K sa4 CL C03 ECdw 
:\2t 
Sal t 
---_._-----_ .... _---.... 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.11 0.95 27.83 1. 44 0.41 0.02 28.71 0.20 0.048 2.05 0.90 
1'PT PPT 7.80 0.12 0.95 27.79 1. 66 0.47 0.03 28.80 0.23 0.048 2.06 0.78 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.14 0.97 27.56 1. 88 0.53 0.03 29.26 0.26 0.049 2.08 0.69 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.16 0.97 27.80 2.17 0.62 0.03 29.20 0.30 0.049 2.11 0.60 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.19 0.98 27.50 2.60 0.74 0.04 29.73 0.36 0.051 2.13 0.50 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.24 1. 00 27.18 3.25 0.93 0.05 30.51 0.45 0.053 2.17 0.40 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.31 1. 02 27.35 4.33 1. 23 0.07 31.16 0.60 0.055 2.28 0.30 
P1'T 1'PT 7.80 0.37 1.03 26.96 5.20 1. 48 0.08 32.01 0.72 0.058 2.31 0.25 
P1'T PPT 7.80 0.45 1. 07 26.61 6.50 1.85 0.10 33.38 0.90 0.061 2.42 0.20 
1'1'T PPT 7.80 0.59 1.13 26.16 8.67 2.47 0.13 35.56 1.20 0.067 2.60 0.15 
PP1' PPT 7.80 0.84 1. 23 25.48 13.00 3.70 0.20 39.71 1.80 0.080 2.94 0.10 
PPT 1'1'1' 7.80 1.48 1. 50 24.14 26.00 7.40 0.40 51. 76 3.60 0.119 3.89 0.05 
IRR WTR 2.35 1.40 1. 30 0.37 0.02 0.56 0.18 0.00 0.50 
10 10 Bi9 Sand Wash UpaICo, Utah 1956-64 
9 --Gypsum present in soil. 9 
- - - Gypsum absent in soil. 
e Irri9alion waler EC 0.50 e 
7 7 
6 6 
5 5 \ 
4 4 \ /, \ 3 3 \ \ 
2- / 2 "-
;' 
" ....... -_/ 
-----------
0 0 
.60 .50 .410 .30 25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .90 .BO .10 .60 .50 flO 
99 
- WATER FROM GRAY MTN. AND UINTA RIVER AT FORT DUCHESNE NO GYPSUM 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
t 
Sa~t 
-- ----"---~.----.-.. -.--.--.--.--.. -. 
mU PPT 7.80 3.62 5.74 3.19 4.00 6.87 0.26 8.00 0.50 0.164 1. 25 0.9G 
EQU PPT 7.80 3.93 5.92 3.18 4.48 7.69 0.29 8.96 0.56 0.182 1. 33 0.80 
EQU PPT 7.80 4.32 6.21 3.17 5.12 8. 79 0.33 10.24 0.64 0.199 1. 48 0.70 
EQU PPT 7.80 4.83 6.71 3.11 6.00 10.30 0.38 12.00 0.75 0.228 1. 67 0.60 
EQU PPT 7.80 5.46 7.40 3.03 7.20 12.36 0.46 14.40 0.90 0.267 1. 93 0.50 
EQLJ PPT 7.80 6.34 8.37 2.95 9.04 15.52 0.58 18.08 1.13 0.327 2.32 0.40 
EQU PPT 7.80 7.58 10.06 2.77 12.00 20.60 0.77 24.00 1. 50 0.437 2.93 0.30 
EQLJ PPT 7.80 8.45 11.24 2.73 14.40 24.72 0.92 28.80 1.80 0.510 3.46 0.25 
EQLJ PPT 7.80 9.64 13.28 2.57 18.00 30.90 1.15 36.00 2.25 0.661 4. 16 0.20 
E(lU PPT 7.80 11. 35 16.67 2.36 24.00 41.20 1.53 48.00 3.00 0.933 5.32 O. Ii 
EQU PPT 7.80 14.17 23.46 2.06 36.00 61.80 2.30 72.00 4.50 1.562 7.54 O. IV 
EQl! PPT 7.80 20.34 37.62 1. 84 72.00 123.60 4.60 144.00 9.00 3.434 13.72 0.05 
JRR WTR 5. J4 2.78 3.60 6.18 0.23 7.20 0.45 0.00 1. 15 
-~."----~.---.-.. - .. ---. .-~.--.-.. -.--.--.--.-.. ~ 
WATER FROM CRAY MTN. AND UINTA RIVER AT FORT DUCHESNE RIVER GYPSUM PRESENT 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA K S04 CL C03 ECdw 
:;t:.""t 
Sa It 
-.-.. ---.. ~---.--- ._--.. _ .. _----.. _---
DIS PI'T 7.80 1. 79 1. 14 25.36 4.00 6.87 0.26 35.33 0.50 0.059 2.63 0.90 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 98 1. 19 25.63 4.48 7.69 0.29 36.59 0.56 0.059 2.86 0.80 
PPT I'PT 7.80 2.26 1. 24 25.21 5.12 8.79 0.33 38.09 0.64 0.062 2.97 0.70 
PI'T PI'T 7.80 2.62 1. 28 25.02 6.00 10.30 0.38 39.78 0.75 0.065 3.15 0.60 
I'I'T PPT 7.80 3.11 1. 36 24.46 7.20 12.36 0.46 42.42 0.90 0.070 3.37 O. 
PI''!' PPT 7.80 3.83 1. 47 23.82 9.04 15.52 0.58 46.53 1.13 0.077 3.73 0.40 
PPT PPT 7.80 4.92 1. 64 23.00 12.00 20.60 0.77 53.12 1. 50 0.089 4.30 O. 30 
PI''!' PI''!' 7.80 5.76 1. 78 22.41 14.40 24.72 0.92 58.63 1.80 0.100 4.77 O. 2) 
PI'T l'l''!' 7 .80 6.93 1. 98 21. 71 18.00 30.90 1.15 66.94 2.25 0.116 5.46 O. 20 
PI'T PPT 7.80 8.70 2.30 20.83 24.00 41. 20 1. 53 80.86 3.00 0.144 6.60 O. j5 
PI'T PI'T 7.80 11. 76 2.94 19.22 36.00 61.80 2.30 111. 15 4.50 0.207 8.83 0. 1(1 
Pl'T PPT 7.80 18.49 4.58 17.37 72.00 123.60 4.60 199.38 9.00 0.408 15.49 0.05 
IRR WTR 5.14 2.78 3.60 6.18 0.23 7.20 0.45 0.00 1.15 
--~.--.-- -~.--.~-.-.-.. ~.-~-.-.. 
\ 
\ 
10 10 \ Grey Mountain (Booneville Unit) and Uintah River at I 
For! Duchesne (Utah). I \ 9 9 
-- GYP6um present , \ 
B - - - No Gypsum I B \ 
Irrh,alion waler EC = 1.15 I \ 
7 I 7 \ 
6 I 6 \ I \ 
5 I 5 \ I \ 
4 I 4 , I , 
3 / 3 
" 
",. 
",. "-_ .... 
"-
2 2 ...... 
----
...... 
---- ..... 
o ~~ __ ~~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 
.90 .80 .70 .60 .50 !W .30 .20 .10 o 
100 
~ 
WATER FROM SEELEY CREEK JOES VALLEY D&~ SITE GYP PRESENT 
CASO CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA 
DIS PPT 7.80 0.19 0.96 27.54 2.13 0.72 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.21 0.98 27.49 2.45 0.83 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.24 0.99 27.19 2.77 0.94 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.28 1. 00 27.48 3.20 1.08 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.33 1. 01 27.05 3.84 1. 30 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.41 1. 05 26.71 4.80 1.63 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.53 1. 09 26.52 6.40 2.17 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.63 1.12 26.08 7.68 2.60 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.77 1.17 25.88 9.60 3.25 
PPT PPT 7.80 0.99 1. 25 25.24 12.80 4.33 
PPT PPT 7.80 1. 39 1. 40 24.38 19.20 6.50 
PPT PPT 7.80 2.37 1.88 22.03 38.40 13.00 
IRR WTR 3.55 1. 63 1. 92 0.65 
WATER FROM SEELEY CREEK JOES VALLEY DAM SITE GYP ABSENT 
CASa CACO PH SAR HC03 CA MG NA 
-~ .... -.. ----.-
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQlJ 
EQU 
EQU 
EQlJ 
IRR 
10 
9 
'8 
5 
6 
5 
4 
2 
PPT 7.80 0.45 4.39 
PPT 7.80 0.53 4.93 
PPT 7.80 0.58 5.20 
PPT 7.80 0.65 5.47 
PPT 7.80 0.75 6.18 
PPT 7.80 0.88 6.84 
PPT 7.80 1.07 8.40 
PPT 7.80 1. 20 9.05 
PPT 7.80 1. 38 10.91 
PPT 7.80 1. 63 13.32 
PPT 7.80 2.04 18.70 
ppJ' 7.80 2.94 39.18 
WTR 3.55 
Seeley Creek • Joe's Volley Dam Site. 
-- G}'1lsum prsent in soil. 
- - - Gypsum absent in soil. 
Irrigation water EC= 0.55 
2.96 2.13 
2.52 2.45 
2.44 2.77 
2.36 3.20 
2.14 3.84 
2.02 4.80 
1. 73 6.40 
1.71 7.68 
1. 49 9.60 
1. 32 12.80 
1.06 19.20 
0.65 38.40 
1. 63 1.92 
~ ------~------------ / 
---
----------
/ 
.,. 
0.72 
0.83 
0.94 
1. 08 
1. 30 
1. 63 
2.17 
2.60 
3.25 
4.33 
6.50 
13.00 
0.65 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
2 
101 
K 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.10 
0.12 
0.15 
0.20 
0.30 
0.60 
0.03 
K 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
0.10 
0.12 
0.15 
0.20 
0.30 
0.60 
0.03 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ , 
S04 CL 
29.47 0.20 
29.69 0.23 
30.22 0.26 
30.39 0.30 
31.05 0.36 
32.22 0.45 
33.71 0.60 
35.14 0.72 
36.94 0.90 
40.20 1. 20 
46.67 1. 80 
68.08 3.60 
0.50 0.18 
S04 CL 
0.56 0.20 
0.64 0.23 
0.72 0.26 
0.83 0.30 
1. 00 0.36 
1. 25 0.45 
1.67 0.60 
2.00 0.72 
2.50 0.90 
3.33 1. 20 
5.00 1. 80 
10.00 3.60 
0.50 0.18 
, 
..... 
C03 ECdw 
Net 
Salt 
0.050 2.12 0.90 
0.050 2.13 0.78 
0.051 2.15 0.69 
0.052 2.21 0.60 
0.054 2.22 0.50 
0.057 2.32 0.40 
0.061 2.46 0.30 
0.065 2.55 0.25 
0.070 2.72 0.20 
0.080 2.95 0.15 
0.100 3.45 O. io 
0.168 4.88 0.05 
0.00 0.55 
C03 ECdw 
Net 
Salt 
0.099 0.57 0.90 
0.144 0.55 0.78 
0.149 0.58 0.69 
0.165 0.62 0.60 
0.201 0.67 0.50 
0.242 0.75 0.40 
0.340 0.88 0.30 
0.382 1.02 o '). • _J 
0.522 1.17 0.20 
0.736 1. 44 0.15 
1. 295 1. 94 0.10 
4.004 3.30 0.05 
0.00 0.55 
